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NOTES ON HINDI TERMS

To facilitate reading, English equivalents for Hindi-Urdu terms 
have been used wherever possible. All such terms are transliterated 
in a loosly Romanized fashion. In some instances the word forms have 
been standardized to prevent the confusion of spellings which were 
occassionally noted in the original field notes; in rare instances, 
up to four different spellings were used for the same word or concept. 

When used, Hindi terms are defined as they appear. Some words, 
such as "purdah”, which appear frequently in English writings are 
spelled as given in standard English dictionaries. Familiar caste 

names (Brahmin, Shudra), are treated in a similiar manner, but more 
obscure caste names and in cases where the local pronounciation of 
a Hindi term seemed important, these words are written phonetically 
according to the system of transcription used in the Cornell India 
Program field note file. In this system, retroflex consonants are 
indicated by capitalization and long vowels are distinguished from 
short vowels by double characters (i, e. long "I" is written -ii).
An example of the system seen in a more obscure caste name is 
jaTiiaa Chamar", a caste of untouchable shoemakers. The English 
practice of adding the suffix "s" to nouns to indicate plurality 
is used as a convention in both the Anglicized and phonetic versions 
of Hindi terms. In reality, Hindi forms for both singular and plural 

are often identical.



V

Place names were taken from Government of India maps. Certain 
Hindi terms which appear frequently in English accounts of village 
life in India (jajmani, panchayat), are spelled in their conventionally 
accepted Anglicized form and underlined.
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ABSTRACT

Hinduism has persisted as an identifiable and reasonably 
coherent body of religious rites and myth for thousands of years.
Its strength is greatest in the villages,where illiteracy is highest, 
yet in this "little tradition" a definite measure of standardization 
occurs in the absence of a central ecclesiastical authority and 
definitive body of dogma. The place of calendrical rites and the 
ritual art connected with them plays a fundamental role in both the 
perpetuation and standardization of Hinduism. Women, as the artists 
and teachers, carry on the greatest part of this tradition within the 
villages. Through content analysis and construction of "symbol pools" 
from selected calendrical art, "models" are constructed which may 
serve as first indicators of "regions" within popular Hinduism. In 
addition, the symbol analysis reveals important attitudes and 
graphically illustrates "acceptable" normative behavior patterns. 
Analysis of calendrical rites has shown that they are an important 
mechanism in the perpetuation and standardization of Hinduism and, 
the women, as artists, are the foundation of this tradition.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The earliest traces of the Indus Valley civilization are pro
visionally dated circa 2500 B.C. and India is therefore considered to 
have the oldest continuing culture on earth, How this tradition 
(known today as Hinduism), comprised of such diverse and often con
flicting beliefs and practices has perpetuated itself is an extremely 
difficult question to answer.*

Whatever these perpetuating mechanisms are they have success
fully operated in spite of gross illiterary and the conspicuous absence 
of written dogma and centralized ecclesiastical authority. Throughout 
history repeated invasions and subjugation by alien governments have 
brought new languages and social customs to India. Every intrusion 
of foreign elements and peoples eventually become "Indianized" to 
some extentg but never significantly altered the describable* durable 
core of indigineous practices. Hinduism is often characterized by 
its ability to tolerate a wide disparity within the overall system —  

to the extent of absorbing significant portions of other religious 
(i.e. Buddhism, Islam) into its myth and ritual. Although the 

perpetuation and diffusion of the more formal Sanskritic aspects (in 
scriptural and organized "school" contexts) have been studied by

*For an appraisal of current interpretations of the Harappan 
Civilization see Fairservis, Walter A, Jr.,(1961) "The Harappan 
Civilization. = New Evidence and More Theory", in American Museum 
Novitates (New York: American Museum of Natural History), ITumber 2055.
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generations of scholarss the same processes found in the popular or
common level of Hinduism have received little attention. The
Brahmanical ceremonies are more than adequately described in existing
literature, but the rites and rituals practiced on a village level
are seldom mentioned and, when they are cited, often it is in summary
form - not as actually executed. The reasons for this are manifold.
The extremes of religious diversity found within any geographical area
or caste group cause great difficulties for anyone attempting to
describe\and analyze this "grass roots" Hinduism, Even more difficult
is to apply the results of such an analysis to other levels of Indian
social or cultural behavior. Generalizations about "popular" Hinduism
as with any social or cultural phenomena -- require a description of
the sample drawn from the universe of local ritual practices.

The existence of worship and the central place it occupies
in the average Indian's life is noted by Indologist Percival Spear,

(Schulberg, 1968);
For an Indian, all action is ritual, all art is symbolic 
of religious ideas, all worship is an expression of life, 
all life is one facet of the Eternal, Underlying the 
identities is the Indian's worship of this all - pervad
ing spirit. An Indian must worship; some spend their 
lives in worshipful meditation, others make do with 
homage to a stone or a tree. Through a combination of 
worship, ritual and religion, Indians have succeeded in 
synthesizing extraordinarily diverse forces and influ
ences, _ (p. ill)
Yet knowning the existence of worship does not yield the type 

of information needed to answer the question "How does worship help 

the system perpetuate itself?", Morris E. Opler (1959) notes this 
problem and points to a partial solution;



Very often we have evidence that a trait, a belief, or 
an activity exists in a culture without knowing as much 
as we would like to know about its pace and its importance 
in context. As anthropologists have added to their 
interest in distribution arid diffusion of traits a con
cern over function, integration, and process in culture, 
it has become increasingly important not only to enumerate 
items but to say something about their weighting in 
relation to other features and about the amount of 
participation and support they elicit from the various 
ranks of the society. It is not easy to determine the 
meaning of aspects of a culture for its carriers, and 
our methods are admittedly none too sensitive and de
pendable. (pp. 219)
The concern of this paper with calendrical rites (as a mecha

nism in the perpetuation of what Redfield calls the "Little Tradition") 
falls between two types of studies. On one hand, is O'Malley's (1935) 

Popular Hinduism which fails to meet the needs of social science, but 
which represents the only work to date on the pan-Indian view of 
popular Hinduism. His analysis was based on fragmented information 
from many areas as well as syrithesizations of Hindu classics. On the 
other hand, anthropologists adhere to the criteria of universe, sample 
and socio-economic context but, have usually limited their research 
to small geographical areas or single caste studies. The validity 
of applying these results to other areas or groups is questionable. 

Since 1950 some antropologists (MeKim Marriott, Oscar Lewis, 
Ruth and Stanley Freed, Morris Opler among others) have occasionally 
applied the concept of "region" as a unit of study and thereby closed 

the gap between the broad generalizations about Hinduism as social 
phenomena and the micro-cosmic single-caste studies -= neither of 
which seem capable of producing information that can be readily 
correlated with similiar studies; The use of a region is particularly



4
appealing to the anthropologist because of the possibility of defining 
culture boundries or a "border of influence"~and tracing diffusion 
patterns.

Recent studies concerned with popular Hinduism apparently view 
the "region" as a pyramid; the "reflective (literate) few" versed in 
the classic "Great Tradition" form the very small top levels, leaving 
the much larger base relatively unknown. The "Little Tradiation", 
though comprised of and practiced by the overwhelming majority of 
Indians, is only partially illuminated by a few village and caste 
studies and is occasionally revealed as a byproduct of "Great Tradiation" 
research. In these studies, the parameters of the region are determined 
by the range of influence stemming from a religious center. The centers 
spread their teaching through the formal transmittal agents of reli
gious "priests" or monks, the informal contact of wandering sadhus 
(homeless beggers considered to be holy men), and direct contact with 
pilgrims. Though a reciprocal action takes place as these Brahmanical 
centers receive and assimilate new beliefs and ritual practices 
originating at the local level, the movement is generally conceived of 
as a downward flow across vertical social-economic strata.

In recent years studies have been undertaken to trace and 
explain this two-way flow of religious influence between villages and 
religious centers. Here, too, the emphasis has been on the channels 
of communication rather than on the type of information transmitted, 
with the result that the existence of such systems and their functions 

have been verified, but the substance of the flow has seldom been



catalogued. Only a few studies (Redfield 1956; Lewis 1955, pp. 145- 
70; Marriott 1955, pp. 171-222; Opler 1956; Singh 1959, pp. 10-19; 
Sinha 1957, pp. 23-37) have mentioned specifics.

The scope of this paper precludes attempting the type of 
delineation of elements which have been, as Marriott terms them, 
"parochialized" from the Sanskritic tradition into the village or 
"universalized"from the village culture into an area of the "Great 
Tradition", but such influences will be pointed out as they occur and 
when their presence in the sample of calendrical rite symbols is of 
importance. In a more complete study encompassing the meaning of 
borrowed symbols there would need to be a careful separation as to 
origin and, if possible, time of introduction in order to trace 
regional influences and guage their quantitative as well as quali

tative effect on the religious art and life in neighboring areas.

The fact that urban centers retain a "social and cultural 
structure of Hinduism recognizably continuous with smaller villages" 

lead Milton Singer ,(1961) to conclude: '
The unity : of Hinduism is to be found in the continu
ities which can be traced in the concrete media of song, 
dance, play, sculpture, religious story, and rite that 
connect the rituals and beliefs of the villages with 
those of the townsman and urbanite, one region with 
another, and the educated with the uneducated. Even 
the sects lose some of their exclusiveness when one 
looks at the media which they use to communicate their 
particular version of Hinduism. (pp. 295-296)
In this study the concern will be to determine to what extent*

if any, village calendrical rites act as a transmission agent of
popular Hinduism. It will deal with popular Hinduism in terms of a
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region in the anthropological sense, viewing the region horizontally 
from the bottom, with emphasis on the horizon. A concern throughout 
will be shown for the variation —  variation viewed as a guide to the 
range of tolerated deviance in religious behavior __ and as a source 

of clues to the processes by which conformity, if such exists, is 
maintained and perpetuated. Differences in the accounts of rites, 
myths and attendant behavior are presented to convey a sense of per
spective; however, no significant patterning is sought in the oral 
material since errors inherent in the interview situation do not 
warrant systematic comparison. The agents of transmittal at the 
village level will be examined and their areas of influence discussed.

This study deals with one aspect of ritual behavior examined 
in the contest of a "typical" North Indian village, to illustrate how 

Hinduism, as cultural phenomenon, is perpetuated. This will be done 
through an analysis of the graphic content of six selected calendrical 
rites and the attendant rituals.

The choice of calendrical art rather than the accompanying 
myths or folk-tales was guided by several considerations. First, the 
unambiguous nature of the simple art forms used (mainly wall or floor 
paintings and simple plastic material constructions of an elementary 
nature); second, the easy availability of the types of materials 
needed by anyone wanting to participate; third, only minimal skills are 
needed to accomplish such art, requiring the psycho-motor coordination 
of a ten year old; fourth, the unique aspect of having a rather com

plete series of pictorial representations that express normative 
behavior and whose forms are readily recognizable -- this factor is
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especially valuable in a nation with high illiterary because graphic art 
is one of the few sources of consistent, reliable and permanent (when 
photographed or drawn) records of socio-cultural activity. The value 
of using a camera for certain segments of anthropological fieldwork 
has been known for years, but more recently it has become a specialized 
tool in the hands of trained personnel (Collier 1967). This study is 
based on an extensive collection of photographs dealing with the yearly 
round of ritual activity in a village in the Northern Gangetic Plain.* 

The village had a population of 5000 in 1956 and is located 
in the state of Uttar Pradtish^districtiof Saharanpur, a fertile region 
considered the nucleus of Indian Classical Tradition. Located 90 miles 
north of Delhi near both the sacred river Ganges and the Himalayas, the 

village’s economy is based almost completely on agriculture. The 
village is predominantly Hindu, but due to a history of periodic Islamic 
rule, Muslim influence is greater than the numerically small (8%) Muslim 
population would suggest. The village is connected to larger centers 
and is open to influence by daily intercourse with travelers. In 
addition, the practice of village exogomy followed in this region 
indicates that an. area of some extent might be involved and that art 
styles from neighboring cities and states might be found in this one 
village because of the custom of post-marriage migration of women to 

the village of their husbands. Other factors in ordering social

*Most of the original field notes, photographs and illus
trations used in this research were collected by Dr, J, M, Mahar, 
University of Arizona while conducting studies as a member of the 
Cornell Research Station in Rankandi, Uttar Pradesh, India from 
Oct. 1964 to May 1956, A number of photographs were taken by 
another member of the Cornell team, Mrs. Patricia Hitchcock, The 
following description of the village is drawn from ’’The Rajputs of 
Khalapur" by Minturn and Hitchcock (1966) John Wiley and Sons, IncT



relationships such as caste endogomy and village patriarchal residence 
will be examined for re1 evened« Caste, economic, educational or other 
possible restrictions which might eliminate an important segment of the 
population will be investigated to determine who and to what extent 
would they be excluded from ritual activities.

Assuming the use of religious symbols can act as possible 
quantitative indicators of a "region" within popiilar Hinduism, and 
using "region" in a broad horizontal sense, I shall briefly outline 
the theory used in analyzing six calendrical rites. As previously 
stated, for the purposes of this paper the means (content, execution 
and distribution of symbols found in the graphic arts), rather than 
the meaning or the objectives of such art will be of primary concern. 
Content.analysis of wall paintings as a means of determining the 
distribution of symbols resembles an approach to the study or religion 
that has fallen into abeyance in anthropology. But the sterility of 

Ninteenth Century studies of this nature, such as d'Alviella's (1894) - 
MigrAtion. of Symbols, may be attributed to the'predominant concern for 
origin and original meaning of symbols. The distribution of symbols, 
when treated simply as a "symbol pool", to be utilized for indicating 
only contact and shared knowledge, may be of use in creating models 
which serve both to map a "culture area" and to construct a basis from ! 
which comparisons may be made with the calendrical art of other areas j
on a "visual" J.evel„ ;  „....... ...— ... ...... ____

The raw data associated with the six rites was comprehensive 

in its coverage by caste and the quality of photographs, but in order 
to be "representative" and reasonably brief, selections had to be made.
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The total sample included over 450 photographs of 11 rites and 1000 
pages of accompanying explanatory text or other field-note material 
related to calendrical rites. From this corpus 226 photos from 6 
rites were chosen to be analyzed.

The first calendrical rite to be examined for its "symbol 
pool" is known as Hooii.* Hooii will be examined in gfeat detail so 
an exposition of technique can be presented. The remaining five rites 
will receive a less comprehensive analysis.

*A listing of the ceremonies„ rites and other religious activity 
observed in a "typical" year may be found in Appendix , .1.



CHAPTER 2

HOQIIs METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The art j, ritual and myth associated with the rite known as 
Hooii will be examined in somewhat greater detail than the other five 
rites to demonstrate the method used in the analysis. An examination 
to determine the patterning of common and unique features requires 
that the main elements of the rite and related myth be described in 
both summary and individual form. The effects of deviant cases (of 
artistic execution or ritual performance) will be viewed in relation 
to the "model" which is constructed from a synthesis of the total 

Hooii ceremonial ritual. In this manner the range of variation 
can be accurately guaged in the incidence as well as the rendition of 

symbols.
This enumeration of the sample for each rite will also 

identify the agents of diffusion and pinpoint any differentiation 
in terms of caste or some other division of society.

Graphic Features
The symbols themselves will be divided into those that can 

be identified as myth-related and "other". Where possible the sig

nificance or origin of those listed under "other" will be explained. 

Then the numerical distribution of all symbols will be traced in terms 
of caste, compound and village origin of the painter. Similarities

10
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will be discussed in terms of horizontal distribution (compound9 
neighborhood$ family) and vertical distribution (caste).

. .Non-graphic Features 
Accounts of ceremony and major variants will be given 

including myths„ stories9 songss ritual gesture and ritual food.
These non-graphic activities will be given less attention than the 
art because the main concern of the paper is with symbol content„ 
but where the inclusion of. non-graphic material can assist in 
explaining relationships or defining attitudes towards the rite or 
the art itself, these non-graphic elements will be cited.

Symbol Content of Hooii 

Content analysis requires identification and classification 
of the units to be compared. Thus, it is necessary to determine if 
symbols executed by 136 different artists for six different rite 
involving either painting or plastic sculpting could be readily, 
consistently and correctly identified and classified. Lists were 
prepared of major characteristic symbols; their placement, or absence 
was noted in "test samples" by visual inspection alone. In many cases 
interview material in which the artists themselves identified the 
features of their work was available, these records were not con- ̂ feesaMttesaoa
suited in the first phase of familiarization. Over 5,000 items were 
noted and decisions were made regarding the nature and occurrence 

of dominant features. By taking the results and comparing them with 
the explanations of the painters, only 9% of the 5,000 "symbols"
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required correction. This meant the majority of graphic elements 
were correctly identified by simple visual inspection. This accom
plished two purposes first it served as a reliability check on the 
interview material and, second, proved that a majority of the symbols 
were shared by all caste groups and followed a stylistic pattern 
that could be correctly identified in almost all cases. This was 

invaluable in pinpointing idiosyncratic deviations which otherwise 
might have gone unnoticed or have been erroneously assigned to 
another category with the result that the findings would be weighted 
incorrectly. As an example of the ease in identification, all versions 
of one symbol (a bird-like creature representing Hooii8s children) are 

reproduced in Figure 1.
The technique used for the Hooii analysis is essentially the 

same as applied to the entire sample of six ealendrical rites.. The 
exceptions or limitations pertaining to some rites are mentioned in 
the chapter in which that rite appears. Because the basis of the 
study is quantitative, the correct identification for subsequent 
sorting and tabulation is of paramount inportance. The use of photo
graphs of the ealendrical art is the only really practical method of 
preserving the graphics for later examination and comparison. This 

photographic approach to gathering data is limited, as Collier (196? 
p. 70) points out, "No matter how rich our photographic material is, 
our statistical recovery is limited to content that is countable, 
measurable, or scalable." Therefore, no detailed attempt will be 
made to ascertain the latent meaning of the symbols, but only to 
catalogue features of form and construct typical models which may be 
used as the groundwork for comparative studies in other geographic



Figure 1. Typologies of Bird Drawings

The drawings are ordered according to the approximate position 
of their painters in the caste hierarchy, with the highest caste at the 
top of the page. Drawings marked "X" were not recognized in the visual 
inspection of the paintings; it was necessary to use the interview 

material for their identification.
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areas„ The ultimate question of their value as indicators of regions 
within popular Hinduism and the function of calendrical rites as an

agent of transmission” will be reviewed.
The Hooii data was gathered from at least ten residential 

compounds which encompassed forty families of ten different castes 
representing all levels of the caste hierarchy.

Two or more nuclear families lived in each of these com
pounds „ some as joint families9 others simply as members of the 
same lineage. In all but one case* the compound of the Rajputs$ each 
residential unit was surrounded by those of different castes,

A summary of information obtained about the ceremony and the 
accompanying myth follows

Hooij us observed in the fall of the year by mothers 
of male children in order to evoke the aid or at 
least avoid the wrath of the goddess Hooii who 
controls children’s diseases. The date this rite was 
observed in 1955 A,D, was November 6 on the Western 
calendar (for an explanation of the Hindu lunar 
calendrical system* see Freed (1964), It is part 
of what may be considered an autumn series of rites 
prompted by the end of gathering the kharif 
(rice and minor produce) crop and a surplus of various, 
grains for use as ritual offerings and in the pre
paration of festive foods»
The house is cleaned* after which the walls and 
floors are resurfaced with cow dung, A painting 
is made on the inner wall of the home. The mother 
fasts (water may be taken) during the day* and 
makes an offering before the painting near 
sunset
One of the ritual objects used in the sunset 
ceremony is a necklace called siyaaoo* it is re
presented in the paintings. Gifts are also given 
to a certain class of relatives during Hooii,

’’Since Hooii occurs at a specific time* shortly before sunset* 
the fieldhotes noted two instances of directly observed performances. 
Twenty-eight additional accounts were gained by interviewing indi
viduals the following day and photographing the wall paintings at 
that time.
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The myth associated with Hpoii was given in several slightly 
differing versions, the variations of which will be examined later, 
but the core consisted of a story about a woman (daughter-in-law) 
who in the past $ while digging mud on this day, inadvertently killed 
the children of Hooii, In retribution, Hooii killed, the woman,s 
children, one a year for several years, The woman showed no anger, 
and for seven years performed a ceremony in honor of Hooji on this 
day, and Hooii rewarded her devotion and perseverance by restoring 
her children to life* The women of Rankhandi create paintings based 

on this myth, .
Representative Hooii, paintings prepared by some of these 

families were photographed, Paintings were not done by nine families 
without a living son, irrespective of the reason —  be it death of a 
son or lack of male children born into the family. Three families 
with sons * but where some family member had died in the past on the 
day of the rite, did not create a painting. Altogether, thirty-two 
paintings were photographed in black and white. Few color photo

graphs were taken because the colors were found to be identical (red 
and white) and no significance in choice, shading or patterning of 
colors could be determined. The painters of all the Hooii art were 
women although most pu,1a and hopm ceremonies (ritual sacrifices) 
were performed by a male member of the family or in the case of 

higher castes, the family Brahmin (purohit),
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The women painters were asked to identify the various elements 
in their paintings and questioned on other aspects of this calendrical 
rite.

The following elements of the ceremony and related myth 
appear in many of the wall paintings and will be analysed,

-The goddess Hooii (represented in all paintings as the 
’’frame”)

"Hoeii’s children 
-the necklace (Slyaaoo)

-sons and wives.
Other elements appearing in some paintings but not directly related 
to the myth include:

-border design 
-the palanquin
-moon and stars (or simply ’’astronomical symbol”)
-chompaR board*
-bar-tree (bar = banyan tree) - flower-plant
-ladder with human figure
-writing
-swastika design 
-scorpion

-horse and horse with rider

-types of foods (sweets9 grain)
-' _ _ _ _ _  ' . 1 ' ■

*Por discussion of the historical evolution of the game, 
see W, Norman Brown’s (1964) article ’’Chaumpar” in Expedition,
Spring, or George F, Dales’ (1968.) article "Of Dice"and"liinif"in 
Journal of The American Oriental Society, Vol. 88, No. 1,
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-comb

-animals (lion - "small wild animals")

-birds (peacocks, parrots» roosters)
-slates (for writing)
-scales,

sis
The principle graphic features of a "model" Hooii are shown 

in Figure 2, Percentage figures indicate the incidence of selected 
features within a sample of 32 Hooii paintings. Examples of deco
rative border designs are seen on the bar below the main figure; 
normally all four sides are decorated in such a manner. Most paintings 
contain only one or two of the border variations shown in the bar and 
alternate squares. Often the chompaR design is repeated in the border 
and within the main center area of the painting. The paintings range 

in size from 24 to 40 inches square with borders generally four to 
five inches on a side,

A stylized human figure either square or slightly rectan

gular which contains all other elements is found in all paintings.
Other common features are two rows of figures generally seven to a 
row (also 5 and 9)$ which appear in the upper 20 percent of the body of 
the main figure. The upper row represents a man variously identified 

as sons, or hoped-for future sons of the painters. The lower rows 
are identified as the wives of these sons.



their wivesW
Necklace —  

Palanquin -

Tree — — — —
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symbols
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#.a^Hooii's 
qo-̂ J ’’children”

Boarder design 
100%

Typical border designs

Figure 2. Hooii Model



The location of symbols within the main framework varies so 
greatly that only the necklace\(siyaaoo) has a relavely fixed \ 
position directly below the head (shown as a triangle). Palanquins 
are.sometimes shown without porters, but when portrayed, the porters 
are identified as Jhiivaars (water-carrier caste), The number of 
human figures represented within the palanquin varied, as did their
identification: some painters identified them as their son and his

i -present or future wife. Some said these figures were sons and 
daughters-in-1aw of Hooii. Other situations involving human repre

sentations showed figures riding horses, on top of ladders, arranged 
(as players) around a ChompaR (Parches!) design and as individual 
drawings.

Although the ChompaR design, representing a playing board, 
appears in over 90 percent of the paintings, neither its role in the 
calendrical rite nor its relation to the myth was determined. None 
of the painters could cite its origin, but used it as part of the 

"formula", .
The main areas of artistic expression are to be found in the 

embellishment of priciple features and the inclusion of animal- 

astronomic-flower-geometric designs within the painting. The quantity 

and quality of embellishments in the paintings varied from caste to 
caste and was reflected by the artist’s attitude toward the rite.
Some apologized for their work, excusing it as due to lack of time; 

others were pleased with the execution and drew attention to it. 

Natural artistic ability is not a major factor in ritual art, the
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importance seemed to be on having a painting if one had a son, not 
the content or quality of the work itself.

Though similar decorative details exist in the paintings done 
for other calendrical rites, the Hooii paintings are readily identi
fiable through the occurrence of symbols peculiar to its myth and 
ceremony. No painting of Hooii, regardless of caste origin or care 
of execution, could be mistaken for other Hindu religious art.

Caste Status and Symbpi Distribution 
The distribution„ by painting and caste, of the principle 

symbols used in Hooii paintings is shown in Table 1 , The occurrence 
of other than main features follows no discernable pattern s.but two 
items suggest possible correlation between the painter and relative 
position of her .jati (sub-caste) in the caste structure. First is the 
ladder which appears in all but one of the high caste (Rajput) paint
ings and in only one low caste (Dhoobii), The explanation given by 
the painters is that this element represents a woman who "climbs 
the ladder to see the first stars so whe can break her fast," This 
may also symbolically represent an assumed higher social status 

through spatial allegory, It is also in keeping with a slight tendency 

for upper caste painters to display more completely the elements of 
the Hooii myth, Interview records indicate a more complete knowledge 
of the story among upper castes 9 thoygh some lower caste informants 

were as fully acquainted with the details of the myth.



Table 1. Symbol Distribution by Caste for Hooii
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03 X X X X X X X
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108C X X X X X X X X
1919 X X X X X X X X
LM#2 . x X X X X X

Vaish.
04 X X X X X X X X
05 X X X X X X X X
29 X X X X X X X X X

Brahmin
06 X X. X X X X X X

Naaii
23 X X X X X X X X

.

25 X X 'X" X X X
26 X X X X X X X
27 X X X X X X X X X
28 X X X X X X X X

SiaaNii
17 X X X X X X X

Dh. Brah.
18 X X X X X X X

-High Caste

-Middle Castes
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Table 1.--Continued

Bhangi
20 X X "X X X
21 X X X " X i X
22 X X X X X X X

Julaahaa
07 X X X X ' X ' X
08 X X X X X X X X
10 X X X X X X
30 X X X X X X X

: 24 X X X X X X X
Dhoobii

13 X X ' X X X X X X
14 X X X X X X ‘ X X
15 X X X X X X X
16 X X X X X

Kumhar
11 X X X X X X X
12 X X X X X X X X
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The second decorative detail which seemed to denote caste 

linked traits was the use of stippled white dots outside the main 
figure. They appear only in Rajput and Vaish paintings. This one 
incident of extra embellishment seems to correspond to the greater 
detail and degree of care generally expended by upper caste painters* 
but was not an absolute as a few of the lower caste paintings were as 
elaborate and carefully executed, .j.

Three paintings contain the names of God (Ram, Om) written in 
Hindi and Urdu and names of the sons within the families for whom the 
paintings were done. Two of the paintings containing names were the 
work of literate women of the lower caste groups (Julaahaa Chamar 
and Dhoobii ) and the third was a high caste (Hindu Rajput),

Decorative details also reflected minor caste differences by 

representing objects associated with particular castes. Measuring 
scales and writing slates were portrayed solely in the paintings of 
the Vaish (caste of merchants). In Rajput painting a horse or horses 
eating gram (a grain) from a bucket are shown. As a high status 
symbol the horse reflects the martial tradition of this warrior caste. 

Additionally* in this particular village* the lower castes are pro
hibited from owning horses. There are instances in the field notes of 
the occurrence of Valmiki (a minor god) in Bhangi paintings* but no 
photographs were taken. The inclusion of a caste godling in calen- 
drical art appears not to be unusual although there were no recorded
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instances in the corpus of photographs from which this sample was 
selected. In Rankhandi, Valmiki serves the purpose of a "patron saint" 
for the sweeper caste.

The greater incidence of joint-farailies among the higher castes 
is reflected in the greater number of double-headed paintings in this 
group. Two heads are placed on a painting when it is made for two 
nuclear families.

It is evident that uniformity rather than difference charac
terizes the distribution of symbols within the Hopii sample, but a 
most striking deviation due to caste position appears in. the case of 
the Chamars. Although members of this caste observe the fast, perform 
the sunset ceremony, and know the myths of Hooji, none of them pre
pared a Hooii painting. This is in keeping with their usual deviant 

behavior in the observance of calendrical rites. On certain occasions 
the Chamars make ritual paintings when others do not. Some rites 
observed by all other castes are ignored by the Chamars, who in turn
celebrate rites not followed by the others.

Individual
In three instances photographs were obtained of paints by the 

same individual for two consecutive years. This was possible due to
the practice of leaving Hooii paintings on the wall from one year to
the next. Usually the old painting is plastered over when a new 
painting is made, but in these three cases the new painting was made 
alongside the old. Due to weathering, the old paintings were not
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complete; but the remnants showed that the work of a painter could be
readily identified by her style. The use of a particular geometric
element (rectangle, triangle, spiral) as the base for a specific symbol
(e.g., Hooii’s children) remained constant, as did the selection and
execution of decorative details. The only variations discerned were in
the location of symbols within the body of the main feature. Except
for the location of the necklace at the throat, there seemed to be no
fixed position for symbols.

All of the painters in this sample used one or more stylistic

techniques found in no other painting.

Family
Whether or not there exists family traditions in ritual paint- 

ing was not directly investigated. The painters in the sample lived 
in their husband * s village, and copies of their mother’s work were 
not obtained. However, the painters stated that their mothers 
taught them how to paint, and we observed many girls, eleven to thir

teen years of age, assisting their mothers by filling in the details 
of Hooii paintings. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that knowledge 
of ritual painting, and mastery of the techniques of execution, are 
acquired before a woman goes to live in her husband’s village.

Influence in Compound 
The village is divided into seven general area subdivisions, 

known as patti's. These separations are based on a defunct system 
of revenue collection and are not useful in studying either multi-
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caste nor inter-caste influences upon individual painters. Other 
"divisions*' by lane, recent revenue boundaries or "accepted" parameters 
have no correlation with influence as exhibited by a measurable 
standardization of technique; however the residential compound appears 
to be the place where stylistic influence upon a woman’s ritual paint- 

i ing is strongest. This is based on a readily identifiable distribution 
of identical stylistic traits at the compound level. Correspondence 

of this kind never crossed compound boundries.
Instances of this similarity in style appears in the Dhoobii 

and Vaish compounds where three paintings from each contain identical 
border designs. These correspondences are unique and cannot be 
attributed to common parental influence of sphere of learning as the 
painters come from different villages. The two border designs are 
not found in any other paintings though the motifs are common, It 
appears that the ordering of certain standard geometric patterns is 

limited to compounds„ No reason was ever given by the painters for a 
particular sequence of design elements,

Another ease of influences within a compound appears in the 
Jogi caste compound where three of four paintings have identical 
border designs, a common portrayal of Hooii’s children and distinc
tive stylization of the necklace. Field notes reveal the presence 

of an authoratative mother-in-law which might account for a uniform 
execution of the painting, though this aspect was not investigated.

Paintings from the compounds of Bhangii, Julaahaa Chamar, Hindu 
Rajput and Vaish castes revealed two or more identical stylistic 
features peculiar to each which were not found in any other paintings
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in the sample. These manifested themselves both in general qualita
tive design features, such as the shape of Hooii's children and in 
quantitative aspects such as the size of human figures in relation 
to the other elements of the paintings. These aspects seemed to be 
caste-linked preferences and bore no relation to the importance of 
the elements in the myth as far as could be determined. These simi
larities which occurred do not seem mere coincidences since they 
consist of line drawings with distinct, idiosyncratic styles of 
execution. As a check and to further eliminate the possibility of 
coincidence, certain geometric patterns such as the checkerboard 
division of a square or random cross-hatching were not considered; 
the normal range of such variation is so narrow that the appearance of 
some common forms is more likely.due to independent invention than 
diffusion.

Neighborhood
The sample for Hooii and most of the other calendrical rites 

were taken from compounds in one section of the eastern part of the 
village. Many of the painters were immediate neighbors separated by 
only a mud wall. Although extensive visiting, both social and employ

ment, takes place throughout the year among many adjacent compounds, 
there is no marked effect that revealed itself in the paintings. But, 
many women of the different castes in this sample were good friends and 
there is the possibility that prolonged contact may have created an 
awareness of other styles (as evidenced by some women commenting on the
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paintings of others). This awareness might lead to further adoption 
and dissemination of new or different practices.

Caste Contrast

The range of variation, selection of motifs and other individ
ual choices pointed to a lack of caste tradition in painting because 
a horizontal comparison of the paintings fails to reveal any signifi

cant blocks of caste-shared styles across the whole sample of any one 
caste group. In no case did any of the similarities noted in a com
pound setting occur in all the paintings of the same caste, A 
vertical analysis revealed no greater difference in style between 
Brahmin (highest caste) and Bhangi (lowest caste) paintings nor was 
there any significant variation between these two castes and any of 
the eight others represented. In fact, the analysis revealed a very 

slight similarity between Brahmin and Bhanghi paintings which might be 
due to the daily visits made by Bhangi women (sweepers by traditional 
occupation) to the residences of their upper caste (Brahmin, Rajput) 
employers. Such intimate daily contact would afford ample opportunity 

to observe and eventually copy upper caste styles of ritual painting - 
not only for Hpoii but for the entire round of calendrical rites re
quiring art work.

Village Origin and Influence
The women included in the Hooii sample came from villages 

situated within an area of approximately 1500 square miles (for caste 
marriage maps of Rankhandi see Appendix 2). Every sector of this area was 
represented within the sample of 32 paintings. None of the similarities
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noted in the comparisons made could be directly related $o the painters6 
area of origin. In the eases where women came from neighboring vil
lages, their paintings appear to have no more in common with one another 
than with any randomly selected painting in the sample. Conversely, the 
same lack of any striking similarity or contrast was found when compar
ing the paintings made by the two women whose parental villages were 
farthest apart.

Role of Religious Specialists in Hooii
The interview materials reveal only two instances in which 

religious specialists participated in Hooii. One Rajput woman said 
that she received some help from a Brahman woman, the wife of her 
family’s purohit (priest/officient), in the creation of Hooii painting. 
Another Rajput woman said that she did not ask her purohitIs wife for 
assistance as she was more competent that the Brahman woman in such 
matters.

One middle-caste woman1 said that whe went to the home of a 
Rajput friend on the day of Hooii to listen to a recitation of the 
Hooii myths by a Brahman woman who serves the Rajput’s family.

There are many ways for the literate to discover when a 
ceremony should be celebrated, such as religious tracts and astro
nomical calculating tables, although the majority of the informants 
indicated word-of-mouth as their source. Brahmins and other religious 
specialists also inform their upper-caste patrons of the proper date 
for most religious observances, including Hooii. This information
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is then transmitted informally, usually through employees of the upper 
castes, to lower castes. The women of middle and lower castes who 
provide traditionally defined goods and services such as washerwomen 
and potters, often learned a date from the women in their employer’s 
family. One woman of the Dhoobii caste (washerman) said she kept 
account of the date herself. One caste, the SiaaNii, differed in the 
observance of Hooii - a day later than the other castes, which may be 
due to a different calculation of the "correct date" by Brahmins they 
had consulted.

Ritual Context of Hooii Paintings
Hie following synthesis of accounts regarding the ritual 

. observances of Hooii is based on those elements reported in common 
by all the women included in the survey of Hooii paintings. Although 
women of the Charaar caste did not make wall paintings, they observed 
all the ritual features of this rite as described,

A woman initially observes Hooii and performs the appropriate 

ritual after the birth of her first son. Though she may help her 
mother to construct and paint a Hooii replica as a child, she is not 

obliged to do so. After the birth of her first male child and in 
conjunction with Hooii, a silver necklace, the siyaaoo, is purchased 
from the village goldsmith. This necklace consists of a square plate 
of sliver embossed with three female figures representing three 
goddesses (devi) called Basantii, Shah Kushambraa and Ujlii or 
Kankhal, who are believed to be responsible for various diseases.
An eyelet appears on each of the upper comers of the square, A
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string, attached to these eyelets, suspends the object around the 
mother’s neck. Two silver beads, called bachchee (children), are 
threaded on the string above each of the eyelets. An additional set 
of four beads are added to the necklace for each additional son born 
to the woman, A symbolic representation of the siyaaoo is one of 
the major components of the paintings themselves, appearing in close 
to 90 percent of the sample.

One informant reported that a necklace is passed on from mother 

to daughter-in-law. Another said that the silver from such a necklace 
from one generation is refashioned into a new siyaaoo for the next.

The methods of determining the date for Hooii have been dis
cussed, Deviations from the accepted date were noted; although most 
families observed this rite on November 6th, others did so on
November 7th (SiaaNii) and one (Chamar) made no paintings,

A woman intending to observe Hooii cleans her house and 
plasters the floor with cow dung on the appropriate day, because 

it is considered very important if not mandatory that a clean house 
be maintained for the ceremony. She then bathes, puts on clean 
clothes, and begins her wall painting which is made with geeruu (a 
reddish earth pigment). Then the painting is done with a raw cotton 
swab on a white background of rice flour paste (atta). This painting 
is done throughout the day at various intervals. Two women said they 

delayed completion of the painting until the occurrence of Giyaas, 
another calendrieal rite which is celebrated approximately three 
weeks later. A fast, allowing only the drinking of water or milk
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(one woman mentioned drinking tea), is maintained by the woman through
out the day. One woman did not fast due to illness, but she did make 
the painting and offerings. A Kabir Panthi Julaahaa said that she and 
her daughter went in the late afternoon to the home of a Rajput to 
hear a Brahmin woman recite the Hooii story. Some women of the Dhoobii, 
Kumhar, SiiaaNi, Julaahaa Chamar castes said they did not know a 

Hooii story.
Shortly before sunset, a woman prepares two pots acquired from 

the potters especially for this occasion. One pot is a rajnii (a 
smooth lipped pot). The other is a karwaa which has a spout. One 
informant said that the rajnii represents woman, the karwaa, man, A 
red thread is tied about the neck of each pot, and then the pots are 
filled with water. The rajnii is placed on the floor before the 
painting, and the karwaa is placed on top of the rajnii. The siyaaoo 
(necklace) is placed about the neck of the karwaa. An earthen lamp, 
with a twist of cotton for a wick and ghee for fuel, is lit and placed 
before the pots. Burning cow dung embers are placed next to the lamp.
A thaalii (brass tray) of festive food (kachoorils, vegetables and 
halwaa) known as a bayaanan, is placed near the lamp, A Chamar woman 
also put four annas on the tray, another,one rupee.

Sons participate in the ceremony with their mothers. The 
mother begins the ceremony by sprinkling a little ghee (clarified 
butter) on the burning embers, When it bursts into flame, she directs 
the smoke and flame toward the pots by waving the hands (one woman said 
"by blowing"); this is known as dhoop deenaa. Then mother and son or
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sons place their hands in the Namastee (traditional Indian greeting 
position of placing palms together). position with a little rice be
tween their palms. This rice is then thrown on the burning embers 
and the mother offers a prayer to the goddess. (One woman recited the 
following: Hooii maataa meeree baal bachchoon ki khair-sallaa
rakhiyee, which means, "Oh mother Hooii, keep my children well".)
Water is then revolved over the bayaanan (tray of food) three times 
and the ceremony is concluded.

The tray of food is then sent to a family elder or fed to a 
cow. Various kinds of kin were mentioned as recipient of this tray, 
including mother-in-law (saas), and the woman8s elder brother9s wife

One woman who had no elder sent her tray to her husband9s
younger brother9s wife. Her daughter, who was visiting her parental
home sent a tray to her mother-in-law in the husband9s village.
These trays are later returned with a gift of puffed rice (khill) 
and candy (pataashaas).

After concluding the ceremony, the woman serves her family 
the special festive foods she has prepared, portions of which appear
ed on the bayaanan tray. The woman does not eat until the moon or
stars appear in the sky. At that time the woman gives an offering
(aakhat) of rice and water (arag) from the rajnii and karwaa pots 
to the moon and/or stars , The latter act is performed by pouring 
the water on the ground in an easterly direction. Then she eats her 

meal.
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Questions such as, "What would be the effect of changing the 

ritual?", and "What are the consequences of not performing the ritual 
or creating art?", were answered lightly or with a shug of the 
shoulders. No woman interviewed said she could see any change in the 
rite and no serious efforts to include any new art elements or ritual 
activity were noted. It would appear the old maxim that the embedding 

of religion is confined when done "by rote and without thought" is 
applicable to the artistic ritual activity associated with Hooli. In 
the art, the women's initiative is confined to "details" - the "formula" 
of the art is unquestioned and (in the sample) unchanging.
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CHAPTER 3

SANGII/PAYAATAA

Sangii is observed somewhat differently from most calendrical 

rites in that it is part of a "round-within-a round" or a sub-cycle of 
calendrical rites which overlap by a day or so (see Append# ,3*) A’rite 
called Kannagats, begins on the first of Asswin badi (dark half of the. 
Hindu month Asswin) and continues for sixteen days. This corresponded 
from Sunday, October 2 to Sunday, October 16, 1955 on the Roman cal
endar . The last full day of the Kannagats rite (the Amaawas or moonless 
day of Asswin) marks also the first day of the preparation for the 
celebration of the Sangii. Thus Kannagats ended and Sangii began on 

October 15, 1955. On this day the clay elements for the Sangii art are 
assembled and fastened to the cow dung base figure. Some of the 
construction of Sangii elements took place intermittently throughout 
the proceeding fifteen days of Kannagats but they were not used until 
the last day, at which time the whole Sangii figure is constructed.

35
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The next nine days are considered the time for Sangii worship 

and are called "the noortees".* On the tenth day after construction
of the Sangii figure another rite occurs. The end of Sangii and the 
celebration of a rite called Payaataa both occurred on the tenth day in 
the sudi (light-half) of Aaswin or October 25, 1955,

The Kannagats is considered a rite for the commemoration of 

ancestors. The Sangii is generally said to be performed for the general 
welfare of one's kin - both lineal and extended by marriage, but there 
were nearly as many versions of the original story as there were artists'. 
There was no complete story of Sangii as is known elsewhere (Lewis, 1958» 
pp. 215; Marriott, 1955* pp. 200-201). . In addition to those women who 
mentioned that Sangii was for their husbands family (sons particularly) 
and their father's family (i.e. their brothers) other specifically 
mentioned protection of children as the reason for Sangii. Normally a 
woman living in her husbands house or his father's compound makes art 

and performs ceremonies only for her (husband's) family.
The artists who created the Sangii images were all women, and 

selected women were interviewed concerning their respective works. The:

*The term "noortees" is used in Rankhandi in the following ways:
1. As a design at ioiTTFoF’TO’e first nine days of the Hindu month Asooj

(or Aaswin) . During this time the Sangii is worshipped. "
2. As a term given to the barley shoots planted bn the second day of

the nine day period.
3. As a name for the dabs of clay (total of 9 - one added each day for

the period) put on the wall near the Sangii to keep account of the 
days.

4. As a synonym for the puja ceremony held on payaataa (tenth day of
asooj - also called Dushera).

Wherever the term is used it will be explained in context.



methods of analysis and other criteria are identical to those employed 
in examining the Hooii material in the proceeding chapter. The 
calendrical art for Sangii is constructed by all Hindu caste in Rankhandi 
except the Chamar, Julaahaa Chamar, and Jatiiaa Chamar. The eight Muslim 
castes, as is normal for them in this village, do not celebrate major 
Hindu rites. Other incidents of non-participation stemmed from formal 
observances of the death of a relative on this day sometime in the past 
or an incapacity due to sickness.

Photographs of at least one Sangii was obtained from all Hindu 
castes which participated with the exception of the following: Vaish,
Joogii, Julaahaa (Koli), Goosaaii, Khatrii, Saaii and Bhat. Color was 
found to be of no discemable significance and therefore few color 

photographs were taken.
The Sangii art is a cow dung and modeled clay base-- relief 

construction made on an inner courtyard wall. It is constructed on the; 
last day of Kannagats, left up and worshipped for nine days, and then . ' v? 
scraped off on the tenth day and the pieces thrown into a nearby pdndr ' 
or tank. 1 ^  .

The art for Sangii is simple. The myth associated with Sangii.■ 

doesn't appear to govern the artistic aspects of form as it consists ' 
only of "Sangii", a village goddess who visits her parents and sub
sequently returns to her husband and re-assumes her duties. The many 
facets of the ceremony and myth will be taken up in greater detail 
shortly, but an analysis of the art treatment will now be considered.
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Findings
The following elements were connected with one or more of the 

Sangii reliefs:

Sangii figure (cow dung base figure)
Sangii’s brother*
veil (face cover) 

birds (parrots, peacocks,),.,.. 
astronomical figures (sun, star, moon) 
head gear (headdress, head-omament) 
necklace
skirt (and other types of clothing)

body ornaments (ankle bracelets, arm bracelets) >
tiger

*Only 23 positive identifications of a symbol as Sangii's brother 
were made, but, this is a misleading percentile because fieldnotes 
showed that only one family did not make a Sangii1s brother figure. 
Reasons for this low estimate are: some Sangii's brother figures were 
made away from the main Sangiis, thereby, due to physical distance, the 
brother figure was not photographed with the main figure; as fieldnotes 
are incomplete some 15 percent of the paintings do not have corrobrative 
interview materials leading to the possibility of the researcher not 
being able to identify an unusual brother figure due to the unique 
stylistic portrayal or its incorporation as some common geometric element 
(this last possibility is slight as only five human figure elements 
aren’t definately identifiable); or the time when the photos were made 
could be crucial as some families did not make Sangii's brother figures 
until 8 or 9 days after the main element was completed and the field- 
worker may have simply been there too early in the cycle to have been 
able to photograph the brother element. It is the author's belief that 
nearly 100 percent of those who made Sangii constructions also made a 
representation of her brother based on their mythological relationship 
and its prominent mention by women who did not construct Sangiis (i.e. 
the three Chamar castes) as well as those who constructed and identified 
the elements of a Sangii. There was no significance attached to the 
placement of Sangii's brother - "in the general area" of Sangii was 
sufficient.
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noortaas (clay dabs to mark 9 days of observance)
Brahmin (woman or man)
tree (usually baR) [banyan tree]
Dooms (Miraasii-muslim caste musician) 
dancer (included as "a toy") 
servant
hukka (water pipe)

palanquin
comb

fan

Sangii Art
The main features of the Sangii wall construction are presented 

in Figure 3.
Percentage figures indicate the frequency of occurence within 

the sample of 44 Sangii constructions. An example of a typical "main 
body" style appears in Figure 3., The size of the paintings range from 

a nearly portrait size 24 inches square (Soonar caste) to a Rajput 
creation 8 foot by 6 foot. The variations (acceptable deviance) in 
portrayal of the basic human feature are considerable, but despite 
deviations the figures are always, identifiable as Sangii. Above the 

face, provided with a veil or face-cover, is some type of head ornament. 
Both of these features recall distinctive origins and speak of antiquity 

the face cover directly relates to the Muslim custom of purdah or 
covering the mature females' body including face. This one symbol 
illustrates the absorption of certain Muslim social customs; a deeply
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- Headwear 
93%

Necklace 
98%

Body Ornament 
100%

Body------- -
100*

Birds — — — —
-Veil

Astronomical 
symbols 
45*

50

Noortees---* 
38% (?)

Sangii1s brother 
100% (?)

Figure 3. Sangii Model
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ingrained heritage dating from Moghul occupation and rule in this part of 
Uttar Pradesh state beginning in the 16th century. The "headgear", 
which takes many forms, appears to be related to a tiara or crown of 
royal designation. This points to even more ancient origins and 

inclusion of such headware shows the survival of royal vestiges from the 
courtly tradition - vestiges which even today hold ritual importance.
Many of the Sangii's had head ornaments resembling, court dress exempli- ... 
fled by the Ajanta cave painting and early Muslim art. The occasional1 
appearence of a palanquin is another courtly remanant which remains as. a 
symbol o f power and status.

The placement of individual items within the framework of the 
main Sangii element varies from figure to figure. The tree and birds 
normally form a cluster, though they do appear as separate items. The;; 
astronomical symbols usually appear over the head of the Sangii, but 
may be arranged as an intermittent framework, the border of the 
construction being marked by their appearance at the four corners. 
Normally the head or headdress is the topmost element. The neckware 

of various types appears directly below the head in up to five layers.
The veil (dupaataa) sometimes covers just the Sangii face. In other 
instances it also obscures part of the upper torso and its decoration.

All Sangii's were adorned with TikRii (decoration). Examples 
of these various decorative elements appear in Figure 4. These 
decorative elements are modeled in large quantities and placed in 
repetitive and alternating pattern throughout the bas-relief, but mostly 
on the base cow dung figure to define the main body outline. The use



Figure 4. Examples of TikRii (Decoration) for Sangii
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of cow dung as a modeling medium has the disadvantage of drying out and 
falling off. Constant repair is needed to keep the Sangiis as complete 
as they were when originally constructed. The dabs of dung (noortaas) 
which mark the 9 days of the observance are especially vulnerable to 
drying out and falling off.

The occurrence of two additional elements of minor artistic 
significance were in random spatial ordering but of interest on the 
level of content. Thirteen instances (29 percent of the sample) of a 
Doom or figure belonging to the Muslim caste (Mirassii) of traditional 
musicians were noted. One reason given for their inclusion in Sangii 
was that the Mirassii came to beg on festival days. The women artists 
identified the Doom variously as Doomnii (women) and male drummers. In 
the village this Muslim caste is often hired by Hindus for wedding 
celebrations and births of other festive occasions where their musical 
services are traditional.

The other .item which occurred (in 39 percent of the total sample) 
was a human figure representing variously described Brahmins. A Rajput 
woman described two figures in her Sangii as a Brahmin who "cooks on 
festivals" and the other as a peetuu Brahmin. The meaning of the latter 
roughly translates "glutton" as peetuu means stomach. She named him 
such "as he is fed during the Kannagats (another calendrical rite 
immediately preceeding Sangii). The high caste woman's family sometimes 
invited a Brahmin to its house on the actheen (Sth day) of the Kaanagats, 
but did not do so this year as they did not have enough money or grain.
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In several instances the use of peetuu Brahmin to describe a 
Brahmin suggested it was used as a class title of Brahmin rather than a 
temporary adjective for a person of this caste who either eats or pre
pares and eats a families ritual food provided for a rite. In this 
connection, several years ago in this particular village a very militant 
Arya Samaj group organized resistance to certain types of ceremonies 
where what they thought to be excessive expenditures were habitually 
made. As a by-product of this, they shortly came into conflict with 
this class of Brahmin who, upon a death or other cememony in the life 
cycle rites or calendrical rite occasion would demand food or some type. 
of payment. Eventually the Arya Samaj influence was successful and this 
type of Brahmin now seldom visits Rankhandi. What relation, if any, 
this past event had on the women who constructed Sangii's was not 
pursued, but there is no mention of any Brahmin in the Sangii myth and. . 
no defined role for Brahmins in the rites associated with Sangii.

Three instances of a figure said to be of the Jhiiwaar caste 
(traditional water-carrier and palanquin bearers) were noted. _ Other 
elements which appeared only once, or were deemed of little significance, 
will be summarily dealt with later. The principle modes of the artist's 

individual expression in Sangii were the decorative embellishments, 
although the shapes of the Sangii figure were significantly varied. The 
basic figure designs and embellishments are similar to other religous 
art, but the Sangii constructions may be easily identified by their own 
set of symbols.
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The amount of individual decoration and care of execution varied, 
with several women apologizing for their work. At this particular time 
a severe butbreak of malaria had affected many of the villagers and some 
women let their daughters (2 cases) or visiting relatives (2 cases) 
prepare the family Sangii. The distribution, by individual Sangii and 
caste, of the principle symbols used in Sangii construction is shown in 
Table 2„

Generally the presence or absence of most symbols appears to 
follow no consistant, discernable pattern. There is a tendency for 
upper caste artists to use more elements and make slightly larger 
Sangiis, but the only feature suggesting a possible correlation with the 
artists caste rank is the appearance of Sangii's brother on horseback in 
a Rajput construction. In this village only the upper castes may own 
horses.

The general quality of the upper caste Sangiis seemed to 
correspond with the extra nuances added to their works, but exceptions 
among the lower castes were noted. Generally the upper caste, women, 
because they have more servants, have more time to attend to ritual 

activities. The upper castes generally have many servants whereas the 
number diminishes as one moves down the caste hierarchy. The upper 
castes also had the means to purchase ritual foods (i.e., grain, 
candies) and other ritual items (i.e., special vessels, oil lamps, 
pictures of gods and goddesses). Their access to Brahmins meant they 
were often more fully aware of origin myths and were more disposed to 
use their services. The prestige value of elaborate and obvious



Table 2. Symbol Distribution-by Caste for Sangii
V)

•M i— 5

Bhangi
832 X X X. X X X X X
833 X X X ? . X X X X X

Julaahaa K.P.
842 X X X X X X X X X X X
870 :..xv X X X . X X X X X X ?

• 873 'T.. X X X X X X •? X X X X
Dhoobi

850 X X X X ' X X X X X ? X
857 X X ? X X X
858 X X X X X . X X ? ?
863 X X X X X X X X X

Kumhaar
848 X X X X X X X ?
849 X X X X X X X ?
864 X X . X X X X X X X ?

BhaRbujaa
838 X X X X X X X ‘ X X X X X
843 X X X X x . X X ? X X ?

GaRariyaa
865 X X X X X X ?

SiiaaNii
871 X X X X X X ?

Dh. Brahmin -
877 X X X X X X X
851 X X X ‘ X X X X X X X X ?

Jhiiwar
840 X X X X X X ?
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Table 2 .— Continued

Bhaat
834 X X X X X X X X X X ?

Naaii
847 X X X X X ?
874 X X X X X X X X ?

Soonar
837 X X X X X X X X X X X
844 X X X X X X X X X X X ? .

845 X X X X X X X X X X
846 X X X X X X X X X X X

Rajput
825 X X X X X X X X X X X X
827 X X X X X X X X" X X X X
852 X X X X X X
853 X X X X ? ?
859 X X X X X X X ?
860 X X X X X X X X X
861 X X X X X X X X X X
866 X X X X X X X X X X
867 X X X X X X ?
869 X X X X X X X 9
862 X X X X X X X -x - ?
872 X X X X X X X X ?

Brahmin
836 X . X X X X X X X X ?
839 X X X X X X X •..?•■ X
841 X X X X X X X
876 X . X, ' X X X X X ? X

LM#1 X . X X X X X X X ? ?
! ' LM#2 X . X X X X ? X ? X

(? = Positive identification impossible, but 
interview material suggests presence of 
symbol element.)
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calendrical art work is probably a factor in why the higher castes 
constructed more adorned and larger constructions. The assertion of 
higher ritual status enters as a motivational factor as evidenced in 
Rajput interview material where they would stress their relatively high 
caste position and often call attention to their art.

An interesting speculation about the reason for the non

participation Sangii by the Chamar groups arises when noting Oscar 
Lewis' (1958) description of "Niortha-Dasahra" in Rampur, a village 
about 90 miles south-west of Rankhandi.

The principal object of worship during the nine days in 
Rampur is a local deity named Sanjai, who was once the wife 
of a Camar. It is said that the Camar came to the village to 
weave cloth, but the villagers hesitated to give him thread, 
because other weavers had run away with their yarn. The Camar, 
however, promised not to leave without letting them know before 
hand. After he had collected a lot of yarn from the villagers, 
the Camar sent Sanjai and their son to another village. The 
next day the weaver wound the yarn about his waist and went 
around telling the people that Sanjai and his son had gone and 
that he was leaving soon with the yarn. The villagers were 
working in the fields at the time, and when they heard the 
Camar's words they simply thought he was joking. Nobody took 
him seriously. But the man left the village just as he said 
he would, and nobody ever saw him or the y a m  again. A year 
later some boys tending cattle came upon Sangai. They took 
some sticks and beat her until she died; then they threw her 
into a pond. This is the story behind the festival, but no 
one in the village could explain how or why Sangai came to be 
worshipped. (p. 215)

Although only a few informants knew any part of this story 
every Sangii was depicted as wearing a full skirt. Some (Soonaar) 
castes made the skirt very explicit and have even added a type of neck- 
ware (haslii) which is worn by most female Chamars. In Rankhandi the
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only caste group of women who wear skirts are Chamars - all the other 
women dress in saris. The implications are many, but the main concern 
of the higher castes seems to be making explicit the low ritual position 
of the Chamars, thereby affirming one’s own higher status in the caste 
hierarchy.

There was no writing employed for any reason in any Sangii 
work in the 44 piece sample, not even in those households where literate 
women resided.

It was noted that one Sangii served as the ceremonial image for 
up to eight families. The majority for which information was available 
were nuclear families (16), eight served joint-families and four served 
extended joint-families. In one case a Rajput woman artist duplicated 
trees, birds and Sangii * s brother1s images -- indicating the painting was 
for two families. This was the only case where a double Sangii's 
brother was constructed. Although duplicated astronomical symbols and 
birds appear in other paintings, they appear to be placed only for 
artistic balance.

The Chamars continue their usual deviant behavior and do not 
construct Sangii figures, though they plant barley seeds - which is part 
of the ritual of Sangii which will be outlined in greater detail in the 
Payaataa celebration for which they will make a puja (ritual offering).

In Sangii, as in other calendrical rites where art is created, 
uniformity to certain basic but flexible patterns or symbolistic forms, 
is evident. This is true of the range of symbols in this sample, but
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an examination of symbols and matters of technique will reveal certain 
individual and group characteristics.

Individual Level

The comparison of two or more Sangiis from the same artist is 
impossible because every year the Sangii is taken down and thrown into 
a pond or water tank after the end of the puja. No consecutive year's 
photos were available. Therefore no study can be made regarding any one 
painter's artistic evolution or adoption of symbols. No instance was 
found of a person who did more than one Sangii figure.

Family
Since the ritual art work of the mothers of women living in 

their husband's villages was not available, the possibility of family 
traditions in ritual art could not be directly investigated. The women 
did indicate that their mothers taught them how to construct Sangiis 
as well as paint and use whatever media was commonly accepted for 
calendrical art. It can be assumed that they learned the major details 
of composition, content, and execution before they go to their husband's 
village. One example of this was the fact that an unmarried sixteen 
year old sister of one of the village women made her sister's family's 
Sangii while visiting Rankhandi to assist her sister who was weak from 
childbirth.
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Compound
As in Hooii, the compound or residential area appears to be the 

place where a woman is most subject to influence in ritual art. This 
conclusion is based on the occurrence of many identical symbols and 
stylistic traits Within compound lines. Never did such modes cross com
pound boundaries, even among compounds occupied by members of the same 
caste groups. One striking simularity was found in a Soonaar compound 
where three of four creations had a unique one-piece clay skirt which 
formed the bottom half of the torso. The significance of this as an 
example of standardization at the compound level was revealed when the 
village origin of the three women artists was found to be from three 
villages separated by at least twenty miles. Their mothers taught them 
how to construct Sangii as far as "general form", but when they married 
and moved to a compound in the village of their husband they began to 

alter the execution of their individual styles to match one style. It 
could be a "Soonaar style" or. simply the adoption of one woman's style 
by the other two. No art style ever crossed compound boundaries and the 
"Soonar style" of one caste compound never appeared in another Soonar 
compound; therefore, influence along caste lines seem unlikely. These 
three were among the smallest Sangii figures in the sample - the figures 
themselves not measuring more than 24 inches high each. While the sur
rounding elements were for the most part very similar, the stylization 
of the baR tree and the parrots is almost identical in two of the three 
paintings. Dooms, astronomicals elements, tikRii (decorative circular 
objects) and modeled pieces also appear to be replicas. The skirt style 

is found in no other paintings in the sample.
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The fourth Sponaar Sangii does not resemble in any way the 
other three, but is an anomaly, not only within the caste group, but 
among the sample in general. While it generally follows the "format" 
it is very elaborate and contains the following elements not found in 
any other photo in the sample: a baanii (maid servant) holding a jar;
a Naain (woman of Naaii caste) holding a comb; a hukka smoked by a 
"glutton" Brahmin, and representation of a palanquin. These elements 
are all symbols of high caste position, especially the palanquin which 
is also a symbol of royalty. The artist of this Sangii came from a 
different village than the other three women in her compound. The notes 
reveal no reason why she created a deviant Sangii but even though the 
execution is different her art was easily recognizable as Sa.ngii.

The two Bhangi Sangii's share a similar treatment of the lower 
torso area which resembles a fanned peacock. Two BhaRbujjaa caste 
artists included similar tiger elements that are not found in any other 
Sangii.

Identical stylistic features of a less obvious nature were 

found in two or more Sangii's in each of the Rajput and Dhoobii compounds.
These correspondences cannot be attributed to a common learning 

stituation or parental guidance; the woman artists come from different 
villages. The fact that features shared at the compound level were 
stylistically unique enough not to have been coincidental, and were not 
found outside the compound, leads to the conclusion that shared-traits 
at that level outweigh all other factors influencing the construction of 
Sangiis. Neighborhood and Caste divisions of the sample were examined
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in an attempt to define any re1event patterning. Although the 
possibility of influence at these levels cannot be completely 
disregarded, there did not appear to be any patterning at these levels. 
The women did visit various different-caste homes and were aware of 
other "styles", but neither information in the field notes nor a study 
of the Sangii photographs revealed "borrowed" elements. Shared-traits 
on the compound level cannot be regarded as caste-traditions because 
they never occurred in all the constructions from that caste as repre
sented in the sample.

No instance of similarity or significant difference was found in
a comparison of Sangii's prepared by women from neighboring villages and
from villages furtherest removed from one another. Again, this point to 

the near impossibility of the rise and perpetuation of a "village" 

tradition as such. In contrast to a weaving or pottery center,
circumstances prohibit the evolution of a distinctive, continuing
"village style." The cyclic emigration and immigration of women due to 
village exagomy and patrilocal residence is the main factor. The women 
are under pressure to adapt to the husband's family's customs rather 
than maintain a separate art tradition. A further discussion of the 
latter point is found in Chapter 8.

Religious

There were no noted incidents of Brahmins helping construct 
Sangiis. One Rajput woman said that occasionally she will ask the 
family purohit1s (priest) wife to assist her, but no known case was 
found in the sample. In Sangii, as other calendrical rites, the
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Brahmins did inform their upper caste clientele about the correct dates 
for this observance. Generally the role of Brahmins seemed minimal in 
the celebration of Sangii and the following Payaataa rite.

Payaataa Model
The principal findings of the payaataa constructions are 

represented in Figure 5.
As comprehensive photographic material was lacking for this 

chlendrical rite, only a "model" has been provided, based on five photos 
of works from four castes. No comparative or caste studies have been 
attempted, but the paucity of data is no great handicap as the payaataa 
art is expremely simple and offers no appreciable graphic material to 

be analysed.

Ritual Context of Sangii/Payaataa Rites
The following synthesis of accounts regarding the observances 

of Sangii/Payaataa is based on those elements reported by all the 
somen included in the survey of Sangii figures and the noortees (nine 

day observance of Sangii). Because of the rites of Sangii and 
Payaataa have become so intertwined and several of their aspects are 
observed concurrently, this sketch will describe the complete Sangii 
sequence (including the nine days performance of the noortees) up to 
Dushera (the tenth day). On the tenth day the Sangii is removed and 
the Payaataa puja is held.
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Wheat flour design

General 
"human" or 
horseshoe 
•shape 

100%

-Cow dung cakes

Tools of profession
— Noortaas 
(barley shoots)

Figure 5. Payaataa Model



Sangii is constructed by all Hindu castes except the Chamar and .- 
Muslim groups. The elements are affixed to the wall on the last amaawas 
of Asswin and remain there for nine days. The Sangii is said to 
represent a devi (goddess), sometimes named Shakushambrii. During the 
period from amaawas until the day before Payaataa, Sangii is supposed ... 
to be visiting her in-laws. As she is considered a bahuu (daughter-in- 
law) her face is covered. Each morning the Sangii is "fed" and "bathed. 
The bathing is simulated by sprinkling a little water on the figure and 
the feeding by smearing a little gur (unrefined sugar) ghii or other 
food on her "mouth". Every evening the unmarried girls in the neighbor
hood gather together and go from house to house where they will light a 
lamp and sing songs to Sangii. Some mentioned revolving the lamp in 
front of the Sangii. Visiting appears to be inter-caste only, among i
families in the same or adjacent compounds of the same jati. After they 
sing the girls are given some grain which they save and on the last y ' 
night they take their grain to a BhaRbujjaa and have it popped - they ...
divide it among themselves and eat it. Each day a clay dab called a 
"noortaas is added to the Sangii. In the seventh day (sateen) after Vi, 

amaawas one woman in each family fasts (except non-participating Chamafs 
and those who have had a death in their group on this day in the past) . '. 
This observance is a partial fast during which liquid may be taken. A 
woman normally breaks it after sundown by eating ghii or some sweets.' .
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During the nine days no particular ritual foods are prepared 

nor are there any "formal" rites (such as hooms, pujas and havans) and 
the bathing, fasting and singing seem to be of a less formal nature than, 
any of the other calendrical rites observed in this village. This is 
borne out by the inability of informants to provide even one complete . 
story on the origin myth of Sangii. The general consensus was that 
Sangii was a devi and should be worshipped for the welfare of children. 
The opinion was expressed that "nothing would happen" if a family did 
not observe Sangii, but that if a family were traditionally expected to 
observe it, and didn!t, some member of the family might die.

The second day (dooj or badi, month of assoj) after affixing the 
elements of Sangii the barley seed (called noortees) are planted in 

metal buckets or clay pots and left in damp niches and other places to 
grow. Often such clumps of sprouting grain are placed at the "foot" of 
the family Sangii figure. They are allowed to grow for nine days or the 
period known also as "the Noortees", and then used as part of the 
Payaataa ceremony on Pushera. Some instances were noted where the 
barley shoots were stuck to the Sangii figure as further decoration.

None of those interviewed placed any significance in the success of 
germinating the seeds, (such as the projected success or failure of the 

barley crop sown in the fields) though no barley is planted before this 
rite and sugar cane is not harvested before the completion of the 
Payaataa ceremony.

On the ninth day of the ceremony the.Sangii figure is scraped 
off. In some houses an element which formed a part of Sangii is left on
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the wall and used as base for constructing Sangii's brother. Where 
Sangii's brother had been initially made as part of the Sangii 
composition, the brother figure is left for payaataa. The remaining 
elements are taken to any nearby body of water (tank, pond, stream) and 
disposed of. Usually the children were accompanied by an adult woman.

The field notes reveal greater participation by young girls than boys.
A tray of Pataashaas (sweets) and some puffed rice are taken along.
After the Sangii material has been thrown into the water, the contents of 
the tray are also thrown in as an offering. The putting of Sangii 
remnants into the water symbolized the return of Sangii to her parents.

The following day, tenth of Sudi in Assoj, the calendrical rite 
known locally as payaataa is held. It can also be regarded as a family 

welfare rite. The ceremony generally takes place in the late morning in 
front of the family's house in the courtyard. The girls of the family 

will make nine noortaas (cow-dung cakes) of approximately the same size 
and a tenth larger one which is called the payaataa. They are formed 
into a human shape on the ground. The unmarried girls stick a few of 
the barley seedlings (which were planted on dooj) in the top of all the 
dung cakes and the male head of the family lights a lamp between the 
legs of the figure (see Figure 5) and places a piece of burning cow- 
dung near the lamp. He sprinkles ghii on the dung ember and when it 
bursts into flame, he offers a few pataashaas (sweets) by putting them 

in the flame. All the members of the family will have gathered around 
the place of the puja. They put some rice between the palms of their 
hands and say, "Namestey Devi", asking for. her blessings. The feeling
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is that the goddess will protect the family and keep them healthy.
After having asked for the Devi's blessing, they throw the rice onto the . 
ground near the lamp. Several family heads put the "tools-of-their- 
trade" inside the rectangular body formed by the dung cakes. A brass 
tray (thaalii) is placed near the right side of the puja figure and .'VxV'VV 
(normally) it contained puffed rice, several strands of red thread 
(dorii), hiasar ladduu (a sweet), a ruppee coin and some other candies.i 
The man ties a red thread around his tools and on the right wrist of 
all his sons and daughters and a tilak (red dot of henna) is applied to 
their forehead. Then a lootaa (brass pot) of water is rotated three 
times above the puja elements. Whatever water is left in the pot is 
poured on the ground as an offering - one man specifically mentioned 
"to the sun".

In some cases the making of a tilak (red spot on the forehead) 
mark and the tying of a fed thread on the wrists of younger children of 
the household was done by the eldest daughter and, when she was not 
present, by her mother. Sometimes the daughter or sister of the houses 
hold gives her father or brother a few of the barley seedlings (noortees) 
and receives a small amount (one to five rupees) of money in return. In 

two cases a rupee was saved for an absent eldest daughter, and given to 
her upon her return. No reason was given for this but viewed from a 

"family solidarity" rite context it makes sure no one is ceremonially 
overlooked. The average age of girls participating in Sangii singing 

and as recipients of money at the Payaataa ceremony seem to be eleven or 
twelve (pre-puberty, unmarried).
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Some of the laagdaars (servants in a certain type of employment 
relationship called jajmani) of the upper classes bring barley shoots to 
their employers and receive money. The Rajputs do not celebrate 
Payaataa with a puja, but only bathe, wear clean clothes and "eat good 

food" on this day. One Rajput woman said that if one was to utter the 
name of any of the hundred and one Devis, all sorrow and sadness would 

go away. The Devi that the women in this village worship on Payaataa is 
known as Shakushoombrii Devi, At this time of year a mela (fair) is held 
in her honor near Saharanpur City and mention was made of several 
villagers who attended the mela in the past.

The dung cakes used in the Payaataa puja are then dried and
used.as fuel in the same way they would use any regular dung. No 
mention was made of the practice noted by Lewis (1958, pp. 217) of 
saving the cakes until Giyaas, a ceremony held in the following month.

Religious Specialists Role
Although none noted any marked changes from past observances of 

Sangii-Payaataa ceremonies, some informants mentioned a lessening of the 

frequency with which Brahmin women would visit the houses of Rajput 
families to sing Sangii songs. Others noted that in the past there had

been more singing by Rajput girls. According to the data, of all the
castes only two Rajput men had any idea of the origin of the Sangii or 
Payaataa rites. The traditional tales of Ram were related as were 

several deviant fragments which appear to be corrupted pieces of other 
"great tradition" epics. The Rajputs were the only caste to employ the 
services of a Brahmin who came to recite a mantra (prayer) after the
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evening meal on Pushera (Payaataa). It was generally felt that there 
was less use for and need of the services of Brahmins in Sangii-Payaataa.



CHAPTER 4

DIWALI

Diwali, or the festival of lights, is a minor festival in the 
village of Rankhandi. The rite itself is known and celebrated through
out India, but for some reason not made explicit; it has fallen into 
almost token observance in this village. It occurs on the amawas 
(moonless) day in the Hindu month of Kartik, (November 14, 1955 when the 
main field notes were taken). There is a lessening of activity in the 
fields at this time because the plowing is over and the kharit crop has 
been harvested. Only a few rabi crops (grains) are being sown. The 
first part of winter is coming and nights are becoming cooler. The 
Diwali rite occurs in a time of plenty, with abundant food available for 
ceremonial use. The festival is a happy one with much gambling and 
intra-caste visiting.

The Art
The art done for Diwali consists entirely of household designs 

of minor dimensions. The main motifs are tigers, men on horseback or 
holding the reins to horses or camels, elephants--both mounted and un
mounted, and parrots or peacocks. Three examples are shown in Figure 
6, Most of the homes in the villages had such decoration. Exceptions 
to this were the Brahmins who made no art for Diwali. All these art 
items were constructed by women.
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Figure 6. Diwali Motifs
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Diwali, although not on occasion for creation of extensive art, 
is still recognizable through its distinctive art and ritual as a 
separate and special festival. The type of decoration and household 
designs are peculiar to Diwali, and are not used at any other festival, 
This art is taught to the young girls just as all ritual art is trans
mitted from mother to daughter. The inability to create a "model" does 
not negate Diwali art as a "type" of design which must be learned and 
which is passed on as part of a tradition,

; The Rite ' Y-
The Diwali rite falls into two segments; the Chpottii Diwali (or 

little Diwali) which is the day before the actual traditional lighting 
of lamps on BaRii Diwali (or big Diwali), One informant mentioned 
Kacha Diva, or the day before Choottii Diwali, There was no reason 

or story given for this Kacha Diva. The kacha diva is a small home
made oil lamp (unlike the baked kind normally purchased from the 
Kumhaars for Diwali) and the family of the informant lit one of there 
kacha divas two days before Diwali proper, therefore, it can be assumed 
that it was simply a head-start on the -normally accepted celebration 
date. It could be related- to Oscar Lewis6 description of Girdi, (1958; 
p, 222) though chootii diwali comes closer to approximating the Girdi 
rite. The kacha diva is kept in the mpori (a draip that leads from the 
house to the outside) or a gutter.

For Diwali, houses are cleaned and freshly plastered with clay 
and the floors resurfaced with cow dung. The more a fluent castes 
white wash their homes and shops. One woman (Bhaat) mentioned having
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had new clothes made for her family for Diwali.

The day before Diwali proper, or Choottii Diwali, one lamp is
lit for the members of a bagar (cluster of houses sharing a common 
compound), Some of the higher castes (Sonaar particularly) lit many 
divas (lamps) on Choottii Diwali, but always lit more oh BaRii Diwali.

Choottii Diwali is the time for the worship of the divas and 
the distribution of pataashas (sweet cakeg)«-khiil (puffed rice) among 
one’s menials. These are distributed only to people lower than oneself, 
not among one’s biraderi (caste fellows).

The Rajputs held a puja on Choottii Diwali (see Appendix 4 for 

description) while all other castes have theirs the following night on 
Diwali proper. Groups-were engaged in drinking and setting of fire
crackers. A few Rajput houses displayed paper lanterns suspended from
a pole erected on top of their highest houses.

On BaRii Diwali, most of the castes have their pujas in the early 
evening. The exceptions being the Rajputs who had their main ceremony 
a day earlier’ (Choottii Diwali) and a family who was performing a teej 
(two days after death) ceremonyt

The range of individual variation in the Diwali ceremonies was 
so great as to prohibit a comprehensive ’’model” being drawn from the 
accounts; however, typical Diwali pujas consisted of the following:
A portion of the courtyard would be plastered with cow dung on the

morning of Diwali. This is for the amaawas (no moon) puja. In this
■ •

square a dooghar (a karwaa pot placed on top of a ghaRaa pot) was set.
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The whole family gathered near it. There was no distinction as to age, 
sex or any other discernable exclusion made. The head of the household 
lit a lamp and performed a hpom (fire offering) by putting ghii on cow 
dung embers. Everyone folds their hands and throws khiil (puffed rice) 
on the lamp and dooghar.

They remember the names of gods, or of Satyanaaraayan (God the 
creator), and their ancestors. There was ho story related as to the 
origin of this particular amaawas ceremony. Water in the pots is 
sometimes revolved over the heads of the children and then given to a 
cow to drink or thrown somewhere where people will not step over it.

One interesting tale was mentioned by a Julaahaa Chamar who said 

he did not perform a pitr (ancestor) puja because an ancestor, whom he 
does not remember, had performed a puja at Hardwaar (a sacred place), 
after which the Diwali dooghar puja was not required from his descen-  ̂

dents. However, he will perform the evening Diwali puja. -

The evening puja consisted of the following; Special food is 

cooked and the lamps are lit. The head of the household performs a 
puja by doing boom. All family members will then participate by 
folding their hands and throw khiil (puffed rice) over their diaas 
(earthen lamps). They do this (as stated in the interviews) for 
several reasons; first, to "remember" or "say goodbye to" ancestors 
(the Chamars appear to do it for pitrs only) second, to honor 
Hanumanjii (god Hanuman who appears as a monkey); and third, part 

of the puja is devoted to the jal-deevataa or water god. The latter 
consists of a langrii (a bowl made of leaves containing a flour lamp
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and pataasaas (candy)„ This is usually offered to a river, but there 
is no river conveniently near the village, so it is put in a well or 
pond. The Sonaars put their langrii into a well after the puja on 
Diwali. They did this in the name of Saadek (a Sayed or bhut [ghost]). 
This offering is placed in a well after it has been rotated above the 
heads of all the children. They have a puja, hawan and say mantras 
for Diwali.

A Vaish family arranged a katri (a little replica retail shop 
made out of mud) and Ganesh and Laksmi idols inside their house near 

family shrine. The men performed the puja (by saying mantras) and 
sprinkling geeru (red dye) water over the Ganesh and doing aakhat 
(throwing puffed rice over the idols and lamps). The puffed rice was

.j l"on a tray and before performing the aakhat, water contained in a lota 
(pot) was circled two times over the tray. The remaining water was 
offered to the sun by pouring it in courtyard where it was not likely 
to be stepped on or was fed to a cow.

This type of ceremony is particularly appropriate, for members 
of the Vaish (merchant) caste because one of the "explanations" of 
the Diwali celebration is related to the Great Tradition tale of the 
yearly visitation of Laksmi (Goddess of wealth) as noted by Lewis ̂  
(1958: p. 223)............

One Brahmin woman said "Only men do this (the evening puja 
ceremony), as these festivals (Choottii and baRii Diwali) are for men. 
This is the only mention of a "for men only" ceremony in the entire 
calendrical material available for this village. This was noted only 

by members of the Brahmin caste and exclusively applied to this single



ceremony. The "for men only" aspect of the year’s rites will be taken 
up at greater length in a later chapter.

The Bhangis held a caste - related havan (ceremonial offering) 
at their Valmikii shrine, the fobds to be offered were both donated 
in kind or purchased by monetary offerings given earlier in the year. 
In this case 15 households contributed to the ceremony. They also 
perform the individual evening nuias. but this was an additional group 
caste offering to a caste-diety. A description is not included be- 
caude it followed the general sequence already outlined for individual 
Diwali pujas.



CHAPTER 5

GOVARDHAN

Govardhan, the festival of cow dung wealth, is observed on the 
first day of the light half (sudi) of Kartik. This corresponded to 
November 15, 1955, when this information was gathered. This calendrical 
rite is known as goodhan in the village dialect. It is performed for 
the protection of cattle. This festival is one of the fall series of 
ceremonies and comes one day after biwali (Festival of Lights) and the 
aamawas (New Moon Day)„ It appears to be a very important holiday, and 
all castes, including Muslims, participated in the Govardhan puja, if 
not in the art. In the late afternoon on the day of Govardhan, the 
women sweep and otherwise clear a spot in the courtyard just outside 
the entrance to their houses and construct figures of cow and/or 
buffalo dung. Shortly before or just after sunset, a puja or hoom ' 
is made at the site of the cow dung figure. The figure is removed \ 
the morning of the next day. \

There was no origin myth related for Govardhan. Those upper 

castes, whose members usually provided at least a fragmentary account 
or reason which generally contained one or two Great Tradition elements 
gave no story whatever. Certain elements of Krishna worship suggest 

themselves, but the traditional tale of the locking up of cattle 
by Indra and their release by Lord Krishna as mentioned by Harriot 
(1958, p. 223) are completely lacking. This may be due to Arya Samaj
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influence as elaborated in Chapter 9. One Bhangii told and interesting 

origin story about the place of the lamp (dia) in the Govardhan ritual. 
He related,

"A man was going in the jungle. He was a Chamar, He 
met a faquir riding on a dog. There were saddles and 
stirrups on the dog. The man told the faquir to sit by 
him and they sat together on the g round’T'The’ faquir 
told the Chamar to look into his ear. The Chamardfd 
so and the faquir asked what he saw. The man replied,
”1 see a GovamKah (ritual cow dung f i g u r e ) T h e n  he 
told him to look into the other ear and tell him what
he saw. He was a dia. The faquir then said that any
body who celebrated the Govardhan with a dia would be
kept well (i.e., ritually correct and wouldaccrue a 
good effect)

The Bhangi also stated that only the Chamars* make cow dung cakes 
with cotton on them, because it was a Chamar who met the faquir. This 

statement regarding the exclusive use of cotton by Chamars is not borne 
out in the material on the rite,

Twenty-seven photographs from ten castes were obtained. . The 

sacred place of the cow in Hindu religious belief makes performing a 
puja for its benefit an auspicious thing to do. Although the rite is 
mainly cattle-centered, two families without beasts performed the puja
and constructed a Govardhan figure. The reason for this celebration is

for the well-being of cattle, and those who might not own animals still 
benefit from the cow dung (gobar). It is wealth (dhan) in its various

The mention of Chamars by other castes as deviants occurred 
quite often in the fieldnotes. Sometimes it would note that the 
Chamars did not celebrate a widely performed ceremony while on other 
occasions the Chamar would celebrate some event that no other caste 
participated in. The implication is that the "community image" of 
the Chamars is one of unorthodoxy.
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forms as a fuel, fertilizer, and as a ritual substance used in many 
other non-animal oriented rites,

Govardhan Art
The main features of Govardhan art are presented in Figure 6, 

Percentage figures indicate the incidence of the features in the sample 
of twenty-seven figures. The size of the constructions ranged from 3' 
by 2* to 6* by 4e„ The basic human shape is common to all Govardhan 
constructions. The use of cotton tufts either applied directly to the 
dung or impaled (usually in a series of three) on grass shoots, or 
panhii (water stalks) was found in 92 percent of the sample. The use 
of grass stuck in the main dung cakes as decorations or to represent 
fodder or a manger area occurred in 88 percent, A cowherder figure 

was identified in 73 percent of the sample.
Because of the danger of a possible loss of replicability 

in the Govardhan sample, the remaining figures for animals (73 per
cent), milk pots (55 percent), a piece of cloth representing a woman 
(44 percent), and a staff (48 percent) are given provisionally. Due 
to the nature of the construction and photographic exposure problems, 
there are a total of thirty-two unknown "objects" within the sample 
which are suspected to be common objects such as replicas of animals. 

Rather than assume identity and lessen replicability, and in the 
absence of complete identification from the artists in the fieldnotes, 
the unidentifiable symbols were noted and deleted from the findings.

Location of objects within the main body is a matter of per
sonal preference and varies considerably. Other than the use of 

cotton and grass shoots, there were no other embellishing touches
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used. Occasional symbols such as watchdogse and a simulated cattle 
pen (gheer) surrounding the figure occurred. Actual objects placed 
in or near the construction, such as a plow block, sickle, and churn, 
were also utilized.

There appeared to be no"standard number of cow dung cakes to be 
used in constructing the Govardhan art although three stacked one upon 
the other and in rows of three seemed to be the most common way of 
portraying the "body" of the art. Variations included a triangular 
construction with one large cake to mark each corner; a body made up 
of a set of two rows of two stacksi(each side by side) with four cakes, 
one upon the other, with a head of three cakes upon one another. In 
contrast to Lewis (1958, pe 223), there was no mention of a Brahmin 
determining the time for construction of the cow dung man. No specific 

number of cakes had to be used, but it may be significant that out 

of twenty-seven constructions, there were only 5 that were, comprised 
of an even number of cakes. The other 22 used a total of cakes number
ing 3, 7, 9, 13, 15, and 17. Lewis mentions nine to eleven as "normal" 
in his village study, as odd numbers denote progress and even suggest 
an end. Only one with an unlucky number 13 was noted, but this may 
be an error in the determination of what constitutes the "head" 

portion; if the base layer is considered a "cake", then the number
would be 14, an even but not unlucky number.

The number of elements representing animals was not standard, 
nor did there appear any set criteria for any portion or symbol other
than the basic human design. The form itself varied from a simple
rectangular shape to partially modified triangle. Two Govardhan base
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figures looked like "ginger-bread boys'*, being modeled as totally 
connected one-piece human male figures. However shaped, all con
structions were readily identifiable as a human form outline. Some 
were more realistic in appearance with "arms" and "legs" very care

fully modeled.
As there were no more than three representative constructions 

from any one definitely identified caste. A single construction re
presents a whole caste in one instance; therefore the distribution of 
symbols by caste will not be attempted, as it would serve no purpose, 
the sample being too abstract and limited for comparisons. The number 
of unidentified objects also makes definitive statements on content 
very difficult. There were no caste-related symbols in the sample 
and not a broad enough base to check for traditions on the caste or 
compound level. No family or individual investigations were attempted.

The Govardhan art, more than any other calendrlcal art, seemed 
to lend itself to individual expression in the execution of the basic 
form. Even in the case where three examples from the same caste and 
compound are available, they are no more alike than apy three other 
constructions from three different castes. Though Govardhan art may 
be instantly recognized as such, even a critical eye will not reveal 
caste or compound identity through an analysis of either form or 
content„

The Chamars celebrated Govardhan, one of the few times they 

celebrate a rite at the same time and for the same avowed purpose 
as the rest of the village. There was no "deviant" behavior noted
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for the Chamars„ Several Bhangis, however, had a "pig pole puja" in 
which they worshipped their suraaraa (peg upon which slaughtered pig 
is hung to butcher) in which they perform aakhat (throw khiil [puffed 
rice] and tie dori [sacred red thread]) around the right wrist of the
person who tends the animals. A dia is also placed near the "pig peg".
This was done only be Bhangis who had live pigs, those who had killed 
theirs for previous feasts and rites did not participate. One man 
said Govardhan was only for people who had dung excreting (gobar) 
animals— he appeared to be referring to cows and figures which follow
ing both artistic and ritual patterns, although they owned no gobar 
animals. They said they were worshipping "Godhan". At the puja they 
would place harvesting tools (i.e. sickles) inside the figure. No 
reason was given for this, though pitrs (ancestors) were mentioned.
One Bhangi family killed a pig "for our ancestors".

Govardhan Puja
The Govardhan puja was observed by all castes interviewed with 

the exception of a Bhangi family who reason for abstention was not 
having "pigs or other animals". This reason was probably given simply 
to evade a question because at least four other families {two Bhangii, 
two caste unknown) who had no animals performed a Govardhan puja,

Govardhan is celebrated on the paRwaa of andheer (day after the 

full moon) in Kartik or the day after Diwali (November 15, 1958).
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The only mention of how the date for celebration was arrived 

at other than "we keep track of it ourselves" was from an upper caste
(Naaii) informant who cited a Brahmin as the source of his information.

• • ' ‘ \The Govardhan puja is performed for the protection of cattle during the
coming year and, although no complete story was related or songs known
there are definite signs of Krishra worship. The most simple puja

/consisted of an eldest son lighting a dia (lamp) between the "feet" of 
the Govardhan figure and then placing a burning ember of cow dung be
side it, pouring some ghli over the dung and, after it burst into 
flame, performing aakhat (throwing rice into flame with hands held 
palms together).

The puja is held shortly after sunset and although both men 
women are in attendance only one case (Kumhar) of a woman performing 
the puja was noted. Normally the eldest son or father performed the 
ceremony. After the pujas, kachooriis (fried cakes) were given to the 
family cow-herder or shepherd and some families distributed purrees 
(sweet cakes) which were eaten by the men and children only. No 
reason for the abstention of the women was given. The puj a was com
pleted before the evening meal and most participants returned to 
their respective homes in the compound after the ceremony.

Some variances in the puja included an instance (Dhoobii) 
where a family revolved a water pot above a lamp, a rupee and purrees
which had been assembled at the foot of the Govardhan figure. The
water was given to their cattle to drink.

A Goosaaii family had their family Brahmin perform the Govardhan
puja. The Brahmin tied a red thread around the right wrist of the men
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and children (all males and pre-puberty females of the family). Then 
the father tied a thread on the right wrist of the Brahmin, The Bhangis 
"tie doris" (sacred red thread) around the handles of their tools and 
their own wrists on Govardhan,

One Joggii caste put a laathii (bearding stick), the head of a 
plow, a stalk of cane and a churn on the Govardhan figure. Many castes 
put some item which was symbolic of the use of cattle or their products 

on or near the construction.
Another practice which was noted at this time was the making of 

shyaahil (lamp black) to be used to darken the eyes. A bowl is placed 
over two bricks between which a lamp is placed. The lamp is lit and 
a low flame eventually deposits a fire ash which is then used as a 
cosmetic, A note not related directly to Govardhan states that the 
use of eye-black is believed to be beneficial to the eyes as well as 
a beauty device for little girls. v

One additional instance of tool worship was noted in the Lobar 
caste compound in the Pachhaai area of the village. The forge of the 
Lohars had been decorated with white rice paint in a pattern of interlink
ing chains. Inquiry of a Dhiiman Brahmin (caste name for the Lohar caste 

in this village) revealed that every year, as part of Govardhan worship, 
they build a fire in their forge and place a dia before it. Rice, ghii 
and other foods are sprinkled on both the dia and into the fire. They

x w itfjaSf-uj’ ----- :.................

also put dhub (grass) on the dia. They usually do this around 8:00.or 
9:00 p.m. about two hours after the Govardhan pula which was nerformed 
near sunset over the Govardhan cow-dung image. The Lohars worship 
their tools at the later puja and tie dhori (sacred thread) around
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hammers and other instruments at that time. They worship the devta 
(god) Agni (fire) and, while they say the names of other devtas, they 
give ahutlis (sacrifice) to only Agni. According to the informant 
this is the only time that they worship their instruments.

Every year in addition to the normal Goyardhan ritual activities, 
the Bhangiis hold an elaborate, puja for their pitrs (ancestors) on 
Godhan day. They kill a pig and make rice, placing the food in a foot 

square piece of ground in front of the door of the officiating Bhangii,
A dia and embers were in the center, and the bowls of rice and pig were 
on the right and left sides of the dia. One man put ghil on the embers 
while reciting a mantra and then threw khiil (puffed rice) and patashas 
(sweets) in aakhat (a form of worship where the substance is thrown 
on the fire from between folded hands). Those participating say,
"Pitrs (ancestors) accept this". They said they did not do a Godhan 
puja because they had no animals. One Bhangi husband said that they 
would not worship beacuse they had no pigs, but his wife denied this, 
saying, "We will worship because then perhaps God will give us pigs 
again".

... The next day following Govardhan (November 16, 1955) the dung 
which comprised the art is removed. In some cases, laagdaars (servants) 
are given the dung for their personal use, in others the family simply 

adds the cakes to their own stockpile. The ceremonial cakes are not 
held to be sacred. The area where the design had been is then plastered 
over with cow dung. When the area is dry,a puuraat (design made with 

flour) is put on that spot.
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Several villagers responded when asked if present celebrations 
of Govardhan were observed differently. A Rajput said that in the old ,
days, their caste used to give the next day after Govardhan to the
cattle as a holiday and would not use them for work. He said that due 
to the influence of the Arya Samaj,* they have given up this practice 

and also the old custom of giving cattle a holiday every amaawas (first 
day of new moon). He calculated that these changes occurred about i 
twelve years ago (in 1943). The Rajput noted that families who own 
cattle still mix some mustard oil and milk together and apply this 
mixture to the horns of their cattle. This might be done for Govardhan 
by either the owner of the cattle or his servants. The act is "like

extending an invitation to the cattle to attend a feast". Two days
after Govardhan the cattle are fed sonie sweet chapaatiis (bread) and 
salt as a special treat.

In another Rajput puja ceremony for Govardhan the male effi
cient placed a small ball of sacred thread in the center of the cow- 
figure near the burning dia» This was said to represent the god 
Ganesh. When asked why Ganesh was represented the Rajput responded, 

"When there was the Sat Yug Vishnu Bhogwan created the world.V - "at 
the time of creation the god Vishnu created the world" Vishnu being 

the creative aspect of the Hindu Trinity . The Ganesh figure symbolized

*This Rajput also said that some of the villagers used to fast 
on Sunday and some of them would not eat salt on this day. He said they 
also used to go to the local temple on Sunday. All the practices have 
been changed mainly because of the Arya Samaj. However, according to 
the informant, the people who ceased practicing these things did not 
become "pukka" (orthodox or good) Arya Samajists, nor have they re
mained sanaatanist (followers of traditional Hindu religious practices).
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Vishnu the creatore This is another example of the ability of Hinduism 
to incorporate, within a discemable and "correct” ritual framework, a 
whole pantheon of caste godlings, aspects of major dieties and other 
variants into a rite historically derived as worship of one particular 
god - in the case of Govardhsh# the aspect Krishna from the god Shiva.

A Brahmin woman noted that anything "put in a puja" (thrown into 
a ritual fire sacrifice) was given to them in charity. The Brahminis 
(Brahmin women) would collected gunar (sugar cane) from their jajman° s 
(people they served) houses and put some of this cane in their Govardhan 
figure. Harvesting of cane begins at this time (mid-November) and the 
Brahmin woman said they worshipped the cane that it might grow well 
(in the future). Her husband added that in the past there had been 
no sugar cane cut before Govardhan but that now (since the establish
ment of a cane mill in the village) they take the cane ."when convenient".

Gordhan Mandoo

A little over three and a half months after the Govardhan or 
Gordhan rite (held November 15, 1955) a ceremony called Gordhan Mandoo 

was observed in Rankhandi (March 1, 1955), A member of the Cornell 

team noticed a cow dung cake construction with stalks of grass with 
bits of cotton impaled on them in the Chamar basti (section). The 
design was similar to the "standard" Govardhan design. Upon inquir
ing about the construction the researchers were told by an old Chamar 
woman that although Gordhan is usually observed only in Kartik 
(November), an "old lady" (caste and village origin unknown) told the 
villagers to perform a puja for Gordhan this month (Hindu month of
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Phagun) or they all would die. They believed that she was sent by god 
and their (the Chamars) husbands told them that a special ceremony was 
being performed in all the surrounding villages, because of the unknown 
women *s warming, and that they (the Chamar woman of Rankhandi) should 
do the same. The woman interviewed said she freahly plastered on area 
before her home, made three dung cakes, decorated them with grass stalks 
and cotton tufts as she would do for Govardhan. She then performed a 

hoom (fire offering) by sprinkling a little ghii on a burning piece of 
cow dung placed before the three cakes. She said she took to name of 
god, Bhagwan, while performing the hoom.

A younger woman who was present during the interview said she 
would have performed the Gordhan Mandoo but her child had been very 
sick and she had not had time. Several Chamar women from another basti . 
(Mundia) said they did not perform the ceremony and hadn’t ever heard 
of the old woman or her warning, Because of the obvious confusion on 
the part of the villagers more interviews were conducted in later weeks 
to determine what the reasons were for the Gordhan Mandoo, how rude- 
spread it really was and what ritual activity was associated with it. 
Rather than clarifying the situation the result was even greater dis
parity between the Chamar women’s version and subsequent "reasons" 

given by others. Several of these renditions are related because they 
symbolize two important aspects which must be taken into account when 

dealing with any Hindu ritual material. First, it cannot be assumed 

that just because people are participating in the same rite at the 
same time and using the same external forms that their motivations are 
identical. Second, it cannot be assumed that any one origin myth or
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incident. The form of a rite may be familiar, such as Govardhan art for 
Gordhan Mandoos but there may be no connection, logical or otherwise.
The participation and belief is more important than form, but the form 
conveys the idea of worship and is an accepted "standard pattern" within 
which a new need may be satisified.

On April 29, 1955 interviews with a Chamar and a Brahmin yielded 
the following information regarding Gordhan Mandoo. The Chamar said 
that in the past, people used to perform a puja to the Piir (a local 
Muslim shrine) every Thursday. This was done regularly until eight or 
ten years ago (1945-1947), but since then the villagers have done so 
only three times a year --on the three Thursdays in the month of 
Saawan (July-August).

In the last week of February, a Rajput man had a dream in which 
he told that if the villagers did not resume the weekly puja to the Piir, 
great calamaties, such as epidemics, would afflict the village. The 

Rajput said that he was told this in his dream by a man dressed like 
a mahatmaa (holy man). The Chamar interviewee said he heard the story 
from some Chamars of his bastj and that women from his family saw other 
Chamar women performing a puja at the Piir. When they too were informed 
of the reason they decided to do the same. The Chamar said his female 
relatives offered pataassaas (sugar cakes) and lit diaas (lamps) at the 
Piir and that all the Hindu women from all the castes in Rankhandi off- 
ered a puja to the Piir on this occasion.

The Chamar told additional stories as reasons for the Gordhan 
Mandoo puja including a tale about three cow-hearder boys who were 
herding in the field of some other village. They supposedly saw a
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woman sitting in the jungle churning curd. She told them to look into 
the churning pot. They did so and saw the pot was filled with blood. 
Then she said, "Look in my ear." The boys did this and saw that her 
ear was full of padlocks. The boys asked her why she was churning 
blood. She replied that if you don61 perform Gordhan Mandop in Chait 
(March-April), there will be blood all around your village and that the 
padlocks signified that all the houses in their village would be locked 
because everyone will have died. The informant said he heard this 
version of the story from his sister in Saharanpur on March 22,
This would indicate a wide circulation for this story as Saharanpur 

is some thirty miles from Rankhandi,
A Brahmin who had been listening to the Chamars account said 

that this was the first time that he had heard about the Piir puja 
or Gordhan Mandoo and that no Brahmin woman he knew performed such 
a puja; however, at the time of the Chamar puja, he had been out of 
the village attending a wedding.

The Gordhan Mandoo ritual and various associated stories speak 

elegently of unity in diversity and show how Muslim (the Piir) and 
Hindu elements (pujas and Govardhan art) are synthesized in village 

ritual. .



CHAPTER 6

GIYAAS

Giyaas is a major clendrical rite celebrated just after sunset 
on the evening of the kadasu (11th day) of Kartik. In 1955 this cor~ 
responded to November 25. It occurs during the bad! (dark phase) of 
utartua (waxing phase of the moon). eleven days after Diwali* the 
"festival of lights." This festival is a major one in both the numbers 
of participants and quantity of art created.

Giyaas is observed in late fall every year by all families 
with children, expecially boys. Several reasons are given: first,

for childrens welfare, second, for awakening of gods (Marian) - who 
went to sleep on ikaadasi of AsaaRh (11th of July) and awake on ikandasi , 
of Kartik (11th of November); and third to give thanks for cattle 
and their products (there seems to be a muddling of rites which will 
be discussed later). A painting is generally prepared inside the 
doorway of the house.

Fifty-eight examples of Giyaas art were photographed or 
sketched from thirteen castes located in fourteen residential com
pounds of the village representing the calendrical art for at least 
63 families, All photos are in black and white - as color plays no 
important part in the art.

84
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Where possible, the painters (all women) were interviewed and 

asked to identify the various elements of their paintings, and 
questioned on other aspects of the Giyaas ceremony such as the, puja.
Here follows a summary of information obtained about the ceremony and 
myth of this rite.

The myth is not so much a myth as an accepted anecodote which 
says the gods, specifically Narian, have been asleep since AssaRh 
(July) and awake on this date. The gods then go and bathe in the Ganges.

Though no direct elements representing symbols are derived 
from the scanty myth, there are some related elements listed below.

Main Giyaas Art Elements 

-Rectangular base figure = called Narian, Giyaas and God 
-Figures inside base figure - called sons and daughters-in-law,

Narian and wife, a women and a man 

-Footprints - sandals, shoes, bare feet 
-Hoofprints - cow, horse, buffalo 

-Jhiwaars - or "Men"
-Birds - parrots, crows, peacocks

General Findings
The principle features of the Giyaas paintings are presented 

in Figure 8e
Percentage figures indicate the incidence of features within a 

fifty-eight painting sample. The size of the paintings range from one 
foot by two feet to extended works six by nine feet. The rectangle
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itself usually accounting for 50 percent of the area occupied by the art. 
The surrounding elements of foot and hoof-prints tend to spread the 
area out but in comparison to some other calendrical art (i.e. Hooii) 
the space used was small. In addition,though paintings were general
ly, done on a newly plastered ground area (28 cases) there were 20 
cases where it was executed on a wall exclusively and 10 where it 
occupied both part of a wall and the floor as a unit.

The stylized human figure containing other elements is common 
to all but five paintings (three have a triangle for the basic shape 
(Bhangi, GaRariaa) and two used ChompaR for base (Chamar-Mudia, Vaish). 
Stylized human figures inside these basic shapes usually consisted 
of two such elements, but were identified variously as a son and 
daughter-in-law, Giyaas9 children, a man and -a woman, and Narian and 
wife. This apparent confusion may stem from three conceptions. The 
first views the rectangular base figure as a deevi called Giyaas 

which can influence the health of children - possibly another aspect 
or counterpart of Hooii, It was only women with living children 
that gave this explanation, but not all women with children related 
this identification of the base figure. When the base was viewed 

as a deevi, the identification of the inner figures was given as 
son and daughter-in-law, based on the hope that the family male heirs 
will reach adulthood in good health and make a good marriage. The 

second view of the main figure was that it was Narian himself, in 
which case the inner figures were identified as "Narian and his wife” 
or as Marians9 children". The third was an ambigious identifying of
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the main element as a deevi (unnamed) in which case the inner figures 
were just “a man and a woman1* 6

The main figure comprises only about 50 percent of the space and \ 
contains only half of the elements. The hoof-prints and footprints 
usually account for 40 percent more of the total and they are found below 
the main figure or in close proximity to it. Whether the family 
actually owned cattle it seemed to have no bearing on their use of 
the hoofprint symbol in their painting. The number of hoofprints 
and footprints ranged from exact representations for each person or 
cow to many times more than in fact existed in the family. In one 
instance, although the family had no cattle and were of a low caste 
prohibited to own horses, the artist portrayed cattle and horse hoof

prints in large quantities. The Jhiwaar symbols (men of traditional water 
carrier caste), when they are found, are placed on either side of the
main figure. In some instances their placement tended to make the

■ 1 .
main rectangular figure resemble a palanquin though it was never 
identified as such by the woman artists. This may be a deliberate 
attempt to incorporate or integrate the royal palanquin and the "body** 

with the Jhiwaar as bearers or they may be included just as servants- 

though this seems doubtful.
The principle modes of individual expression were decorative 

embellishment of the main body area and the inclusion representation 
of caste-related objects (i.e. ’scissors for Naaii, a caste of barbers)< 

Again, as in all other calendrical art studied in paper, 
though similar decorative details are found in other calendrical art 
Giyaas paintings may be readily identified by the symbols and
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arrangement peculiar to its myth and ceremony. There was a great deal 
of auxilary decoration done both around the chuulhaa (cooking area) 
and the edges of walls near the paintings. Mostly it was a kind of 
question-mark-without-a dot-shape - probably frequently done with the 
outside edge of a childs hand dipped into some rice paint (atta) used 
for the painting. It was called paraoti. Some referred to: it as 
decoration only, but one women identified them as representing the 
nine daughters-in-law in Giyaas8 family. Some were arranged in two 

rows of three symbols each, others were in two rows of seven each.
One woman said there were supposed to be five sons and five daughters- 
in-law, Numbers three, five, six, seven and nine were given as the 
"correct” number of symbols to be used. Also dooree (long spots) 
were applied and consisted of straight lines or triangles which were 
identified as "niches", . ,

Also noted were geometric designs painted on the inside 
surface of ooddiis (paper-mache bowls with a thin coat of fine clay 
plastered over them upon which the design is drawn), This bowl later 

serves a ritual function which will be discussed under the rite of 
Giyaas I (p, 101), As usual, the- amount of decorative detail as well as 
care of execution differed widely.

Symbol Distribution By Caste 

The distribution, by painting and caste, of the principle 

symbols used in Giyaas paintings is shown in Table 3 and 4a There 
appears to be no consistent pattern in the appearance or absence of 
features and no one item suggested a possible correlation with a painters 
place in the caste hierarchy. Some (Naaii, Jhiwaar) castes portrayed
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Table 3. Symbol Distribution by Caste
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Bhangii
1123 X X
1125 . --y-" X X ’ X
1128 X X X X X
1172 X X X

Chamar, Mundia
1103 X X X X X .... X X
1104 X X X X X X
1105 X X X X X X
1106 X X X X X X
1107 X X X X X X ■ X
1108 X . x X
1109 X X X X X
1126 X X X X • X

Chamar, Pach.
1113 X X X X X X X
1114 X X Y  ’ X
1115 . • . y  - X ” X I X
1116 X X ? “ ? X X
1117 X X X
1118 X X X ~ X X X
1119 X ■ ? 1 " ? X X

Julaahaa Chamar
1093 X ° X ' X "X ” X
1094 T
1095 T X X X X

Dhoobii
1087 X X X X
1089 X X X X
1090 ' ’ X.’ ''1 X X "X X
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Table 3,--Continued

Koli Julaahaa

Rajput

1122 X X X
1121 ' X X X

Joggii
1110 X X X
1111 X X X X
1112 X X X X

GaRariiaa
-

1084 X X
1085 X
1086 X X X
1091 X X X
1092 ? X

Kumhaar
1102 X X X

Naaii
1073 ' X X X X X
1081 X X X X X X
1078 X X X X

Brahmin
1130
11,32
1133

1097 X X X X x:
1098 X X X X X
1099 X X X X X
1100 X X X . X X
1101(Made by Brahmin) x • X X X X
1129(Made by Chamar) . X X X X

Design only

PJH
#1 X X X X X X
#2 X X ? ’ ? X ■ X
#3 X X X X X ?
#4 X : X X X X X
#7 X X ? ? X X
#5 X X X X

X
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Table 3.--Continued

Field Sketch
(Jhiivaar)#8 X • X X
(Bhaat) #9 X X X X
(Vaish #10 X X X
(Bhangii) #11 X X X X

? - Photograph taken too close to see foreground where such symbol 
usually placed, or too abstract for positive identification.
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Table 4. Occurrence in Photograph Sample of Giyaas Elements

- Rectangular Base ;(Marian Sons and Daughters-in-Law)
also (1) triangular, (1) as ChompaR based. 88%

- Narain and Wife, specifically Narain's Child (1) 71%
- A Man and a Woman (1)
- Footprints (Sandals, Shoes, Barefeet) (41) 71
- Hoofprints (Cow, Horse, and Buffalo) (39) 68%
- Jhiiwaars (or "Man") (21) 37%
- Birds (17) . 29%
- Horses (Mounted or Unmounted) (2) 3%
- Astronomical Symbols (2) 3%

- ChompaR Design (As Decorative Element) (5) 8%
- Niche (Dhoran) (9) 15%
- Stool (Piidhaa) (6) 9%

- Devis. (2) 3%
- Hobbles (Juukan) (1) -
- Flowers (1) -
- Tools of Trade (4) 7%
- ? Marks (Decorative and as "Daughter-in-Laws") (13) 22%

Triangle (1)
ChompaR (1)

o\
°
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occupational symbols„ Interestingly, the only occurrences of the 
horse (a high status symbol) were found in Chamar paintings from the 
Mundia patti. The Chamar paintings from this sample are very ornate 
and contain a larger proportion of decorative embellishments than 
any other paintings in the Giyaas sample. This is the reverse of the 
normal pattern where there is a slight tendancy for the high castes 
to portray more elements of an aecompaning myth or to add distinctive 
and more extensive decorative details to the basic design. Normally 
this greater attention to detail seems to correspond to the greater 
degree of care and effort expended by upper castes, but in the Giyaas 
rite, Chamar art is the most distinctive and portrays the largest 
number and variety of symbols, The implications of these findings 
will be discussed under caste tradition (page 99), No writing was 
incorporated into any of the paintings including paintings from 
women known to be literate.

Minor caste differences appear in decorative details and 
interpretating of "standard objects" as representing objects 
associated with particular castes. Scissors, a barbers tool bag 

and razors were portrayed solely in Naaii paintings, these objects 
being appropriate for this traditional service caste. Also shown
in a Naaii painting was a "book bag" for the artists son, possibly

>
illustrating a concern for success in education and a request to 
the gods to grant it.

An interesting, and perhaps significant event was observed 

in the preparation of a Jhiwaar painting. This painting was 
being done by a daughter-in-law for her mother-in-laws family and
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her own. As she completed the design her husband asked her where 
the baihngii (poles on which pots are carried across shoulders) were.
He further explained that one of these objects was usually included 
in the painting for each man in the house. The wife then made one 
stick figure sketch of a man carrying pots of water. This is again 
an appropriate enough symbol, but there are other dimensions. In all 
other calendrical art where there are human symbols identified as 
palanquin bearers, "servants”, or as men, the caste is identified as 
Jhiwaars. In fact, the figures are also referred to a "Jhiwaars" 
in a descriptive sense - as though by using the term among people 
within the same social melieu a proper set of attributes would be . 
intrinsically inherent (i.e. servant, porter, lower caste). These 
associations probably are not derogatory, but the artists from this 

caste do not portray themselves in the role of porter, but as "water 
carriers" - their "traditional" calling. That others view them not 
as bearers of inanimate objects but as servants of the well-to-do 
could have another meaning in the Giyaas art. The central rectangular 
portion in all the paintings in which Jhiwaars are identified could 
easily be imagined as a palanquin. Therefore the "body of Narian" 
could also serve as the framework for a palanquin. Inside this 

border or frame are human figures variously identified as sons and 
daughter-in-laws, a man and a woman and Narian and wife.

Although the paintings served up to three families, there 

was no use of a double head to represent joint-families (as in Hooii), 

nor any doubling of symbols as in Hooii and Sangii. There was no cor-
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relation between which families designated a painting as serving more 
than one family and their caste position,

A striking difference due to caste position appears in the case 
of the Chamars. They usually are deviants in their observances of 
calendrical rites, but in Giyaas they not only constructed paintings 
and performed appropriate puja ceremonies, but as a caste, had the 
most distinctive and elaborate paintings.

The Giyaas art, as all other major village calendrical art, is 
characterized by a uniformity of symbols rather than differences.

Matters of style were examined in a search for individual or 
group characteristics in the execution of paintings.

Individual
On the individual levels-there were no instances of conse~ 

cetive years paintings being recorded. It was therefore impossible to 
make comparisons of an evolutionary nature,. One reason for this is 
that unlike Hooii, where the painting is left up until the next year, 
the Giyaas is plastered over quite shortly after the actual day of 
celebration. The time for this plastering over was said to be the 

puran mashii (full moon) of Kartik (November) when Marian had supposedly 
gone to Hardwar to bathe in the Ganges, This occurred four days after 

the Giyaas celebration, -

Compound
Again, the residential compound appears to be the place where 

a woman is most subject to influence which affects her ritual painting. 
The recurrence of identical modes of stylization and "clustered'*
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symbol selection points to the compound as the largest factor in a 
standardizing process. Correspondence of this type never crossed com
pound barriers„ no matter how intimate in spatial proximity.

One instance of similarity of style appears in the Dhoobii 

compound, where all three paintings of the sample share a border de
corated with geometric patterns. While this border motif is reminiscent 
of Hooii art border motifs, it is sufficiently different from that 
calendrical rite art to be recognized as Giyass. A major difference 
between the Dhoobii Hooii and Giyass paintings is the symbols in the 
central body of the main figure. Whereas Hooii has double rows of 
human figures representing sons and daughters-in-law, Giyass has only 
one figure within a figure representing Narian and wife or one son 
and a daughter-in-law, \

Another case of this kind appears in the Koli Julaahaa com
pound where the two paintings were the same not only in execution, but 
also in size, symbols used, and general area of symbol placement. The 
paintings of this caste were notable for their crude simplicity and 
lack of embellishing elements.

Two Naaii caste paintings contain several types of occupational 
symbols which are unique to this traditional barber caste (i.e. scissors, 
razors, barbers * tool bag). In addition, they also have a Hooil-like 
border design, but containing alternating squares with chompaR designs. 
The only other instance of the use of the ChompaR motif was in an 
unusual Vaish painting, the main outline of which as a circle drawn
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around a ChompaR board design. In this case the design was not 
decoration but the central design element.

tides,. The Charaars were the only group to use birds (peacocks) 
as a design motif. Birds were portrayed in nineteen of twenty-two

main body portion as a self-contained unit, occasionally explicitly as 
a palanquin-like figure (10 of 20), No other caste utalized this design 
feature. In conjunction with the palanquin design, many of the Chamar 
painters (16 of 20) used human figures specifically identified as 
Jhiwaars (traditional water carrier caste). Other possible dimensions 

of this symbol were discussed earlier.

other castes, but do make small designs on outside walls. These are 
done by applying a pattern by "stippling" —  making a design of white 
dots by daubing the figure rather than drawing it...a kind of gross 

pontillism.

Neighborhood

Three of five Rajput paintings contained a unique "sunburst" 
type of circular design at each of the four corners of the main figure. 

The most striking examples of the sharing of similar design
features at the compound level were among the Chafnars. Their paintings 
were radically different from other castes both in content and stylis-

Chamar paintings. The majority of Chamar painters also portrayed the

The Brahmins do not paint large Giyaas paintings, as do the

sample were located inThe compounds included in the
various parts of the village, though several were immediate neighbors. 
Although the usual visiting prevailed, there was no correspondence.
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between such contacts and execution of Giyaas paintings. Inter-caste 
friendships did not appear to influence artistic styles or selection 
of symbols.

Caste

Though the evidence is not overwhelming, the Chamar Giyass 
paintings suggest a distinct tradition on the caste level. Similar
ities found in the discussion of compounds cannot be attributed to a 
common caste tradition, because they did not occur in all the paintings 
of the same caste in that compound. This does not automatically rule 
out the possibility of a caste tradition in a larger sense. Though 
comparisons made between the high, middle, and lower castes revealed 
no greater contrast than between any other caste paintings, the Chamar 
art continued to express a distinctive quality. So recognizable was 
this style, that five uncoded photographs could be classified as Chamar 
by an analysis of certain features. The Chamars were the only caste 
to incorporate birds in their paintings, and every painting had at 

least one bird figure perched upon the "head" of the main rectangular 
figure. Seventeen of twenty paintings included Jhiwaar-caste figures 
with triangular shaped bodies. The Chamars also used two colors (white 
rice paste and blue). The rice paint being used for outlining figures 
and the color for filling in body spaces on human and bird figures.
These correspondences were not absolute and there were major deviations, 
such as a Chamar painting which used the GhompaR design as the main 
body element, but a general treatment marked all the Chamar paintings 
as■being from this caste. The Chamars do not prepare any other
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calendrical art which makes verification of the existence of a more 
general "Chamar tradition” impossible within the limits of the sample 
available.

Though abstention from rites is not a caste tradition per se, 
the Brahmins did not construct paintings of the general type for Giyaas.

General
No similarities noted in the Giyaas comparisons could be related 

to a painters* area of origin. Neither similarities nor marked contrasts 

were found in a comparison of paintings made by two women whose par
ental villages were farthest from one another, nor in instances where 
women came from neighboring villages,

1
Role of Religious Specialists 

Interview materials revealed only one instance in which a reli
gious specialist participated in the observance of Giyaas, A widow in 
a Rajput bagar (compound) made the painting, but the family purohit 
(a Brahmin priest) performed the puja, In other reported cases, with 
one exception (Dhoobii) the puja was performed by the woman who pre
pared the families painting or by the wife of the head of the household. 

One instance was noted where a Chamar woman laagdaar (jajmani 
servant) reportedly did a Giyaas painting for a Rajput family. There 
is reason to doubt the field note as the painting bears none of the 
symbols or techniques of execution that appear in all other paintings 
done by Chamars. The name of the Chamar painter was not given, so the
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possibility of the artist having done a Giyaas painting for her family 
cannot be checked upon and is suspect.

The usual answers in reply to questions regarding how people 
knew it was time for Giyaas were obtained. Some said they kept track 
of it themselves, others said a Brahmin told them, some said "everyone 
knows*,'.

Giyaas Ritual Activity 
Giyaas is an important calendrical rite for several reasons, it 

marks an end to the fall cycle-within-a-cycle. There is only one 

festival (Sukkit).in Winter, and therefore, Giyaas is the last of the \ 
harvest-related ceremonies. It also marks the beginning of a very 
auspicious time to marry eligible family children, as the gods had 
awakened. During this time inter-village visiting by daughters and 
daughters-in-law is not allowed, Pitrs (ancestors), cattle, sugar 
cane, and various village godlings and deevis are worshipped at this 
time. Many families mentioned that the ceremony was for the pro
tection and welfare of children and husbands.

On the day of Giyaas the women clean their houses, plaster a 
small area in the courtyard near the area their main Giyaas painting 
will be placed. Then they make their paintings, making a design 

inside a paper-mache or wicker basket at this time. Then the basket 
is inverted and placed over the main area of the Narian figure. The 
only reason for covering the figure was given by a Bhangi woman who 
said Narian was a woman and that boys (males in general) should not 
look at the figure until after the puja (when the god is symbolically 
awakened), The doorways and kitchen areas are also decorated. A
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few women kept fasts, but the majority did not. In the evening, the 
meal is prepared but not eaten until after the Giyaas puja. Special 
foods were prepared for this rite. In one report there was an instance 
where a young Rajput girl visited a Naaii family, and the Naaii woman
artist explained the meanings of the symbols in her painting to the
girl.

Around 6:00 P.M. the family prepares to perform the puja by 

bringing some sugar cane into the house. In some cases, the cane is 
sent to hereditary servants by jajmans. A lighted diaa (clay lamp) and 
some raw cotton is then placed between the legs of the figure. The lamp 
should point in the direction of the sun (east). Both sons and 
daughters took part in these preparations, but generally an older 
woman presided over the preparations and sometimes performed the puja.
In three of twelve observed instances the husband presided and in 
another (Rajput) the family purohit performed the puja, but mostly (six j 
cases) the eldest son presided assisted by his mother or unmarried sister, !

A half ser (Indian measure— around 2-1/2 lbs.) of rice is put 
near the burning lamp, and the boDDii (paper-mache bowl) is propped up 
with a piece of sugar cane. Sometimes it was over the rice, others 
just on the "chest" of the main figure. The ooDDii covers -the Narian 
Figure until the ceremony is over, and several women warned boys 
and men not to look upon the painting for to do so was "bad luck". Some 

burning cow dung was also placed between the feet of the figure and
ghii poured over it.
care is taken and struck against the rim of the basket (from five to 
seven times) and mantras or verses are recited. One Dhiiman Brahmin boy

When the ghii bursts into flame, a piece of sugar
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read from a book of mantras given to him by an Arya Samaj group he 
belonged to. Then some water from a lootaa (brass bowl) is poured 
into the left hand. The hands are then cupped and the water revolved 
with a counterclockwise motion above the lamp and burning cow dung.
This act was normally repeated two more times. Then rice is taken 
and aakat performed. Rice is placed in the (lands and then they are 
joined palms together in the customary salutary form, then the rice 
is thrown onto the design. Both younger and older boys and girls 
did this. The lootaa is then taken into the courtyard and the water 
poured on the ground in the direction of the sun. One Rajput woman 
said she poured the water to the moon and the Sat Narian and the 
moon "are one",

Some variations included putting a red thread around the 
lootaa before the ceremony and giving the unused rice to the youngest
(virgin) daughter, ...

Though Lewis (1958) found Giyaas to be a ceremony "for women 
only" in his village, in Rhankandi the performance of the puja was 

handled in a majority of the reported cases by the eldest son under 

the direction of his mother. In families where there was no son, the 
husband performed his function. Cases where women performed the 

ceremony were reported from Koli Julaahaa, Joggii, GaRaeiia and Kurahaar 
castes.



Other behavior associated with Giyaas included the burning of 
torches by young children (under 12 yrs„). These torches are made of 
the roots of a tree called akha; they are about a yard long and the 
tops are doused in kerosene to make them burn well. The children twirl 
them and run through the streets. Some tossed the lighted torches into 
a pond. The adults said this activity was "like playing Holi" and was 
done at Giyaas,

Also noted were white handmarks on the sides of doorways and 
on animals, especially cattle. One reason given for these was that 
sometimes people put handmarks on other peoples houses to transfer 
their own troubles to that house, or to ward off disease for their 
animals. Although this practice is sometimes advocated by siianas 
(shamans) for barren women or in cases of "spirit possession," its use 
at Giyaas does not appear related to this magic-oriented application 
of transferral. The hand marks found on horses during Giyaas were, as 
far as could be determined, placed there by members of that house.
Those cattle so decorated also belonged to the family. Thus the 
handmarks are used for decoration only during the Giyaas ceremony.
The fieldnotes reveal no case where handmarks were put on either 
houses or animals by persons unknown to the owners. There appears to 
have been no attempt to duplicate the ritualized transferral of 
pollution or "bad luck" as found in various wedding and birth situ
ations where someone or a designated (by ritual) caste group "accept" 
the role of receiver or object of such bad "karma".
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This ceremony had several unique features, one being the place 

of the god Narian in the ceremony and in the manner which various in
formants conceptualized him. In one case where Narian was viewed as 
a god or a facety of the godhead, he also was portrayed having a wife. 
This assigning mortal attributes and situations is a well known device, 
but in the minds of those people viewing Narian as a god (only) the role 
of Narian as husband seems to be emphasized. In other words, the woman 
who made the paintings appear to view Narian9s function as a "husband" 
to be more important than that of a god. In another case Narian was 
viewed as an aggregate of all pitrs (ancestors). The worship of Narian 
on Giyaas is in this case the worship of ancestor, done with the hope 
that their children will do the same for them. The result of such 
devotion is that pitrs will remain ThanDee ("cool" i,e, peaceful). The 
ancestors have also been sleeping the past four Hindu months and awake
at the same time as the gods. In the cases where Narian was viewed
as an aggregate of ancestors, the central body contained human figures 
identified as sons and daughters-in-law.

Giyaas was also called the "festival of the canes". The use of 
sugar cane is clear enough in the ritual, but its origin and inclusion
as part of the puja remains obscure. Some higher castes (Vaish

particularly) said their zamindars would send mehaRs (bundles of 
four or five canes) to them. This part of the Giyaas ritual is de
finitely concerned with the harvesting of the cane and cane is not 
supposed to be eaten before the Giyaas puja is performed. One Rajput 
said that cane has always been grpwn in Rankhandi, but that around ' 
fourteen years ago (1940) a new variety had been introduced, Their
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old type of cane had been thin and they had planted only enough, to 
provide themselves with guR. (raw sugar), The new variety of cane 
was much thicker and they have begun to plant more land with sugar 
cane of the new type. In addition, a sugar mill was built nearby 
and the cane became a money crop as well as an item for personal , 
consumption.

The festival of Giyaas was likened to Thanksgiving and its 
general feeling of gratitude for one's blessings. Also mentioned 
was offering thanks specifically for children, ones profession* a house 
and successful harvest. The general consensus was that the ritual 
had no effect on the crop itself and its performance was a celebration
not an invocation related directly to the harvest.

According to ten respondents of seven castes to further question

ing there were no stories connected with Giyaas other than the awakening 

of Narian.
In one instance a Bhangi woman from Saharanpur did not know

how to make a painting and simply copied another woman's from the

same caste compound.



CHAPTER 7

HOLI

The calendrical rite of Holi is a two day celebration beginning 
on the fifteenth day of the sudi (light half) of Phagan8 and continues 
through the next day (Dulhendi)„ which is the first day of the Hindu 
month of Cait (March 26/27, 1956 by the Western calendar)„ Holi is of 
ancient origin and is one of the most widely celebrated festival days 
of the Hindu religious year. Generally Holi is considered a "saturnalia” 
along the lines of the Greek Dionysian rites and other types of events 
where there is widespread secular participation in a ceremony of 
essentially religious origin. At this time there.is much "playing of 
Holi" (good natured pranks) among the village residents - especially the 

young boys and girls. This culminates in the burning of a community 

bonfire on the eve of Holi day. As part of this ceremony, there is 
a great deal of related art is created - both bas-relief and painting.
The Holi art was of three main types? first, exterior paintings of 
small groups of symbols; second, exterior and interior "decorative" 
painting along doorways, lamp niches, edges of walls; third, bas-relief 

sculpture in house interiors.
Inexpensive materials allowed participation by those interested 

in doing so. The techniques, based on crude animal-plant forms for 
the "symbols" and straight lines for the other decorative elements, are 

simple enough to be mastered by children.

107
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Pictures from eight jati groups, predominantly lower castes, 
were collected from five residential areas. The artists of all these 
paintings were women, but they were not interviewed to obtain iden
tification of the elementse This is not as crucial as in other rites 
because most elements are literally portrayed and readily identifiable.

Myth of Holi
The myth of Holi, unlike.some others gathered in response to 

mythical origin story questioning, appears to be held by all.castes 
in essentially its "accepted" form, A summary followsl

Once there was a king named Halnaakush who had a son named 
Prahlaad and a daughter named Hoolikaa. The king ordered that every
one should worship him. Anyone who disobeyed this order and worship^ 
ped in god's name (i.e.. Ram) would be killed by the king. Most of 

the people of the country were so frightened that they obeyed and 
worshipped the king, but Prahlaad did not obey his father and worship
ped "god", saying Ram, Ram. In spite of repeated warnings from the 
king, Prahlaad continued to worship "god". His father ordered him 

killed.
Hoolikaa heard this decree and came to aid her brother. Fpr 

some reason (unspecified) she had been given a gift from a god that 

she could never be burned, and so she asked her brother if he would 
allow her to sit with him in the execution fire, Prahlaad agreed 
to this^
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Many people gathered to witness the fire, Halnaakush was very 

happy to soon be rid of his disobedient son. After the fire had been 
lit and the pyre reduced to ashes, everyone saw that Hoolikaa had been 
burned to death and Prahlaad was unharmed. He sat in the ashes smiling 
and shouting ’"Holi hai" CHoli" is a kind of salute in recognition of 
his sisteres self-sacrificing .deed,)

Therefore, Holi is celebrated in honor of Prahlaad, The bon
fire which is burned every year on Holi represents the burning of 
Hoolikaa,

One particularly deviant story was related by a Bhangi woman 
who said:

"Holi, Hooil and Diwali were three sisters, They are 

HirnaKush1s daughters and Phralaads bahus (father6s sisters). The 

devi is Holi-ka by name, Holi was the daughter who did not obey her 

mother, so her mother came after her and Holi ran away, so her mother 
cursed her that she would always keep burning. Hoi and Diwali were 
the obedient daughters, so they were told by their mother that they 
could always be - "cool" (i.e. healthy) and peaceful. The name of the 
mother is not known."

In this version there is a remarkable mixing up of "Great 
Tradition" elements with other calendrical rite names. It is pre
sented as an example of the wide lattitude for deviance tollerated as 
well as an illustration of how "parocialization" can take "Great 
Tradition" elements and mold them around a half-understood origin 
myth, transforming it all into an entirely new tale. The spellings
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of names are phonetic and show the lack of correlation between the 
generally accepted village myth and the Bhangi creation. As another 
example of "unit in diversity" see Appendix 5 for a sample listing of 
gods, godesses and places which the field-notes revealed as reasons 
given for celebrating Holi. There were over twenty names cited in 

sixteen different interviews in which a total of approximately thirty 

Bhangi men and women were requested to identify the object (person, 
place, thing) of their Holi celebration. Yet each Bhangi family pro
duced art which could be identified as related to Holi and most knew 
the "accepted" origin myth as well. They simply added the other 

names because "we worship them, too" or "they are also worshipped 
at this time", A Brahmin stated the Holi was the time to worship 
Hanuman, the monkey god, and that this god was "always" made offer

ings at Holi,  .....

Hplj Art

The main portion of the art to be discussed here is the exte-\ 
rior painted work which contained symbols, in contrast to simply de
corative art work prepared on this occasion. There are no elements 
in the art which are related to the myth, though there'are several re
lated to the rite which will be discussed later in this chapter. The 
following elements were identified in the Holi art;

Element Incidence

horses (with and without rider) 21%
tigers 60%
trees 20%
birds 111-
human figure * 20%
flower 99%
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As the thirty photograph sample yielded only sixty-five 

symbols of six types, a breakdown by percentage is of somwhat less 
importance than in other rites, but a breakdown is shown as an - . 
indicator of gross content. Five elements which were not identi
fiable without reference to the artists comments were a comb, a 
spinning wheel, a rolling pin, a tongue and some paan (a sweet).

There were eight minor unidentifiable objects out of sixty- 

j five (12 percent of the total), but this is also slightly misleading, as 
they consist of geometric elements possibly representing astronomical 
items, stylized flowers, or just decoration. They were not a major 
portion of the paintings which would invalidate the percentages.
Most of the exterior paintings were placed around the door frame 
of the.house entrance either symmetrically on both sides or as a 
"cluster" on one side. Their size was modest, with individual figures 
ranging from 10 inches to 2h feet across and clusters from 18 inches to 
4 feet. The amount of decorative detail was much less than that of 
exterior paintings prepared for other rites. Only one caste group 
(Dhoobii, Mundii patti) duplicated symbols to any large extent.

Differences between high or low caste paintings were not 
discerned. No writing was noted even in literate households. There 

were no discernable caste differences in the art, but the occurrence 
of the horse and horse-with-man figure in eight paintings of four 
lower castes (Bhangi, Chamar, Julahaa Ghamar, Joogii) is an anomaly.
In all other ceremonies the occurrence of the horse is reserved
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primarily for the the upper castes (Rajput, Brahmin) as a status 
symbol and traditional emblem of caste origin, but in this instance, 
even two Chamar castes (Julaahaa Chamar and Chamar), who do not 
celebrate most rites, not only have a painting, but also include the 
horse motif in six out of the caste total of twelve individual paint
ings, Although no photographs were available for the Jattiaa Chamars 
they, too, celbrated Holi, More information on the Charmar castes 
and their rites for Holi will be presented later.

Individual or family-linked traditions were not sought due to 
lack of data and the fact that no consecutive paintings by the same 
artist were available. Paintings prepared for Holi are soon 
plastered over in preparation for other ceremonies.

Neighborhood and caste influence were also investigated with
out any correlation being found. However, on the level of the com
pound there were several striking instances of identical modes of 
painting and decorative details. For example, in the Dhoobii com
pound, three of four paintings contain common stylized tiger figures 
and flower designs. The field notes do not indicate whether or not 
this was due to diffusion or the work of a single artist. In the 
Julaahaa Chamar compound three tigers were painted with the same 

triangular stylized body and head design. This cannot be attributed 

to common parental influence as the painters came from different 

villages. Correspondences of this kind never crossed compound 

boundries.
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Holl Rite

There are several interesting and relevant items to be gained
yby a comparison and description of the rites and ceremonies surround

ing Hoii0 The following is a brief survey of a "typicalu Holi 
celebration in chronological sequence, giving the major variants.

Beginning on the fifteenth day of the light half (sudi) of 
Phagan (March 26, 1956), Holi terminates the next night or the first 

day of Gait (March 27, 1956). One of the most popular festivals, it 
appears to be a favorite of the children and lower castes. This is 
the one recorded instance of Chamar participation in a rite observed 
by the other castes, and one of the few calendrical rites where young 
children take part and act out an expected role. The preparations 
for Holi begin early in the month, and the girls of the village begin 
to sing and "play Holi" after the Phularia Dooj or Flower ceremony 
(Mardh 8, 1956). They received new clothes on this occasion, and 

from the first of Phagan they rise early each morning and begin 

dancing and singing. The boys begin collecting firewood or any 

other flammable material, including "unowned" cow dung cakes. The 
older women often make large cow dung disks called dhoal for the Holi 
fire. Smaller ones (2 inches in diameter and 1 inch thick) are made by 

the young girls, and these are called barkullas. The barkullas are 
made only by families that have young unmarried daughters. Supposedly 
the larger dhoal are made on Holi and kept for the next Holi, but 
actual observance showed this was not followed very often, as the 
cow dung was burned for cooking or in a hukka, the dhoal evidently 
not being considered sacred. Swirls representing astronomical
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designs, birds, and symetrical tree designs were noted on several 

Rajput disks.
The smaller barkullas were ,also made into candle-bolder shaped 

objects. The barkullas were thrown at people's houses during Holi. 
Girls also throw barkullas at a Muslim shrine called the Bhumia."

It is also customary to buy or make haars (necklaces) or tentiis 
(white sugar candy). These are mainly for boys, but they are also made 
by and bought for girls during Holi. Haars are sent out of the village 
by married women to their parental home and to close women friends both 
within and outside of their husband's village,

A girl's family sometimes (Soonar caste noted here) sends her a 
koothlii (gift) package containing clothes and sweets. Her in-laws 

(husbands' family) might also send such gifts on Holi, but this is rare.

During the day of Holi women paint their houses and generally 
clean the compound area. Some put henna marks on their animals. They 
also cook many special foods. Many women fast all day. Normally only 
one woman per household where there are male children will fast. To
ward evening they bathe and put on their best or new clothes. Most 
women go in the late afternoon to the local Hindu temple to participate 
in hawans (fire sacrifices) and leave food offerings, A Brahmin pre
sides though he keeps a ritual distance from the lower castes making 
offerings of food and flowers.. These offerings were said to be made

*The Bhumia is a worship site consisting of a raised platform 
with a "beehive" construction on the top. This type of structure was 
normally built by founders of a village, incorporating a brick or 
stone from the Bhumia of their former village of orgin into the new 
site. '
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for a devi and for Holi, The point was twice made explicit that Holi 
is a devi (goddess), not a mat.

On the evening of Holi, important men of all castes bring food 
and gather to cook and eat supper outside the temple. Women go to the 
temple only in the late afternoon.

On Holi night a bonfire is customarily burned in a public square 
or large field, but in Rankhandi there appears to have been interrup
tion in this observance. In 1956 it was burned, but the year prior 
there was no community bonfire. It appears that the fire is not as 
important here as in other parts of Northern India. No reason was 
given for this lack of interest in a fire but it is very unusual not 
to have one in a village on Holi, especially as it is an important 
element in the myth. One informant said the barkullas, in some un- 
specified years past, have been thrown into a family®s hawan fire, 
rather than being gathered at one place (site of the community Holi 
fire) where a Brahmin would sprinkle them with ghii. Although a Bhangi 
informant said, "girls and women do not attend the bonfire, but might 
watch it from a distance," in reality younger female children (of all 
castes) were allowed to add barkullas and other fuel to the fire. Men 
of every caste go to the fire and dance around it, following a drummer. 
The lagan time, or lighting of the fire, is determined by the presiding 

Brahmin - usually at 9, 11, or 12 p.m. Just before the lighting of the 
fire and immediately thereafter, the squirting of people with water 
mixed with dye or the throwing of dry colored power begins and continues 
throughout the next day. This behavior is an integral part of "playing 
Holi".
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Ghamar girls eeuld participate in the community Holi fire just 
as their- mothers could engage in the hawan at the temple--both events 
presided over by a Brahmin. This was the only observed or reported 
instance when Chamars could even remotely avail themselves of the 

services of a member of this high caste. There were even mentions of 
Brahmins accepting uncooked food (left after the hawan) from Chamars, 
but this is highly unlikely and may have been said in jest. The Chamars 
because of their ritual pollution cannot enter the temple; they make 
their offerings outside where the hawan is performed,

Phaag Day Activities 
The next day after Holi* called Phaag* is generally one of rest 

and relaxation for the adults* at least in this village. The younger 
children and early teens continue to "play Holi" by throwing flowers* 

barkulaas* spraying and throwing color and singing and dancing„*
This is an auspicious time and many letters concerning marriage 

arrangements are sent and received. In one home* an astrologer was 

invited to make calculations upon which a decision was made regarding 
the desirability of a particular marriage match. This casting of a

^Marriott (1966* pp. 200=212) and Lewis (1958* pp. 232-233) 
both commented on the inter-caste activities such as color throwing 
and other forms of caste integration in which "repressed aggression" 
might be said to be released during the Holi, Although widespread 
liquor drinking was noted among Rajputs* Chamars * and Ghangiis, and 
a fight among some Rajputs on the evening of Phaag resulted in the 
use of "satumalis" in its accepted sense when applied to this village. 
In addition, strict and involved rules limited those with whom one can 
"play Holi", (In this case* throw colored water or place soot- 
blackened hands upon). These understood regulations were never ob
served being broken, andhhorseplay among adults was minimal in 
Comparison to published accounts of Holi in other villages.
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horoscope, or teevar, is an important part of the pre-marital rites. 
Charaar musicians visit homes where marriage communications have been 
exchanged and play a tune or two for which they are paid. Many of the 
lower castes receive gifts of food and clothes (mostly stained Holi 
garments) from the upper castes. By now the Holi fire (if there has 
been one) is reduced to dead ashes and some (unspecified) people put 
a handful of ashes into a pond, nearby stream or well. Though no 
reason is given, it appears reminiscent of a funeral ceremony that 
follows cremation.

On Phaag there are pujas at family shrines for household gods 
of all castes, some of which were also attended by invited guests from 
the same caste, A Rajput and a Soonar both mentioned that ’’the girls 
go out by the Piir", This is interesting and significant because 
the Piir is a Muslum shrine for a saint of Islam, but has been incor
porated into the worship ceremonies of most of the Hindu villagers.

Many Bhangiis and Chamars eat pig curry on this occasion, as 

part of the special food which they prepare for this ceremony. On 
Phaag night the Bhangiis held a pig-puja.

A Bhangii was observed doing a ceremony he called Kaula sliana 
(cooling the door). He was seen returning from the edge of a nearby 
pond carrying a diwa and a bayla (types of pots) containing some water. 
Some mithai (a sweet), a paan leaf and cloves were left at the water’s 
edge. He poured water all along the path on his way back, and finally
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poured it over the door to his house. He said it was done for water 
spirits, and young boys usually did it,

A mother and -daughter (GaRariiaa caste) went to a nearby monkey 
jungle to offer gram and dahl to the monkeys, The older woman said that 
one could offer halwa, pourris and panj iiri if they wished to do so. 
Whether or not there is a relationship between the GaRariiaa women's 
worship and the Brahmin who cited Hanuman as the object of Holi ceremon
ies was not investigated.

Pots were not broken on Holi unless by accident, and physical 
damage to either person or property is normally minor.



CHAPTER 8

THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN VILLAGE RITUAL AND ART

The two most important points revealed through this study of 
six selected calendrical rites are the central ritual position occupied 
by women in the village and the confirmation that the art produced by 
these women is of significant importance in the transmission of culture. 
The fact that women carry on much of the "little tradition" has been 
noted by Spear (1967), in India, Pakistan and the West,

"The essential positive Hindu duties are to preserve 
the family unit and its caste customs, to perform the 
ceremonies necessary hereto, and to pass the touch to 
the next generation. Hinduism is essentially a domestic 
culture and this is one reason why the citadel of 
orthodoxy is to be found among the women of all castes." (p.37)

William and Charlotte Wiser (1963) also wrote in Behind Mud

Walls„
"Religion still ranks with land in its promise of 

security. Women are more faithful than men in their 
observance of the many religious festivals. They 
make appropriate designs on walls or floors in order 
to win favor from each god or goddess in turn. Also, 
they make special sweets and other dishes for each 
particular holiday." (p.155)

It was noted that in the over 400 photographs of art work 
examined, not a single case of ritual art constructed by a man 
occurred. Virtually every ritual wall painting and dung construction 

and most of the preparations for puja ceremonies were executed, by 

women.
119
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The ideal that women should participate in ritual is not new 

and, contrary to India's image of male Brahmannical dominance, 
is even mentioned in the Laws of Manu, (Buhler - 1886),

"Offspring, (the due performance of) religious 
rites, faithful service, highest conjugal happiness 
and heavenly bliss for the ancestors and oneself, 
depend on one's wife alone." (p.342 IX 28)

Male dominance; however, is not negated::
"To be mothers were women created, and to be 

fathers men; religious rites; therefore, are 
ordained in the Vedas to be performed (by the 
Husband) together with the wife", (p.344 IX 96)

A woman's ritual position is viewed to be an integral but 
subservient aspect of worship by the male, at least in traditional 
thought. Her position, like the very basis of the caste system, 
is defined by duties, not rights. This is made explicit in Manu:

"No sacrifice, no vow, no fast must be performed 
by women apart (from the husband); if a wife obeys 
her husband, she will for that reason alone be exalted 
in heaven". (p.196 V. 155)

The woman is charged with the well-being of her (husband's) 
family. In quantative terms the woman is much more ritually active 
than the males because her duties are ever present and ongoing.
It is through her performance of calendrical rites and other daily 
worship that the forces of nature are invluenced. The Misers 
(1963) noted,

"Some of the village men speak of Parmeshwar - 
God. At the same time they, like the others, try 
to follow the example of their forefathers in 
honoring the dieties who may influence the destinies 
of their familes. The men participate in the more
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consequential ceremonies„ The rest they leave to
the women„ They are the ceremonies associated with
the life of the family - a birth, a marriage, a
death. Also in the course of the year there are a
good many red-letter days each dedicated to a par-
god or goddess,..1' (p. 158) ,

The "rest" that the Weiser's talk about comprises an 
impressive array of ritual activity. In this sphere of village art 
and ritual the woman is both artist and teacher. Over a hundred 
cases are noted where mother and daughter(s) constructed artwork 
together, or where a daughter or daughter-in-law did the actuil art 
under the supervision and guidance of an older woman of the same caste, 
usually within the same compound. Only one instance was recorded 
where a male made any suggestion or comment with regard to a woman's
painting and, in this case,it was a husband instructing his recent
bride who was not familiar with the local variations in ritual art.
The fact that much of this art is outside the general influence of 
Biramanic tradition and has a lengthy history is indicated by 
Stella Kramrisch (1968) in the catalogue to her art show "Unknown 
India",

"The art of painting bn the floor, in rural India, is t 
the prerogative women. Its traditions are handed down 
from mother to daughter. Her training begins in her 
fw#*lEI%r sixth.year and she reached competence in her 
twelfth year... The art of painting on the floor is 
non-Brahmin though it can be practiced by Brahman women.
The women learned it ultimately from traditions more 
ancient than those of the Aryan Brahmans...." (p. 65)

This "floor painting" is the same type of art done for Giyaas, 
Hooii and other rites not outlined in this paper, but which were noted 
in the sample. Not only is the woman a ritual instructor and arbiter
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of form, she often acts as an officiant in the actual puja, hoom 
or other types of ritual sacrifice„ This involvement of women in 
such ceremonies is widespread in Rankhandi and, contrary to what 
might be expected if viewed classically, is looked upon as normal 
by most male members of the family. The construction of some type of 
art by the women and a ceremony taking place on the same art or 

adjacent to it forms a ritual whole. The art serves both as "art" and 
as an altar or ritual platform where the ceremony, takes place. Therefore, 
is natural that women have some part in the performance. In the 
presence of male members of her family, a woman usually allows 
her eldest son or husband to perform the puja, but in a significant 
number of cases the woman acted as mauor officiant in the presence 
of a male. There were also many instances of a woman giving 

- instructions to her son on the "correct" method of ritual observance.
The role of the son, particularly the eldest, is clear; he is 

to begin to learn the rites and ritual so he can act as officiant 
for his family and assume his traditionally deminent place in the 
familial structure. The role of the daughter in ritual art is 
equally clear, but not nearly so well defined in the ritual itself.
The daughter often joins in puja ceremonies after her father, 
brother or mother concludes the main part, but several factors 
appear to govern the extent to which a girl may participate. The 
main distinction carters around age. For instance, in many of the 
rites the girls of various castes all of whom were pre-pprberty or 
only slightly past puberty gathered together (sometimes even mixing
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inter-jati) to sing, pick flowers, prepare food, dance and just 
generally celebrate the occasion. Puberty is the traditional Hindu 
criteria for marriagability and evidence indicates that all post
puberty unmarried females living in their parental homes are 
excluded from faily ritual or play a very minor part. These 
females continue to act as recipients of food and small monetary 
gifts but not to the extent they did as pre-puberty females. Prior to 
puberty the young girls are considered bo be daughters-of-the-vi11age . 
and given many freedoms which will later be severely restricted.
These restrictions are reflected by a change in type of clothing and 
prohibitions against going out unaccompanied. When girls are married 
and take up residence in their husbands' villages such liberties are 
looked upon as scandalous.

The institution of post-marriage patilocal residence has two 
main effects; first, it prohibits the establishment and continuation 
of a"village art style"; second, it has a profound effect on the 
kinship identity of the woman. The first effect occurs because most of 
the women in any one generation in a particular village will not 
remain there past their fifteenth birthday, marriage and subsequent 
establishment of women in the village of their husbands occurs . 
relatively early in the teens, if not before. By marriagable age a 
girl has learned the basic forms for the ritual paintings which 
form the calendrical art in her area. Her subsequent marriage will 
remove her from her parental village, which prevents a distinctive 
art type from developing and is one reason why the compound is the
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major area of influence on a woman’s art,

The compound has been shown to be the area which exerts the 
greatest influence on the women within it from a standardization of 
style viewpoint. Over fifty cases of shared symbols and identical 
moses of execution were noted in the descriptions, all of which occured 
on the compound level„ The only exception was the Chamar Giyaas 

grouping which further investigation would probably reveal as a 
. "caste tradition", a very unusual and singular instance within the 
sample. Because the women in any one jati in a particular compound 
most likely originate from different villages, they tend to look to 
the eldest woman in the compound for guidance as to the "correct 
variations" or, if the ceremony is entirely new, for the proper form 
in constructing the art and preparing for the ritual itself, A new
comer to a village, especially a daughter-in-law, is in a very 

low status position and would undoubtably look to those in her 
caste compound for guidance. Her acceptance is partially gauged 
by her ability to "fit in" and adapt to new surroundings. This would 
acount for a certain standardization on the compound level and 

illustrate in a micro-cosmic way the same processes which operate in 
a larger context and help perpetuate Hinduism. This adapting 

process shows a diffusion of traits as well as the "unity" part 
of the "unity in diversity" view of Hinduism. A woman may bring 
her own ideosyncratic practices to a compound but there will be a 
two-way flow of influences which will see her art being influenced 
by the art of the compound. Conversely, this exogamy does not preclude
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the establishing of an art tradition on a "regional" basis. In a study 
of a Mysore village, Ishwaran (1965), notes that a culturally 
defined marriage boundry exists beyond which marriages are not 
considered:

"Territorial contiguity is obviously manifested 
in the distribution of kin and their inter-personal 
relationships. Consanguineous and affinal relation
ships normally extend within a radius of twenty miles, 
as found in Shivapur. Their kinship horizon does not 
extend beyond this limit owing to the fact their world 
view is conditioned by physical, climatic, dietetic and 
other cultural factors", (p.83)

Mahan (1966 p. 254), found the same type of boundry. He noted 
that in the village of Rankhandi an initial analysis of data on 
marriage distribution "revealed a range in men a distance from 7*5 
to 23.5 miles for thirteen castes, with substantial evidence that 
the average marriage of the fourteenth caste was at least thirty 

miles." See Appendix 7 for area of Rankhandi affinal ties.

The practice of village exogamy therefore prohibits a local 
art tradition, but caste endogamy also limits the radius of 
"accepted" marriage locales and thereby is conducive to the estab
lishment and perpetuation of a broader "regional" configuration 
of ceremonial and art practices which would be distinct to that 
area and describable. Whether this "region" can best be defined 
along marriage, geographical or other boundries was not determined 
in this study but the value of a quantative "symbol pool" as a 
gross measure of shared artistic values has been established, 

especially when correlated with descriptions of accompanying rites.
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Girls are prepared for marriage arid the changes in kinship 

status and identity in many ways. The exclusion of post-puberty 
women from family ritual may be another way of doing this. At 
this time she no longer participates in family pujas and apparently 
is excluded from most other family rites. This exclusion, evidenced 
repeatedly in the notes, does not represent a rejection,, but 
rather a recognition of an impending role change and transferral of 
kinship identity from her natal family to her conjugal family. Because 

these rites act as ritual affirmation of group solidarity and 
tend to reinforce kin relationships, the exclusion symbolically 
marks the end of the family’s ritual responsibility for older 
post-puberty daughters and emphasizes the fact that they will 
hopefully soom have to assume ritual and actual responsibility for 
their own family's (their future husband’s lineal kin and their 
children). In a sense, a woman is in a transient kinship 

relationship with her natural family and enters a proxy kinship 
relationship at marriage as she is not really considered a member 
of her husbands lineage.

The shift from daughter-of-the-village to daughter-in-law 
when viewed from a functional standpoint as a mechanism to the 
perpetuation and standardization of Hinduism, is vitally important.
As younger children, girls are taught the "correct” technique 

of creating calendrical art. Prior to puberty they participate 

in their own families ceremonies, learning the form and being 
formally and informally given a sense of the social and ritual
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importance of the art. Just as a mother creates art to protect 
her family and indirectly inculcates a system of values, so her 
daughter will leave the family and go elsewhere, perpetuating the 
value.system. The daughter, of course, does not lose all ties 
with her family. • She often returns to visit, sometimes on 
festival occasions, but after marriage she is considered the 
responsibility of her husband’s lineage and as Ishwaran notes 
(1965, p.82) ’’members of a single lineage continue to cooperate 
in times of crisis, family ritual^ and ceremonies and in 
safeguarding common interests...Their unity is often expressed 

in public occasions like weddings, religious festivals and harvests’’.
The festivals and family rituals recall one’s obligations to one’s 
relatives and thereby induce one to behave according to the 
norms of kinship. •

The stress of the importance on performing rituals and constructing 
art results in a consciousness of tradition on the part of women.
An obvious contrast, when the material is viewed as a whole, is 
that women were vitally concerned with the upkeep of tradition and 
promotion of family welfare through ritual action wheras the men 
were concerned with economic gain and the status oriented aspects of 
ritual behavior. Several men referred to the ritual activity 
of the women in negative terms and others seemed to accpet such rites 

as necessary but of little concern to males, leaving the 
performance of both art and ritual to the women of their compound.
The men in Rankhandi- did not share the variety of apparent
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intensity of the ritual activity in which the women engaged.

Minturn and Hitchcock (1966„ p„ 67) note* "In ceremonies„ the
family is the 'most important unit, and among the members of the 
family it is the women who take the most interest and participate 

most actively".
A possible correlation between the activities of the Arya 

Samaj and a lessening of male ritual participation in this village 
will be dealt with in the next chapter, but it should be noted here 
that the influence of such reform groups on the women of the village 
was minimal. It is the women who continue to prepare the art 
and to play a significant part in the ritual associated with each 
rite. The mothers teach the daughters who in turn perpetuate 
a system originating over two thousand years ago. The role of 
the woman changes at marriage and the practice of village 
exogamy physically moves her to a new residence. The cycle has 
been repeated countless times and the result is the system is 
continually under going a standardization process, as it is 
being perpetuated. The calendrical art of the women, as illustrated 
in the village of Rakhandi, is an important mechanism in this 

process.



CHAPTER 9

ROLE OF THE BRAHMINS IN VILLAGE RITUAL

In the village of Rankhandi the role of the Brahmins in 
ritual does not vary greatly from what might be expected in any 
Hindu village. What is significant is that there is a large 
segment of the upper caste population who, although they can avail 
themselves of the services of a Brahmin, do not do so for reasons 
which are made very explicit. The traditional roles of receiving 
and eating ritual foods and accepting of gifts or money (as a 
form of worship by the villagers) are still carried on. The Hindus in 
this village do not always view these practices as part of a 
divine "Great Tradition”; to many these practices are often a 

source of conflict. Mintum and Hitchcock (1966, p. 68) 
reported the attitude: "In many ceremonies where the Brahman is

present, one of his significant functions is ritual eating. This 
fact has led some of the women to complain that Brahmans have 

invented festivals "so that they could be fed". This accusation 
was symbolized several times in paintings done for the 

rite where women of the Soonaar caste identified a symbol 
as a "peetu Brahmin" - or "stomach Brahmin". This symbol and the 
remark were both unmistakably slighting and referred to the practice 
of Brahmins coming to the homes of the villagers on this occasion and 
expecting offerings of food. It was mentioned that sometimes

129
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Brahmins from outside the immediate vacinity would come to 
Rankhandi during certain festival days and attempt to secure food 
even if they performed no ceremony for the family and were unknown 
to those solicited. Although no formal statistics can be called upon 
to support the conclusion, it appears that in Rankhandi the 
frequency of Brahmin employment in.household ceremonies is definitely 
on the decline. Lewis (1958) noted the same phemonena in his village 
study:

In another set" of changes, however, we can dis
cern a common element —  the decline of the Brahman8 s 
rold at Rampur. A Brahmin is no longer called upon to 
fix the "foundation pole" of, the Holi pyre. A 
Brahmin woman is not asked to tell the story of Karva .
Cauth, as she was in the past„ This is usually <Scrae~! 
by one of the older women in the family. Local 
Brahmins do not usually accept food offerings at 
sraddha ceremonies or at Makar Sarikrant, and they do 
hot tie ponchis at Silono or present mrothas at 
Niortha-Dasahra. The Offerings at theTlflva Temp 1 e are 
acCepted^Vy a 60sian instead of a Brahman;‘ 
only one Brahmin -- from another village —  
accepts offerings at the shrine of Ghantal Deo or at the 
Holi pyre. The local Brahmans are generally reluctant 
to accept offerings. There is also some reluctanct to 
feed them -- more, it is said, than in the past,

This is partly due to the influence of the Arya 
Santaj and to the weakening of the jajmani system; (p. 254)

Lewis observed that the Brahmans in Rampur were weakly 
represented and did not have the same high status which the Brahmans 
enjoyed in Karimpur, the village studied by the Misers. His 
conjecture that one would expect a greater stress on Hindu orthodoxy 
in the Wiser village than in his: area (where the Jats are the 
dominant landholding group) is reflected in the Rankhandi situation. 
In Rhankandi the major landholding faction are the Rajputs and the
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corresponding reduction in the status of the village Brahmins is 
noted.

The effect of the Arya Samaj on Rankhandi ceremonial activities 
has been mentioned in several previous references to specific rites, 
but the following account by Minturn and Hitchcock (1966) gives an 
overall view of the profound and continuing changes which this 
revivalistic movement instigated in the village:

The strongest, most recent influence on the religious 
life of many Rajput men is the Arya Samaj movemnet,,,
Arya Samaj teachers began to preach their teacher’s 
ideas in many parts of India* These teachers were 
very critical of beliefs in minor and local gods and 
goddesses. They preached against idolatry, maintained 
that all castes, not just the twice-born castes, had 
the right to study the sacred,texts, and that worship 
could be preformed without entering a temple or 
utilizing the services of a Brahman,
It was, however, a less extreme version of this 
doctrine which was introduced into Khalapur by the Rajput 
leader Prthvi Singh, Prthvi .Singh inlisted support 
from conservative as well as if ■liberal” Hindus, The 
strict Arya Samajist accepts only a core of the widely 
shared beliefs which form the background of village 
Hindusim, He feels that only a few ceremonial forms 
have true religious significance, and he speaks 
slightingly of much of the ritual activity which goes 
on, calling it ’’women’s work", (pp. 64-65)

In this was the Arya Samay was the source of many far reaching
changes in ceremonial life, riot only of the Rajputs, but through
. - . • ■ : 1 • ■
example, many of the village males: first, due to the stress on an
absolute, impersonal and all-embracing spirit, it tended to cause a 

reduction in the number of male participants in rites which were 

considered to be contrary to the monistic doctrine of Dayanand 
Sarasvati ( i. e, rites for caste godlings or pujas for the goddesses
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who are supposed to prevent various illnesses); second, the 
teachings that certain other non-Brahmin castes could and should study 
the sacred texts and that worship could be performed without temple 
or Brahman had the obvious effect of reducing the Brahmins’ status 
and central position in local rituals. In Rankhandi Arya Samaj 
teachings have led to such things as younger literate men of low caste 

reading from the sacred scriptures on appropriate occassions. This, 
in itself, has a twofold effect. It means that low castes now have access 
to the literature which for centuries was the sole domain of the 
Brahmin. It also means that the younger men who are now attending 
school and can read are taking over ritual functions which normally 
would be performed by their fathers —  simply by virtue of literacy..
All the ramifications of these changes cannot be dealt with in this paper, 
but their cumulative effect on the status of the Brahmin and his 
role in village ceremonial activity is detrimental.

The role of the Bfahmani (wife of a Brahmin) has suffered 
the same fate as that of her husband. She continues to fulfill her 
ceremonial role of reciter of origin tales and myths for the upper 
castes, but this practice, too, is on the decline. Her function 
in instructing the correct form for household paintings cannot be 

evaluated in historical terms because no past evidence of such 
activity exists, but the fact that only four instances of a Brahmani 
assisting an upper caste woman with her wall painting is indicative 

that the practice is minor and has no significance in the creation 
of "art styles" or even as a "standardization" process. Because there
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is a close association of the rites with the lunar calendar and the 
fact that villagers believe that there are auspicious and inauspicious 
times to begin certain ritual acts, there is a stress on astrology.
In Rankhandi, as elsewhere in India, the Brahmins act in this capacity. 
Instances where Brahmins informed their upper caste retainers of 
the correct date for a specific ritual have already been noted in 
the proceeding ethnographical material. The practice appears unchanged, 
although several instances in every rite were noted where women said 
they kept track of the date themselves. Gererally, this "setting of 
dates" can be considered a minor part of calendrical ritual. The 
great importance of an auspicious time in marriage functions or in 
the undertaking of business ventures is recognized in the village, 
but they are singular, non-recurring events which, by nature, require 
a "special casting" of a horoscope. Conversly, the yearly round is 
relatively stable and nearly everyone seemed aware of the general day 
and time of the major events. The function of informing others 
of the date seems to be an affirmative of traditional ties by 
Brahmins rather than an notual attempt to transmit information.

Brahmins still command a central ritual position in weddings and 
certain other life-cycle rites of the higher castes. They serve as 
officiants at the more formal festival ceremonies, such as the 
Rajput havan on Diwali, but these seem to reflect more of a concern 
with status than the actual religious nature of the event. It can 

be said that in Rankhandi*s religious activity the Brahmins still 
symbolize the "Great Tradition", but for the household, it is the



woman who carries on the greatest part of the rich and varied 
rites which form the "Little Tradition" -- and it is this "Little 
Tradition" which is equated with "religion" for many of India9s 
Hindus, It is through the woman that much of what is classified 
as Hinduism is transmitted and perpetuated. The Brahmins are 
important, but the women are an essential part of the process of 
continuity by which the Indian value system is maintained.



CHAPTER 10

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SPECULATIONS

Summary
A content analysis of 226 photographs from six selected rites, 

representing ritual art work prepared by women from 18 of the 

31 castes in Rankhandi, indicated:

1. A high degree of uniformity in the selection and execution 
of the symbols which serve as basic components of these 
paintings.

2. Every work of art contained enough of these symbols to be 
readily identifiable as a ritual creation executed for a 
particular festival occassion.

3. Caste membership does not influence the selection or 
execution of they symbols (with the deviant exception of 
one rite where Chamar paintings were standardized along 

caste lines).
4. The compound level of the village is the major influence 

on an artist regarding symbol-selection and style of 
execution. .

5. No village art style per se existed.
6. Variation is confined largely to decorative details. Such 

details enable an investigator to distinguish the work of 

individual artists.

135
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The interview material from the painters indicated:
1. Every painting an construction was made by a woman and/or 

a young girl.
2. The custom of calendrical art is transmitted primarily from 

mother to daughter without the aid of religious specialists.
3. &ustom of ritual (calendrical) art exists in an area of 

at least 500 square miles.
The tendency towards standardization of ritual art 
manifested in the residential compound area is offset by 
the practice of village exogamy, but due to caste endogamy 
considerations dispersal is not severe enough to cause a 
complete shattering of artistic and ritual continuity. On 
one hand, the dispersal of women in each generation hinders 
the development of a distinctive village or caste tradition 
in such art. On the other hand the relatively close physical 

proximity of the womens new home and reciprocal visiting 
allow a certain continuity to exist.

4. The role of the Brahmin is minor in household calendrical 
rites and anti-clerical feelings are not uncommon.

Direct observation established that:
1. Calendrical art is a mechanism by which the transference of 

kinship identity"(kin unit identity) is made ritually mani
fest. Household rites are both a ritually affirmation of 

group solidarity for women and a preparation of daughters
for marriage duties. Because a male unilineal corporate
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group, by nature, excludes wives it is within such 
activities as calendrical rites that women find . 
expressions of belonging and participation.

Conclusions and Speculations
The findings of this study suggest that distributional studies 

of religious symbols might serve as initial indicators of regions within 
popular Hinduism. The techniques used for the study and catagorization 
of the various art types provide a simple and rapid means for such 
enquiry. It remains for further research to determine the full extent 
of the area in which standardization of such art types exists, and the 
nature of area boundries - if such exist. Further research is also 
needed to determine whether the distribution of other forms of cultural 
behavior corresponds to that of religious symbols. This study also 
indicates some of the ways in which a substantial part of popular 
Hindusim, calendrical rites, may be communicated and standardized. The 

minor role played by religious specialists in this process suggests that 

distributional studies of popular Hinduism conducted in terms of regional 

religious centers.
Investigations of particular features of the art itself would 

yield interesting data because even incomplete research showed that:
1. The rectangle was the most widely used basic form. It

served as the "body" for a god or goddess and occurred in 

every rite where art was constructed. The rectangle often 
was identified as a "human" figure.



2. The rectangle or calendrical art designs of whatever 
configuration were used as alter platforms when on the floor 
as in the floor painting for (Giyaas), or as an object of 
worship if on the wall (Hooii). The puja or other ceremony 
took place within its borders or nearby.

3. The general shape of the art (painting or construction) 
could be regarded as a "temple" both in aspects of geometric 
dimensions and spatial distribution. For Instance, the 
"head" of the painting could serve as the "inner sanctum"
or area where, in a traditional Shiva temple, the 1ingum 
would be. The majority of puja took place "between the 
legs" or where the normal ceremonial area of a typical 
temple would be found (if the painting was considered a 
diagramatic representation of a temple). (See Kramrisch's, 

1946, The Hindu Temple, Vol. 2.)

4. There may be a relation between classical physiological 
beliefs and the paintings. The "inner sanctum" of a Hindu 
temple is considered a very sacred place and it is here that 

the 1ingum is placed in a Shiva temple. The Hindu belief 
that the semen is stored in the head may have a direct 
relation to the reasons for specific ritual forms.

5. That the paintings were distinct enough to be distinguished 
by specific ceremony did not negate the possibility that they 
all shared "geometric ideals" which were the result of the 
embodiment of Yantric formuli or axioms of proportion. (See 
Tucci's, 1959, The Theory and Practice of Mandalas.)



The antiquity of the symbols is evident and at least 
partially traceable. The idea of a "symbol pool" has 
inherient within it the concept of accretions. The use of 
certain bird motifs in Hooii bear great resemblence to 
pictographs found in the Indus Script in Dani’s (1963) Indian 
Paleography, particularly the "peacock" which is a common 
element in all the Hooii paintings. The most distinctive 
part of the bird motif as found in the Hooii paintings was 
the three strokes which represent the "peacock tail". This 
same element of "1-3 strokes in the belly and at the tail" 
is noted by Dani (1963*, p. 18) as the factor which 

separates the bird types. This is not to say that it is the 
same bird found in 1956 Hooii paintings, but the correspon

dences are too great to overlook the possibility of some 
past stylistic influences of great antiquity. The ancient 
origins of the ChompaR design have been mentioned in Chapter
3. Although the listing would be too detailed to give here, 
the portrayal of certain types of body ornaments (necklaces 
and arm bangles) appear to have exact counterparts in the 

art of Ajanta and, more recently, Moghul court jewelery. An 
investigation of these elements would.no doubt be of great 
interest and value. The use of certain past symbols of 
royalty such as the palanquin and porters has been mentioned 
in prior chapters, and is one more Instance of "royal 
vestiges" surviving in the context of village art.
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7. The numerical sequences and ordering of elements, which

would on first glance seem random, are in actuality carefully 
accounted for as part of the "ritual formula!Nearly every 
woman gave a "correct" number for the amount of symbols of a 
particular type which should be used in a particular painting. 
The use of odd numbers such as 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 were common. 
This too recalls antiquity in the form of strict injunctions 
regarding the "right" number of objects or sequential acts 
noted in Vedic literature (see Oldenburg, 1886-92). How 
closely present day ritual activities are bound up in past 
numerical combinations is a difficult question, but the use 
of 3 for the number of aspects of God, the three worlds, or
the three main stages of life are well known; five for the
five senses, the five arrows or love; seven for the seven 
allegorial islands, the seven steps in marriage, the seven 
rounds of sacred fire; nine for the nine planets or the nine 

poets in the realm of God. All these point to a concern for 

numeric correctness which is still found in modern village 
art. The origins of numerical combinations is a study unto 
itself.

The areas for further research which have just been outlined 
pertain only to the art itself and indicate the richness of Indian 
village art as a source for understanding Hinduism at the lower levels of
society. The implications for synchronic analysis of historical problems
are clear, but the art is only half of the calendrical rite activity.
The ritual round, too,has its roots in antiquity. The use of fire, water.
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cow dung, ghii and other ritual substances are as old as reliable written 
records. (See Keith's Religion and Philosophy of the Veda, 1925.) the 
sequences follow patterns of direction and number as ancient as Aryan 
fire sacrifices,,and worship of tools is a direct decendent of such 
rituals as worship of weapons. The use of food as a ritual substance 
and the types of food all recall early origins.

On a more subtle level the whole ritual cycle can be viewed as 

the workings of karma and dharma. Occurrences within the village are 
often laid at the doorstep of "failure to perform the proper rituals." 
Sickness and propitiation of the goddesses of disease is a prime example 

of self-fulfilling type of worship fostered by belief in the karmic 

cycle.
On a more practical level the rituals foster caste solidarity, 

often fostered by deviance from others. The Chamars, for instance, are 
viewed as deviant by the villagers, but by their very act of deviance 
they are recognized as a group and see themselves operating in a group 
situation. This may explain why they are the only caste to have anything 
resembling a caste tradition in painting (note Giyaas art). The Kumhars 
sometimes act as priests of the Naga (snake) worship cults - behavior 
which receives the same type of attention from the rest of the village 
as in the Chamar case.

More esoteric and veiled are the relationships between the 
calendrical art of the women in the village and the tantric traditions. 
The use of Shakti (female) aspect of a diety as a channel, of assistance. 

is well known and it is interesting to note that in Rankhandi there are
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no rites for women. Yet, the rites for men and children involve female- 
to-female (women-to-devis) relationships. The relationship of the rites 
to the kundalini and the cycle of rebirth are all fascinating areas for 

further investigation, but the fact that calendrical art has such varied 
and implicit suggestions verifies the authors contention that as a 
mechanism in the perpetuation and standardization of Hinduism, calendrical 
rites play an important and continuing role.

The case for the necessity of further research into related areas 

of calendrical art and the necessity to view calendrical art as an 
integrated whole is made convincingly by Watson Smith (1959, p. 229) 
who argues for relaxing of the "rigid classifying of material" by saying,

"In the million potsherds from Awatavi, not in each one 
singly, not in any specific grouping of them, but in the entire 
mass; there are many things to be seen, most importantly, it 
seems to me, the revealing evidence that heref no matter how 
you slice it, is a basic coherence, a something that trascends 
taxonomy."

This paper has been concerned with the construction of "models" 
of culture trait behavior, defining culture trait as Kroeber and 

Kluckholm do, noting that culture is "basically a form or pattern or 
way" (1952, p. 155-169), and that "A trait is an 'ideal type' because 
no two pots are identical nor are two marriage ceremonies ever held in 
precisely the same way". White (1962, p. 49) commented on their view 

saying, "A culture trait 'pot' therefore appears to be the ideal form of 
which each particular pot is an exemplification - a sort of Platonic 
idea, or.ideal". Calendrical art has been viewed in this paper in 
several ways: as an "art form", as a mechanism in the perpetuation of
Hinduism, and as a visual form from which normative behavioral ideals
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can be elicited. Possibly its most useful application lies in the 
ability of such art to "explain" important facets of the Indian social 
system and how they are viewed by the people themselves. What has been 
constructed here are "ideal models", but their counterpart everyday 
art exists today in village India and its implications and continuing 
relavance will continue to intrigue and challenge scholars of Hinduism.
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DATE
1954

Oct. 25
Oct. 26
Oct. 27

Nov. 6
Nov. 9
Nov. 11
Nov. 20
Nov. 23
Nov. 26
Nov. 27
Nov. 29
Nov. 30
Dec. 3
Dec. 4
Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Dec. 15
Dec. 19
Dec. 25
Dec. 29

1955
Jan. 1
Jan. 1
Jan. 5
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 8
Jan. 8
Jan. 11
Jan. 11

Feb. 12
Feb. 24
Feb. 24
Feb. 26

APPENDIX 1

RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY

RITE, CEREMONY OR EVENT

Chottii Diwali 
Diwali
Gordhan (Govardhan)
Giyaas (Awakening of Narian)
Tijja Ceremony
Valmikii's Birthday
Kabir Panthi Meeting
Puja for Mumdia Chamar well
Bhangii Ti j ja (bone gathering) Ceremony
Jasuthan (7th day birth ceremony)
Cow-slaughter meeting (puja)
Ceremony (Ruins near Piir)
Satiaa after birth of boy 
Arrival of marriage party 
(Sangii note)
Terahii (13th day death feast)
Meeting of Arya Samaj 
Use of maantra for sickness
Chhathii - birth ceremony (six days after birth) 
Sagaii - engagement feast (Chamar)

Muslim religious practices at Piir
Repainting of Rai Das (Chamar patron god) shrine
Use of "tootaas" (parrots) over new house door
More on house construction rites
Sanjii
Fasting on day of full moon 
Notes on best marriage months 
Meeting at Pathshala - Arya Samaj 
Sakath
Rajput wedding 
Phuuleeharaa dooj 
Chamar engagement 
Chamar marriage
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Mar, 3 Gordhan Mandoo
Mar. 10 Holi notes
Mar. 10 Rajput funeral
Mar. 10 Holi
Mar. 11 Holi-Phaae day
Mar. 15 Rajput marriage arrangements
Mar. 20 Ancestor shrine offering (Chamar)
Mar. 23 Amaawas
Mar. 23 Arya Samaj meeting
Mar. 24 Sugar cane planting designs made
Mar. 29 Small pox puja
Mar. 31 Small pox pots
Mar. 31 Kumharas Amaawas
Apr. 5 Chamar haircutting ceremony
Apr. 5 Deoband Mela
Apr. 5 Kali shrine offerings
Apr. 12 Chamar observances of rites
Apr. 20 Dhoobii funeral
Apr. 25 Marriage
Apr. 29 Chamar marriage

May .15 Report on Chamars (no rites May 1 - 14)
June 3 Bridge and groom feast
June ' 7 Puja for new b o m  calf
June 24 Chamar birth ceremony

July 2 New well ceremony (Mundia Chamars)
July 11 (Note only— mundins (first hair-cutting ceremony))

Aug. 3 Rajput funeral
Aug. 3 Solano
Aug. 4 Tiijo Puja
Aug. 5 Asaakh pujas (Chamars)
Aug. 11 Janamashtamii (Krishnas birthday)
Aug. 12 Naumii (MaRii shrine)
Aug. 13 Mundia Chamar festivals (Solano/Naumii)
Aug. 15 Bhumia (Earth God Shrine)
Aug. 18 Cow-herders feast
Aug. 29 Holi
Aug. 29 Muslim festival of MohaRram

1955 BOOK 2

Sept. 10 ChaTii (6 day after birth) ceremony

Oct. 10 Kanaagats
Oct. 17 Kanaagats
Oct. 18 I'eehrii ceremony
Oct. 18 Kanaagats
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Oct. 21
Oct. 25
Oct. 27
Oct. 28
Oct. 30
Nov. 1
Nov. 6
Nov. 14
Nov. 15
Nov. 16
Nov. 16
Nov. 18
Nov. 20
Nov. 20
Nov. 25
Nov. 29
Nov. 29
Nov. 29
Nov. 30

Dec. 2
Dec. 7
Dec. 30

1956
Jan. 2
Jan. 5
Jan. 14
Jan. 22
Jan. 27
Jan. 29
Jan. 30
Feb. 3

Feb. 22 
Feb. 24 
Feb. 26

Mar. 4 
Mar. 6 
Mar. 8 
Mar. 14 
Mar. 18 
Mar. 22 
Mar. 22 
Mar. 22

Meeting of Arya Samaj 
Payaataa/Sanjii
More Kanaagats reports - no ceremony 
Birth-Chamar ceremony
Puran Mashii celebrated 10/30/55 Chauadas 

of Asooj
Hooii
Diwali
Govardhan
First haircutting ceremony 
Bhaaii Dooj
Diwali amaawas (no ceremony, description only) 
Note on ChomphaR 
Stories of Hoi 
Giyaas
Giyaas notes, no celebration 
Absence from work due to death 
Puran Mashii (Ghar Mela)
Lunar eclipse on Nov. 29th - no ceremony
Chamar reports - no ceremony 
Cow disk for Holi - no ceremony 
Remarriage of widow

Chamar activity - no ceremony
Death feast
KhichaRii Sakrant
Birth ceremony
Birth ceremony
Sakat Puja - no ceremony
Teej or Maag ceremony
Chamar marriage
Notes of Chamar ceremonies from 2/8/56 
Notes on ancestor shrines
Marriage ceremony 
Marriage ceremony 
Marriage ceremony

Marriage ceremony
Miscellaneous notes - no ceremony
Holi
Phuuleeharaa Dooj 
Hooii
Aamal eekaadashii 
Marriage rite 
Marriage
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Apr. 10 Amaawas of Chait
Apr. 24 Shrine offering
May 14 Hooii
May 18 Marriage
May 22 Marriage
May 25 Brahman story of Hooii
May 26 Death ceremony
May 29 Chamar use of Brahmin
May 29 Mundia Chamar spirit possession notation
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FREQUENCY OF DIRECTLY OBSERVED OR REPORTED RITUAL ACTIVITY

Month - 1954

Oct. 25 - 31 
Nov. 1 - 3 0  
Dec. 1 - 3 1

1955
Jan.
Feb ,

Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

31
28
31
30
31
30
31 
31
30
31
30
31

October 25, 1954 - May 29, 1956 
No. Days (24 hrs.) No. Ceremonies/ 

Events/p. day

Subtotal

Subtotal

7
30
31
68

31
28
31
30
31
30
31 
31 
30 
30
30
31
365

3
8

_8
1954(Oct.25-Dec.31) 19

1955(Jan.1-Dec.31)

5
4 
11
7
2
3
5 
11
1

26
7

82

1956
Jan. 1 - 3 1 31 6
Feb. 1 - 2 8 28 4
Mar, 1 - 3 1 31 7
Apr. 1 - 3 0 30 2
May 1 - 3 1 31 _5

Subtotal 151 1956(Jan.1-May 31) 24

Total (Days) 584 (Ceremonial Days) 125



APPENDIX 2 

CASTE MARRIAGE MAPS
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B A R B E R  (naaii)

A to Vtl fS to WLtS

WIVES
DAUGHTERS

UNDER ?5 YEARS 
IS TO 45 YEARS 
OVER 48 YEARS

▲  VILLAGE



BRAHMAN
(brahmin)

to mats¥>i FS

W IV E S
d w u q m t e r s

*  Of •  UNDER 25  TERRS 

. .  o f  2 5  TO 4 5  TEARS

•  • • o f  ' * *  OVER 5 TEA RS

▲  V I L I A O E
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C A R P E N T E R
(dhiimaan brahmin)

\

v

A--

♦ WIVES
•  DAUGHTERS

* Of *  UNDER 23 YEARS
♦♦ or •*  23 TO 43  YEARS

or • • •  OVER 4 3  YEARS

▲  V I L LAGE



GOLDSMITH
(soonaar)

153

to uues ! to Hues ' s o  m i e s

vk)

I

WIVES
DAUGHTERS

«r • UNDER 23 YEARS
or 25 TO 43 YEARS

♦ or OVER 4 8  YEARS

A V IL LA G E



■ - 1 • * ••• ■• ■ . i1
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A

GRAINPARCHER
(bhaRbuj ja)

! to uu es10 MUCS

♦ WIVES
•  DAUGHTERS

UNDER 25 YEARS 

25 TO 45 YEARS

OVER 4 5  YEARS

A V IL L A G E

A
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LAB O R E R
(pujaagir)

?

- *▲'

'fo wies
♦ ♦ ♦ A

A*

♦ WIVES
•  DAUGHTERS

UNDER 23  YEARS 

23 TO 4 8  YEARS  

OVER 4 3  YEARS♦ ♦ ♦  Of

A V I L L A G E
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MERCHANT
(vaish)

WIVES
DAUGHTERS

♦ or *  UNDER 29 YE ARS

♦ ♦ or • *  29 TO 49  YEARS

♦ ♦♦  or OVER 4 9  YEARS

▲  V I L L A G E
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OIL PRESSER
_ (teelii)

x

\
\

/

♦ WIVES
♦ DAUGHTERS

♦ Of * UNDER 23 TE ARS 

♦♦ Of ~  2 3  TO 43  TEARS 

♦ ♦ ♦  or ***  OVER 4 3  YEARS

▲  V I L L A G E



I
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A

P O T T E R
(kumhaar)

DAUGHTERS

♦ * f  •  UNDER 25  YEARS

♦ ♦  6f • •  25  TO 4 5  YEARS

• • •  OVER 4 6  YEARS

A V I L L A G E
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W ASHERMEN
(dhoobii)

jo mi.es

w i v e  s
DAUGHTERS

♦ Of *  UNDER 25 YEARS

or — 25  TO 45  YEARS

♦ ♦ ♦ o r  OVER 4 5  YEARS

▲  V I L L A G E
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WATER CARRIER
(jhiiwaar)

A *♦

kA*

WIVES
DAUGHTERS '

UNDER 29  YEARS  

29 TO 4 9  YEARS

A V IL L A G E
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W EAVER
(julaahaa [Chamar])

WIVE 9 
DAUGHTERS

UNDER 29 YEARS 

29 TO 49  YEARS 

OVER 4 9  YEARS

▲  V I L L A G E
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W E A V E R  K.P.
julaahaa (Kabir Panthi)

10 MILES to MILES

♦ WIVES
•  DAUGHTERS

♦ or *  UNDER 29 YEARS

or • *  29  TO 49 YEARS

♦ ♦ ♦  or OVER 49  YEARS

lAI

A  V I L L A G E



APPENDIX 3

RELATION OF SANGII TO BRACKETING CALENDRICAL RITES

Hindu Lunar Calendar 
Aaswin (Asooj)

Western Correspondence 
October 1955

%
xCtf /—\^ <U
^ <3

r

Badi 14 
15

Sudi

bOCE
O <Ds
t'S-

T)CD 3
- & 4

•H r<DXI D<D V) 64->U o 7 -O 5
§ •H 8
CD 9 -
f §1/3 1 0  -

Amaawas (moonless day)
This day marks the 

end of Kannagats (a 
ceremony for ancestors).
On this day Sangii elements 
are fashioned and put on the 
cow-dung base.

- Barley seeds planted for nortees

Women fast for Sangii
Sangii brother constructed by most 
women and put near Sangii on a wall. 
Sangii removed from wall and thrown 
into pond. Sgme families who had not 
yet constructed a Sangii's brother do 
so at this time and leave it up for 
one day after Sangii has been scraped 
off.
This day is nationally celebrated 

as Dusheraa (celebration of Ram’s 
triumphal return from Ceylon - portrayed 
in the Ram Lila from the Ramayana), but 
in this village it is called Payaataa 
and is a puja (minor ritual) only - no 
art other than Sangii's brother is 
prepared.

14

16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
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APPENDIX 4

A RAJPUT HAVAN PERFORMED AT THE PANCHAYAT GHAR FOR DIWALI

On the morning, of November 14, 1955 about ten o'clock, a ceremony 

was held at the Panchayat Ghar (local meeting house). This ceremony was 

a havan (fire offering) performed by Brahmins to celebrate Diwali, Most 
of the participants and spectators at this ceremony were Rajputs and 
Brahmins. There may have been a few people from some other caste in 
attendance. Thirty to forty people attended this ceremony. They were 
either men or young children. The ceremony was conducted in a relaxed, 
festive atmosphere with children playing about in the crowd. The 
ceremony took about two hours. Most pf this time was spent in pre
parations for the ceremony and in waiting for everyone to arrive. The 
actual ceremony lasted about half an hour.

The room in which the ceremony was held was decorated with
triangular paper flags of various colors including yellow, white, green,
orange and brown. These flags were suspended from strings crisscrossed
from ceiling beams and from a "mantlepiece-like" ledge projecting from 
the west wall of the room. There was a recess in the wall above the 
"mantle-piece*' in which two statues (which appeared to be made of 
plaster-of-paris) and a lamp were placed. One of the statues repre
sented Laksmi (Hindu deity of wealth). A glass vase of flowers had 
been put on either side of the recess, A picture portraying some
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religious scenes was suspended from the wall on either side of these 
glass vases, A brown bottle was sitting on the ledge of the "mantle- 
piece," A few decorative paper balls were suspended with the paper 
flags from the ceiling,

A sketch of the ritual objects as arranged before the ceremony 
and the seating arrangement of the participants appears in Figure A1. 
The floor was covered with mats upon which cloths had been spread.

The three Brahndn men who officiated at this ceremony first 
sipped a little water and then washed their right hands. The fire 
was ignited, and two sticks of mango wood were dipped in some ghii 
and put in the fire. Then one of the men, sitting on cloth on the 
west side of the fire, poured a small ladle of ghii into the fire.

Each time he did this, he would allow the ghii that remained in the 
ladle to drip into the pot of water located on the southwest corner 
of the fireplace. Another man would throw a small handful of grain 
on the fire at the same time as the ghii was being ladled on the fire. 

After a few minutes, the smoke from the burning grain became 
too thick, so they paused and one of the men fanned the fire. Then 
several other men joined in throwing small handfuls of grain on the 
fire. This was done in unison. Ghii was also added to the fire with

S33SsSSseSf=s>

a ladle each time the grain was offered. Occasionally a stick of 
mango wood was added to the fire.

Then one man went about the room and put a tilak (red dot) 
on everyone’s forehead. He also put a tilak on the forehead of the
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N

.Design on edge

Bowl of 
water - 
one on each 
corner

V /

Fire pit

Brass tray 
containing 
grain

Sedge-like 
• Pot * 0  Z-N
nvocc k j '  y  \Jf.

w

/Jffi-SticYs of 
mango wood

xTwo pots, one 
on top of the 
other - top pot 
contained some 
mango leaves

;

NSmall kindling of 
mango wood

Brass pot containing ghii

□  □
Brahmins

r
Sanskrit
teacher

Figure Al. Rajput Layout for Havan
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statues on the ,,mantlepiece"0 Two sticks of incense were lit and put 
on the "mantlepiece". The lamp near the statues was also lit.

One of the men tending the fire then splashed ghii from the 
ladle in a clockwise motion over the fire. He no longer bothered to 

catch the drips from the ladle after he poured the ghii. Some type 
of beans or grain were distributed to everyone in the room* who then 
threw them into the fire (not in unison)„ One of the Brahmins then 
performed a solo chant„ This was followed by a group chant. This 
appeared to conclude the ceremony. All the ghii and grain had been 
burned, A tray of sliced bananas was passed about the room and every
one ate some of this fruit. The meeting broke up shortly thereafter.



APPENDIX 5

BHANGII OBJECTS OF WORSHIP FOR HOLI

This information was gathered from sixteen interviews in which 
nearly thirty people participated. In addition to the story of Hoolihaa 

and her brother Prahlaad, the following names were given as objects of 
Holi worship by men and women of the Bhangii caste:

"water spirits"
N'the Pawans \

Sabal Sing Paonl Significance unknown but
rcwk,,-! cu~ > thought to be one group of
 ̂ i once powerful landowners
(the Paon) 1 from Uttar Pradesh area.
Nathmal Paon /
Kusar Mai
Kalwa Pawan of KhardonikheeRaa
Tunga1 seevaador
Bhilnarii
Naga guru
Balmiin
Nathia (a devi)
Kalwa
Dilwaar
Shanti maharaj
"the Piir" (muslim shrine)
Bhhumia (Hindu village shrine)
Madanon (a devi)
"a mai" (goddess)
"ancestors"
Balasundri
Sahusumber
sevdar
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APPENDIX 6

THE POPULATION OF RANKHANDI 
This listing shows caste name, occupation (primary and/or 

traditional and "other"), total number by caste as of Winter 
1957, percentile by caste and a ritual pollution rating of 
15 casteso The information for the first four columns was taken 
from a Cornell prepared Demographic fact sheet and the data for the 
last from an article by Pauline Mahar, "A Ritual Pollution Scale 
for Ranking Hindu Castes", in Sociometry, (Vol. 25, No. 3, 1960). 
Although insufficient for a complete correlation, the pollution
scaling was included as an indicator of relative rank of castes
between one another. The study covered only 15 of the thirty-one 
caste groupings listed by Cornell, but at least two or more 
of these fifteen castes are represented in every rite described in

the body of the paper. The study is presented to aid in
establishing Hindu caste relationships among the samples given.
In addition, two Muslim castes (Muslim Rajput, Miraasii) are 
represented. Normally not considered as an operating part of 
the Hindu system, the Muslim castes enjoy close interrelationships 
and relative status within Rankhandi and its social system as 
evidenced by their inclusion in the social scale ranking.
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Table Al. The Population of Rankhandi

Caste Name' Primary
Occupation

Other
Population

Number % of Total
Pollution
Ranking

1. bhaaT

2. bhaT

3. bhangii

4. bhaRbuj j aa

5. brahmin

6. chamar

*7.
8.

9.

10.

darzii
dhiimaan
brahmin
dhoobii

gaRariiaa

11. goosaaii
12. jaTiiaa

chamar

Share-croppers

No information

Sweepers

Grain-parchers

Agriculturists, 
mostly share
croppers

Laborers, share
croppers , house 
constructors

Tailors

Carpenters or 
blacksmiths

Washermen

Sh are-croppers

Share-croppers

Shoe-makers

Ceremonial
attendant

Laborers

Share-croppers

Officiate at 
ceremonies, 
shopkeepers

Masons

1
212

59

282

Agriculturists 620

Cattle-herders, 
laborers

Receiver of alms
Agricultural 
laborers, 
especially at 
harvest time

36

186

34

196

33
99

.06

.02

4.14
1.15 

5.51

12.12

.70
3.63

.66
3.83

- . 64 
1.93

5

15

8

1

14

13



Table Al.— Continued

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

*20.

21.

*2 2.
*23.

jhiiwaar

jooggii

julaahaa 
(Kabir Panthi)
julaahaa
(Chamar)

julaahaa
(Koli)
khatrii

kumhaar

miraassii

naaii

niilgar

pujaagir

Water-carriers

Agriculturists, 
mostly share
croppers

Agriculturists

Weavers

Laborers, share
croppers

Girl's school 
teacher (1)

Potters

Singers,
musicians

Barbers

Share-croppers

Laborers

Laborers 158 3.09

Receiver of alms 51 1.00

50 .98

Share-croppers, 94 1.84
laborers

44 .86

.16

Share-croppers, 74 1.45
laborers at 
harvest time

Laborers, tailors, 41 .80 12
beggars
Share-croppers, 78 - 1.-52 6
laborers

Laborers 37 .72
Share-croppers, 25 .49
two of them are 
village doctors
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Table AL— Continued

24.

*25.

*26.

27.

*28.

29.

*30.

31.

rajput z 
(Hindu)
rajput

saaii

siaaNii

seekh

soonaar

teelii

vaish

Agriculturists- 
1andlords

Agriculturists

Agriculturists

Share-croppers

Teacher in local 
high school
Goldsmiths

Share-croppers

Business, shop 
keepers, money
lenders

Shopkeepers, 
teachers

Caretakers of 
the Piir's tomb

Laborers

One teaches in 
boys' school

Oil pressers, 
laborers at 
harvest time

Agriculturists

2,164

95

8

57

4

70

144

154

42.29

1.86

.16

1.11

.08

1.37

2.81

3.01

10

TOTAL 5,117 160.00%

*Muslim castes. . .Eight Mulim Castes Combined 390 7.62%

aCaste names are spelled as they appear in the Cornell census.



APPENDIX 7

AREA OF RANKHANDI AFFINAL TIES

S A H  A  K A N  I* U  R

S >>H AH AN PUR

' ' / . . H A R O  WARNAKUR

R O O R K E E

7 R A M P U R

* DE OB A N Dfl
\  RANKHANDI  V /

M U Z A F F A R N A G A R
S H A M L I

M  U  Z  A I f  A R N  A  ( ,  A  R

 D I S T R I C T  B O U N D A R Y

R O A D

4 ----- 1----- f -  RAI  L R O A D

V  LOCI  OF M A R R I A G E  N E T W O R K S
10 5I___ L 10 M I L E S

J
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APPENDIX 8

DESCRIPTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SAMPLE

A description of the sample selected from J. M. Mahar's photo
graphic survey of calendrical rites in Rankhandi.
Castes Represented by 
one or more photos
Bhaat
Bhangii
BhaRbujjaa
Brahmin
Chamar
Dhiiman Brahmin 
Dhoobii 
GaRariiaa 
Jhiiwaar

Joggii
Julaahaa Chamar
Julaahaa, K. P.
Kumhaar
Naaii
Rajput
SiaaNii

Soonaar
Vaish

Hooii Giyaas

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

JL10

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

Sanjii
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

■ • X

10

X
X
X
X
X
X

IT

Payaataa
X

Govardhan

X
X
X

_x
6
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Summary of photographs
i ■iri-rrT. mini nr irirnrnurnr im * ytttmT.,iri\

No, of castes
Key photos 
black-white 
color

Close-up or
other angle 
black-white 
color

Related features
-preparation of 
design and puja

-Sanjii's brother
-performance of puja
-atta design made 
next morning 

Sub-total:
Total:

Hooii Giyaas Sanjii Payaataa Govardhan Total 
[10] [10] [14] [6] [6]

28(1) 44(36) 41(15*) 8
1(1)

2
7

12

17

7(1)
25

38(2) 61(36) 60(15*) 33

15(15) 136(66)K D

23
7

4
28(15)

17

7(1) 
25

4

^ W 8 )
( ) —  indicate that the identity of the artist was not noted although 

in most instances the art work was done by the wife of the 
family with the assistance of her daughters.

* The caste identity of two Sanjii figures is in doubt,



BHAAT

Khaalaa pattii Sanjii Payaataa

1. Ballii5s (A-8, age 50) household P834 (835)/T730 P920 ANI

This caste is represented by one family, that of Ballii (A-8), whose wife Jayantii (age45) comes 
from the village of Barwaalaa, Ambala (located about 4 kos from Ambala), The field notes 
identifies the artists who made Sanjii as "Krishan’s two sisters", Krishan (A-9, age 22) is 
Ballii11 s eldest son, Krishan is married and has a 3 year old son, Ballii's second son,
Lakhan (A-11) is also married, Ballii has three other unmarried sons and two unmarried 
daughters: Roshnii (age 12) and Reeshoo (age 10).
While Ballii8s daughters were credited with making Sanjii, the older wives living in this 
single compound of related families may also have been involved.
Phoolwati (age 20) w/o Krishan (A-9) —  from Khaaii KheeRii, Mt

- 7 kos from Muz. city 
Leelawati (age 17) w/o Lakhan (A-ll) -- from Sabirpur, Sah,

- 5 kos from Rankhandi

Phoolwati said that the only other woman from her village married in R. is Sumeetra, 
the wife of Kishan Lai (Brahmin, Khaalaa)



BHANGII

Mundia pattii Hooii Sanjii

a 1. w/o RuuRhaa (A-14, 18) P1920/T1271
-Vi11. not noted 
-no childred

2, (20) w/o Baljiit (A-20, 26) P1921/T1271
-viTl „ not noted 
-two sons

b 3, Ramkali (14) w/o Nakalii (D-4, 15)
-Saharanpur (city?) .
-no children

c 4, ??? (est. 20) w/o Ballaa (H-2, 25) P833/T731
J -viTl. not noted 
-no info,

aThe artist was identified as "Laalaa's daughter-in-law". Since Laalaa is about 38 years 
his son's wife is probably less than 16 years of age. Since Laalaa and his son share a 
single houseg Laalaa's wife (Jumiaas age 35* from Lakhaan, Sah.) may have assisted in the 
preparation of the Hooii painting. Laalaa has 2 sons» the youngest age 9* and a three year 
old daughter, Laalaa is the brother of Baljiit (#2 above), Their houses are located 
next to one another.
^The artist was identified as "Puutii's daughter-in-law". The Sanjii figure was made on the 
outside wall of Puutii's (D-3* age 40) house. It was said to have been made for Puutii family 
and that of his brother (Tiddaa) and Puutii's son (Nakalii). Since the artist is about 14 
years old* her mother-in-law (Parmils age ? from Malipur* Sah.) may have assisted in the 
art work. In addition to his son, Puutii has a widowed daughter (Prakasha, age ?) living 
with him. She might also have helped with the Sanjii,

P832(830-831) 
T731



BHANGII

Pachchhaaii pattii Hooii Glass Ho 11 (see below)

50 Sukrii (38) w/o KhechaRu (A-16) P1922/T1271 P1128
-Mirpur, Sah„ Payaataa (see below)
-two sons

a6o Chatruu1s house (A-24) P1123 ANI
-two sons

b?. (?) d/o Mukanda P1124

c8„ Sumeeruu’s (A-19) house P1125 ANI
-two sons

9„ Unidentified house in same compound P1172 ANI
a a Although the artist was not identified— Chatru's wife is Keelaa (age 25) from Sah. City.

b The artist was identified as "Muukaa* s daughter". The site of the painting is given as 
"Lotaa's house". Lotaa (A-37) has two sons. The relationship of these people is not 
clear. If Muukaa is the man listed as Mukanda in gen. list— than he is an "outsider" 
married to a daughter of Rankhandi (she is d/o A-22).

^Although ANI— Sumeeruu's wife is Sameerii (age 35, from Bastam Sah„).

Holi —  A man of this basti, named Balwant, performed a "Roogki Mai Puja" on 26 April 656 in 
conjunction with Holi. He also provided a feast on this occasion. Photographs of 
this event Nos, 2118-29 and 2065-2071.

Payaataa —  Musicians in the Bhangi band performed a puja on Payaataa: see photo #921,



BHANGII — Continued

cThe field notes state that the Sanjii was made by Ballaa (H-2, age 25?) son of Teeluu 
(H-l, age ?). This may have been an error in typing, but no information is available 
concemign Ballaa's marital status althoug his younger brother (Gordhan, age 19) 
has a wife (Rahtii, age 17, from Kutabgadh, Muz.).



BHARBUUJAA

Khaalaa pattii San j ii

al. Anguurii (23) w/o Kali Ram (A-42, 28) 
-Karauda, Muz, (E-6, NE/SE)

*P838/T731 ANI?

-no sons
^2. "girls and women of the bagar" *P843/T733 ANI

aAlthough the photo catalog identifies P838 as Kali Ram's (A-42) and P843 as that of Ram 
Swamp (A-52) and his brother Phuul Singh (A-51)— the field note states that Kali Ram's 
(A-42) wife said that P836 was made "by the girls and women of the bagar"for the families 
of Miiru (A-30, age 36, wife alive, one married son whose wife is alive), Hardwari 
(A-22, age 40, widower, two sons), Krishnaa (A-18, age 40, wife alive, one son), Parsaa 
(A-6, age 40, wife alive, 2 sons), Liilaa (A-11, age 46, wife alive, no sons, Kabul
(A-34, age 36, wife alive, 2 sons). Kali Ram (A-42, age 28, wife alive, no sons), and
Sarjit (A-15, age 29, wife alive, no sons).

^The field notes state that P843 was "made by the girls and women in the bagar" of Phuul
Singh (A-51, age 30, wife alive, no sons) and his brother Ram Swamp (A-52, age 27, wife 
alive, no sons). Phuul Singh's wife, Jhanda, comes from the village of Dandauli, Sah.' 
(G-14 sw/se) as does her younger sister (Anguurii, age 22, one 4 year old daughter) who 
is married to Ram Swamp (A-52) „
All the men of this caste belong to the same lineage. They all reside in one compound,



BRAHMIN

Badhaaii pattii
a 1. Johrii Ram6s (P»5S age 47) house

a 2. widow of Maruu (P-26) house

^ 3. Mayaa (age 20) w/o Puran (T-2)
-SakbuRaas Meerut (2miles f/Meerut) 
-no children

Sanjli Giaas
*P836 ANI P1130 ANI

P875 (876) ANI/T734

c 4. 
d c

Phuluu's house (lineage not noted) 

Rameeshwaar1s (M-27, age 30?) house

*P839/T734

P841 ANI/T734

P1131 (1132, 1133) 
ANI

P916 (919= 
919) ANI

a The houses of Johrii Ram (P-5) and Maruu*s (P-26) widow are probably near one another, and 
possibly in the same compound. Although Johrii and Maruu are of the same lineage, they are 
linked (tenuously) at the grandparental level„ Maruu*s widow said "each man lives apart",

(ref. to P-5, P-9, P-14, P-19)
Although the artists of Nos, land 2 above were not noted the wives of these men are:

-w/o Johrii (P-5)— Draupadi, age 44, from Landhoraa, Sah. (reached by train f/Sah, city) 
-w/o Maruu (P-26)--Chaarii, age 59, from Khai KheeRii, Muz, (12kos f/R. by bus f/Muz,) 

-Maruu (deceased) may be the "Kishan Lai" referred to by a BhaR„ woman who said that
the Brahmin (Badh.) wife of Kishan Lai was the only other woman in R. from her
parental village of Khai KheeRii, Muz,

Johrii Ram has one married son, but his chaalaa has not been held,
Maruu*s widow has a 9 year old son--her brothers orphaned son and daughter also live with her.



BRAHMIN ^-Continued

b This Sanjii was said to have been made for "Dayaa Ram and his son Puran by Puran1s wife".
-Dayaa Ram (T-ls age 46) has a wife named Chootoo (age 44) from BhukbareRia, Muz.

^ Rameeshwar’s (M-27) wife, Murti (age 30) comes from Siisoolii, Muz.
c Field notes: Phuluu’s son (or daughter) said this Sanjii was made by her mausii (mother’s sister
and her chaachii) (father's brother's wife). The same informant said that Phuluu's wife 
and daughter did not participate in the making of Sanjii



CHAMARS

1.
2 .

4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.

Mundia pattii 
compound A 
Ram'Dinars (A-6) house? 
Nailii*s (A-9) house? 
RuuRaa's (A-11) House?
compound B 
Bhartuu's TB-29) house? 
Kantuu's (B-32) house?
compound A_
Harphuulaa^s (C-3) house; 
Harchand’s (C-5) house;
compound B 

MeehRuu’s (E-3) house 
Sohan's (J-3) house

Giaas Govardhan Wives/ villages
P1106 ANI . . Budi (40) Khan jarpur* Sah.
P1107 ANI Mannii (40) Ambethap Sah.
PlloS ANI Bhartoo(40) Shahpur, Sah. .?

P955 AN.I (dead) his mother f/Koris Sah,
PI104 ANI P959 ANI Surjii (40) Kori, Sah.?
PI108 ANI (dead) sister of next entry
P1109 ANI Saruphi(30) Sanpla, Sah.

PI103 ANI Sarjati(50) Kori, Sah.
P1126 ANI Gommii (26) Budhakhera, Muz.

The compound division noted above indicate clusters within the Mundia Chamar bastj. 
Those individuals within the same compound reside within forty feet of one another.
The entire basti forms one common residential area about the size of a football field.

In the case of the two widdwers (Bhartuu and Harphuulaa)- 
them. Both girls are about 15 years old.

-both men have daughters' living with

Since Harphuulaa and Harchaiid are brothersa and Harchand’s wife is the sister of Harphuulaa's 
deceased wife-™Harchand's teife may have assisted Harphuulaa's daughter in calendral art work. 
They live next door to each other. '

Pachchhaaii pattii
10. Latur*s house (near Kirpaa) P113 ANI
11. Ghasi's house P114 ANI
12. Ghasitoo's house P115 ANI



CHAMARS — Continued 

Pachchhaaii pattii Giaas

13. SingaRu's house P116 ANI
14. SiraRuu's house P117 ANI
15. Naklii’s house P118 ANI
16. Latuur*s house P119 ANI

Chamar houses— location not noted,........P956-958s960s961.

Chamar houses in Kapuri village P1494-1496.

i
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DHIIMAN BRAHMIN Giaas

Mundia Pattii Hooii Sanjii Giaas
r  '~ rn ffmmranrrdM usa a r ta a i*Tnr-iiw.n11m retieeanMBBeaieeo

al„ Satiavati (18) w/o Fateh Chand (H-12, 22) P1918 (PC10S)/T1271 P851? ANI
-BhasUj Muz„
-one son

Pachchhaaii pattii
2. Bishambari (40) w/o Datta Ram (A-105, 45) P877/T735

- Nehru # Muz. (K-3 ne/sxv— 30 miles, 247°)
-no sons

Khaalaa pattii
3. Unidentified forge P1127 ANI

a Satiavati said that she made a Hooii painting for her family and that of her father-in-law, 
Santaa (H-ll, age 65) whose wife is dead. Santaa has three unmarried sons as well as 
Satiavaties husband.
There is some doubt as to the identity of the Sanjii figure assigned to this artist 

(it may have been made by a Kumhaar in Buddha’s bagar).



Payaataa: see #6
DHOOBII

Gulaal pattii

11. Shanti (24)w/o Sukkar (A-6,26) 
-two sons
-Ghaziabad town (near Delhi)

2. Jiwani (19) w/o Basanta (A-9922) 
-Deoband town (6miles f/R.). 
-one son

3. Soonaa (20) 2/o Karam (A-20s 21) 
-Chandpur, Sah„
-no sons

4e Kamia (20) w/o Girvar (A-229 26) 
-AtuRaa (near Meerut town)
-one son

5. Chandro (28) w/o Chohal (B-5, 40) 
-Baraulij, Sah„
-oiie son

(30) w/o Balwaht (C-4, 55) 
Bulandshahr 

Unidentified house

Badhaaii pattii

Hooii Sanjii

P1915/T1272

P1913/T1272 P857 

P1914/T1272

P856 .
(dbl. exp.)

P1916/T1272 *P850
[886,887]

Giaas Govardhan

P1087 M I  ' 

aP1087 ANI [P970(971)]ANI

PI090 M I  [P972] ANI 

P1088 (1089) P962 M I

P863
[Payata: P888-890]
P858 ANI

P1524 ANIc8. Geendaa's (A-12, 50) house
-wife f/Bhalaswa, Sah. (near Rampur)
-four sond (none married) 

a The Giaas design (P1087 ANI) was said to have been prepared for the families of Sukkar (A-6) 
and Basanta (A-9)— they are brothers residing next door to one anther.

b The Hooii painting (P1914/T1272) was said to have been made by1 Mi wan's daughter-in-law". Presumably 
this painting served the families of Jiwan (A-19, 42) and his son Karam (A-20). Jiwan’s wife 
(Aasil, age 30, from Kapuri, Sah.) is alive and may have helped. Jiwan has an ummarried son as 
well as Karam,
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DHOOBIT --Continued 
Badhaaii pattii

c Geendaa moved to Badh pattii after a quarrel--the other Dhoobiis live in a compound the 
size of three tennis courts.



GARARXYAA
Mundia pattii Sanj ii

al„ Raghubiir's (A-3, 27) house
-Muktiari f/Bhokahari, Muz. (20kos f/R)
-two sons (wife’s age: 23)

2, Yaaduues (A-1X$ 50) house
-Tulsa (50) f/MajeehRaa, Muz. (4kos f/Muz.
-no sons
-Yaaduu is Raghubiir’s fathers younger brother

Giaas 
P1091 ANX

P1092 ANI

3. Chootaa’s (B-8$ 60) house P1086 ANI
-Phulo (50) f/Majra, Muz. 10 kos f/R b
-four sons (3 married: B-9fl 10, 11)

4. Daataa’s (B-9, 32) house P1085 ANI
-Shyamo (19) f/Mandi, Muz. 12 kos f/R b
-no sons

b5. Ruulhaa’s (B-10, 30) house *P865/T735
-Kasoli (20) Thana Bhavan Town, Muz. ANI
-no sons

6. Kaaluu’s (B-ll, 25) house P1084 ANI
-Atri (24) f Dahchand, Muz. 2 kos f/R b
-no sons

a Raghubiir and his father’s younger brother (Yaaduu) share a common bagar and 
the others.

, apart from
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GARARIYAA — Continued

b Chootaa (B-8) may have been dead at this time. His wife was definitely alive, Chootaa 
has four sons, three of whom (B-9, 10, 11) are married.
The Sanjii was "made for the families of Ruulhaa and his three brothers. A'cousin- 
brother8 living in the same compound made a separate Sanjii,"



JHIIWAAR
Khaalaa pattii Sanj ii

al„ Sarbuti (35) widow of Sughan (G-13) *P840 ANI
-Koralig, Sah. (44° 14 miles)
-no sonSg two daughters (1 married)

2. Unidentified house

aThe Sanjii is identified as "Sughan*s house" in photo catalog 
Sarbuti shares this house with her unmarried daughter and her 
the widow of G-12. The mother-in-law is named Sukri: she is
and comes from tohari, Muz. (10 miles, 353°).

Payaataa

P900 ANI

mother-in-law, 
50 years old



JOGGII

Gulaal pattii Hooii Giaas

Bakhtawari (65) w/o Bagnath (A-14, 70) 
-Alipur, Muz, (24 kow f/R, near Shamli) 
-2sons (both married)(Nos, A-15, A-19)

Bahoti (25) w/o Dhuulii (A-15s 30) 
-Kaalaa Majra, Karnal (30 kos f/R)
-3 sons ( none married)

p i n e

3. Kilaso (30) w/o Nathu (AX-22, 
-Korij Sah, (6 kos f/R)
-no sons noted

40 )

P1926 (PC109)/T1273

P1927/T1273

P1925/T1273

)4,   (25?) w/o Kaaluu (AX-27, 30) P1928/T1273 Pllll
-Rankhandi (she is d/o A-13) brother of Bagnath)
-2 sons (none married)

5, same artist as #4
This Hooii was made for Bhullaa's (AX-25) 
family because his wife, Shanti (age ?)
"does not know how to make one". Shanti 
is the daughter of Bagnath (A-14) and 
therefore a daughter of Rankhandi. The 
artist is Shanti's cousin-sister (their 
fathers are brothers),

a This Hooii painting was made by Dhuulii*s (A-15) wife for "herself and her mother-in-law 
(Bakhtawari w/o A-14)". The same Hooii probably also served the family of Lai Singh
(A-19 — the married younger brother of the artist's husband, 

(age 1ST is from Mahesra, Sah.
Lai Singh's wife,, Liilaa

b Note: Hooii painting Nos. P1928 and P1925 were made by the same artistfl whose name was not
- noted. She is a daughter of Rankhandi--her father (A-13) is the deceased elder brother 

of Bagnath (A-14); she is probably 25 years old judging from the age of her husband.
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JOGGII — Continued

Misc.: The wife of Bagnath (A-14) is an active and forceful woman. She appears to 
keep a close eye on her two daughters-in-1aw (wives of A-15e A-19) and her married 
daughter (w/o AX-25) whose husband resides in Rankhandi in the same compound.



JULAAliAA CHAMAR (Nanak Panfchi)

Mundia pattii
1„ Saruphi (45) w/o Kanhaiya (A-3, 55)

-a daughter of Rankhandi 
-4 sons (Smarried including A-4)

2. Charneli (28) w/o Nathuu (A-4S 35)
-Purkazi, Muz. (K-8, 11 miles 165°)
-2 snos (not married)

3. Chandro (17) w/o Parma1 (B-ll, 21)
-Matoli, Sah. (4miles 170° 1-8 nw/se)
-no sons

4. Mani (22) w/o Data Ram (Mausa) (0=7*, 36)
-Karauda*, Muz. (E~6a 18 miles 325°)
2 sons ( not married)

5. Kalawati (27) w/o Rama (C-ll, 33)
-Muradpur, Muz. (H-6)
-1 son

6. Rangii’s (C-14g 26) house (photo taken Mar*,
-no information on wife 
-no sons

a7.   (11) d/o F-2 (deceased)
of Rankhandi

8, Unidentified house in compound of A-3

Hooii Giaas
P1093 ANI 

P1094 ANI 

PI095 ANI

P1908 (PC103)/T1274— painting made in 1955 
P1909/T1274— painting made in 1954

P1910/T1275

PC 58 grain storage 
bin

P1907 (PC102)/T1274

[P1096] on buffalo



JULAAHAA CHAMAR (Nanak Panthi) — Continued

a The eleven year old artist told us that she had made this Hooii and she had written
(in Devanagari) the names of Kirpaa's (F-3) two unmarried sons on the desigh. Kirpaa (age 50) 
is the brother of the artist’s deceased father. Kripaa has a relatively young wife who 
may have been involved— her name is Rampiari (age 25) from Nanhera, Ash. (26 miles, 43° - D-ll 
se/ne).

Misc. information on location: Nos. A-3 and A-4 (father and son) reside in one compound with ,
C-14. C-7 and C-ll may also share that compound, but there location is not certain.
The house of F-2 (deceased) and F-3 is located about 100 feet apart form A-3.



JULAAHAA KABIR PANTHI
Gulaal Pattii Sanjii

1. Somvati (26) w/o Ilyam Singh (A-22, 27) *P870(873?)/T73S
-Chhaparhari, Sah. (21 miles 63° F-ll ne/ne [P1895]
-2 sons (not married)

2. Chandro (?) d/o Bhikhu (D-l, dead) *P842/T735 [P1216]-ANI
-daughter of Rankhandi
-Sanjii made for her brother (D-2)
-D-2 recently marriedg no sons

3» Unidentified house [P1895j

This Sanjii was made for "Jiituu (A-21) and his son Ilam Singh (A-22)". When Jiituu*s 
wife was asked if she had made a Sanjii she said, "Why should I, when my daughter-in-law 
has made one".
This Sanjii was made "for Ram Chander's (D-2) family by his married sister (d/o D-l)"o 
who was visiting Rankhandi from her husband9s village of Dipakeri, Sah. (19 miles, 63 
G-ll sw/sw). Ram Chander’s chaalaa might not lave taken place prior to this date, if 
his wife was in Rankhandi, her tender years ( age 16) may have lead her sister-in-law 
(Chandro) to do the family Sanjii. Ram Chander sife is named Kulaso (age 16) she comes 
from Gonagarhj Muz. (not locsted).
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KINHAAR

Gulaal pattii Hooii Sanjii Giaas Govardhan

al. Buglx (30) w/o Buddhu (A-4, .32) *P848/T736
-Shamlana, Sah. (6 miles 41°)
-no sons

b20 Bhamuli (18) w/o Durga (A-6, 23) P1911/T1275
-Kamalpur, Sah, (44 miles 97° 1-13 se/ne) 1
-1 sno

C3, Durgii (35) w/o Kala (A-14, 40) ?
-Jhadherig, Sah, (9 miles 15°)
-2sons (not married)

e4„ Durgi (30) w/o Fallu (A-17, 35) P849/T736
5, Kalawati (25) w/o Sambhu (B-5, 26) P855 (846) P1102 AN I P963 ANI

-Jatolas Sah, (8kos f/R beyond Deoband) T736 [P969] ANI
-2 sons (not married)

d6. Jiwari (35) d/o Muka (B-4, 60) P1912 (Pcl04)
-daughter of Rankhandi T1276
-made Hooii for her brother (B-5)
-who has 2 sons

a Buddhu6s unmarried daughter helped her mothera Buglia make this Sanjii. The sanjii
was made for the five brothers (rare married) in Buddhues family. It was made at 
Buddhu41 s (the eldest brother) house.

b This Hooii was made in the house shared by Durga and his oder brother, Buddhu (A- 4).
However, the painting was made only for Durgaa’s family as Buddhu has no sons.
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K U M H A A R  --Continued

Although the field notes (page 1275 state that only one other Hooii painting (other 
than Dirge's (A-6) in the compound was made in "Jabraa's house"— Jabraa is the 13 year 
old unmarried son of Kalia (A-14). Presumably the painting was made by Kala's wifes 
Durgio No photo is identified for this artist--so no photo may have been taken.

Although the artist is identified (f.n.p. 1276) as Saiabhu's sister8 "the daughter of 
Kirpa" her father is more likely Muka (B-4) as no Kurahar named Kirpa was noted. W-I 
information recorede 16 Nov. *55 states that Sambhu's sister, Jiwari, was visiting R. to 
help Sambhu's wife after childbirth.
Durgi w/o Ballu comes from Mora, Sah. (10 miles 27°)-she made Sanjii for her family 
only.



NAATI
Mundia pattii Hooii Sanjii Giaas Gpyardhan

1. Phulo (24) w/o Suggan (F-8, 25) P1081/T802 P953 (965) ANI
-Aurangabad, Sah. (J-14 sw/sw-12 kos n. Sah, city) [1082,1083]
-1 son age two

a2. Birhandai (45) w/o Bholu (F-ll, 50) [Payaataa] [Paydataa]
-RasulpUf, Sah. (4 miles 161 H-8 se/nw) [P901-915] P1078/T802 P954 (965) ANI
-2 sons (1 married) [1075-10.80]

b3. Suko (19) w/o Shyam (F-12, 19) *P874/T736
-Salawa, Meerut (27 miles 267° H-3 ne/ne)
-no.children ,

4. Bahoti (28) w/o Teenii (F-15, 30) P1923/T1275 P1073/T802 P948(949,965)ANI
-Bilaspur, Muz. (J-6, near Muz. city) [1067-72,1074]
-1 son (age 12)

5. Unidentified house— P47 in doubt P847?
[P1009]

aBholu’s (f-ll) unmarried daughter (age about 12) helped her mother make the Giaas design.
^This Sanjii (P874) was made to serve the artist’s family (Shyam F-12) and that of her father- 
in-law (Bholu, F-ll). No information was recorded as to whether or not Bholu*s wife and 
unmarried daughter assisted in this task.

Misc: The four families noted above share a single compound about the size of two tennis
courts.
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RAJPUT

Khaalaa pattii

[Rodha's courtyard]
1 w/o Rodha
-at feast 1 married son 
-artist assisted by 
w/o Khemchand (Brahmin,
Badh.-purohit)in preparation 
of P1903

[Bhartu’s courtyard]--next to Dhum Singh
2.house of Bhartu

-Bhartu has 2 married sons 
-Liiluu (eldest). Babu

3. w/o Liiluu (s/o Bhartu
-at feast 1 (married?) son
-names written on Hooii by Liiluu9s 
daughter--including the names of Babu 
and his son

4. w/o Babu (s/o Bhartu)
-at least 1 (married?) son

[Raghbiires courtyard]
5.Raghbiir’s house

-Sangi made by two elderly widows—  
Rabh.9s Mother9ssister and his father9s 
younger brother9s— who live with him 
-assisted by Shanti (Ragh.9 s daughter)

Hooii Sanjii Giaas Govardhan

P1699-shows paintings [P1783] 
made in 1954 and 955 

P1901 (1902)/T1276— made in 954 
P1903 (PC106)/T1277— made in 955

PU01 AN I

P1919(PC107)/T1277 *P861
T737

[Hooii shared with #3?] P852
T737

PC108 (no B.-W.) ANI *P859 P950 (951) ANI
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RAJPUT 9— Continued Hooii

[Jabru's courtyard] --opposite Tikka
6. Jabru’s house
[Unidentified house— near Dhum Singh]
7,Unidentified house .

Mundia pattii
[bagar next to Naaiis]
S.Liilaa (age 13) d/o Kaalaa
-altho Liilaa was said to be the 
artist--several older wives reside 
in same courtyard - this Sanjii (P862) 
was said to serve the families of Kaalaa and 
his younger married brother, Kabul - no 
information noted as to whether this Sanjii 
also served the families of the married sons 
(Saahu, Trilok, Ratna) of Chameelaa-~who 
share the same courtyard. Charaeelaa may 
be the brother of Kaalaa1s father.

[different courtyard]
9.Trilok’s house
[unidentified courtyard]
10.Unidentified house

11.Unidentified house

[courtyard next to Dhoobiis]
12. w/o GhoTa

-Sanjii made for 4 families:
Ram Chander, Sarjit, GhoTa (brothers) 
and Mathu (their nephew)
-they share a common bagar

Sanjii Giaas Govardhan 

*867 ANI

P944-46 ANI

P862 (854)/T738

P1099 ANI

P1100 ANI 

P1098 ANI

*P866/T739 200



RAJPUT 9Continued

[courtyard of Sipatar and Sadhuj
13.wives of Sipatar and Sadhu (brothers) 

-Sanj ii served both families

[unidentified courtyard]
14.Unidentified house

Gulaal patrtri

[Malkhan Singh’s (?) bagar]
15.Pitumbar’s (s/o Malkhan (?) house 

-Pitumbar is the eldest of 5
brothers who share same bagar

16.Mahabiir (s/o Malkhan)
-same courtyard as #15
-not noted as to whether this and 
Sanjii #15 are shared by other 
families in bagar

Badhaaii pattii
17.Latour Mukia’s house

18.Unidentified house

19.Unidentified house (Rajput?)

Hooii mjii Giaas

»P869

(P1010) ANI.

P828/T737 ANI

P827/T737 ANI

P829 ANI

P824 (825,826) ANI

P418 ANI

Govardhan

(PC22,23)ANI
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RAJPUT --Continued

Pachchhaaii pattii
20.Prithvii Singh9 s house (?)

21.MaaRuu*s house
-"made by Chamar servant"--??? 

(note in photo catalog)

Hooii Sanjii Giaas Govardhan

(P968) ANI

P1129 ANI
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SIIAANII Hooii Sanjii

Mundia pattii
1. Saddan's (A-12,31) house P1917/T1278

-P1917 is a double Hooii 
painting made by Saddan*s 
wife’s mother for her family 
and Saddan; she had come to R. 
to assist her daughter in childbirth

2„ Saddan8s (A-12,,31) house
-Sanjii made by Saddan’s wife’s 
younger sister (age 16) who had 
come to R. to assist her sister 
in childbirth

[Saddan had one infant son at the time of Hooii and Sanjii]

*P871(868)/T739

3. Probably Saddan8s (A-12) house 
-P1011 is of Sanjii9s brother

(plOll) ANI



SOONAAR
Badhaaii pattii

1, Musadi Lai performed the 
payaataa ceremony with his 
two sons (A-6a A-10— both married) 
and grandsons. His wife is dead

2, Baso (25) w/o Gopi Chand (A-10,30)
-Sisauii, Muz, 17 miles 308°
-4 sons (none marride)

3, Murti (30) w/o Kishan Lai (A-23,32)
-Charthawal, Muz, 5 miles 306°
-3 sons (none married)

4, Chameii (35) w/o Asha Ram (A-50,42) *P837/T740 ANI
-Thana Bhavan, Muz, 13 miles 352°
-2 sons (none married)

5, Ranii (?) widow (?) of ? *P844/T740
Note: The Payaataa ceremony was performed by men. The Sanjii figures were

only the nuclear family of the woman who made them.

Sanjii

P845/T740

P846/T740

Payaataa

P891-894

P895-897

said to serve
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VAISH
Mundia pattii (one courtyard) Hooii . Payaataa Govardhan

a2.

c4.

Phulo (44) widow of Laksman (B-5) 
-Tilaura, Muz. 27 miles 240° K-4 sw/se 
-2sons (none married)

Mangla (46) w/o Dipchand (B-10$65)
-same as Phulo w/o B-5--sisters 
-3 sons (2 married)

Chameli (55) w/o Kabul (B-16, 60) 
-Tandhera, Muz, 20 miles 212° L-6 se/nw 
- 2 sons (both married)

Murti (44) w/o Bakhtawar (B-28g 50)
-same as w/o B-16 — sisters

P1904(PC101) 
T1279

P1929/T1281

P1905/T1279

P1906/T1281 P943,947 (house 
i,d„?) AN1

Mangla®s younger sister, Phulo, is the widow of Dipchand * s "cousin-brother"--their 
husbands* fathers were brothers.
Although “Kabul’s wife” (Chameli) was identified in the field note as the one who made 
this Hooii painting— there is also a fragmentary note stating that it was made by Sobha's 
wife. Since Sobha (B-17, age 30) is the son of Kabul, this painting may have been made 
by both women for their joint-family. Sobha’s wife is named Kela, she is 24 years old and 
comes from Un Pandaura, Muz, (24 miles 355°).
Murti is the younger sister of Chameli (w/o B-16), 
related members of the same lineage.

Their husbands are distantly

N>o



VAISH — Continued

Pachchhaaii pattii

5. Rahti (32) w/o Kesho (A-33. 
-Babrig, Miiz, 16 miles 328 
-3 sons (none married)

Hooii Payaataa Govardhan

P898„899 
(made by wife 
or husband?)
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